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By WALT BOGDANICH
At 5:45 p.m., with the autumn sun dipping

toward the horizon, Blas Lopez, a father of four
young children, drove his truck loaded with
potatoes bound for market onto a railroad
crossing in south-central Washington State. In
an instant, a 4,700-ton Union Pacific train
rammed Mr. Lopez’s truck with the force of an
explosion, ripping apart his body.

Union Pacific responded as most railroads
do after fatal crossing accidents: It blamed the
victim, Mr. Lopez, not itself.

What Union Pacific did not say was that
the warning signal at the crossing contained
parts that the manufacturer had said, 12 years
earlier, should be replaced ‘‘as soon as possi-
ble’’ because they might be defective. After a
witness to the accident said the signal appeared
to have malfunctioned, a lawyer for Mr. Lo-
pez’s family arranged with Union Pacific in
October 2001 to inspect the signal.

But a railroad manager beat the lawyer
there by several hours. In the predawn dark-
ness, the manager secretly swapped the sus-
pect parts for newer ones. The cover-up was not
discovered until weeks later, when the Lopezes’
lawyer noticed that the serial numbers on the
parts did not match the railroad’s records.

Union Pacific’s conduct is a stark example
of how some railroads, even as they blame
motorists, repeatedly sidestep their own re-
sponsibility in grade-crossing fatalities. Their
actions range from destroying, mishandling or
simply losing evidence to not reporting the
crashes properly in the first place, a seven-

month investigation by The New York Times
has found.

Union Pacific stands out. In one recent 18-
month period, seven federal and state courts
imposed sanctions on Union Pacific, the na-
tion’s biggest railroad, for destroying or failing
to preserve evidence in crossing accidents, and
an eighth court ordered a case retried. One
sanction has since been overturned on appeal.

Over the last eight years, railroads have
also broken federal rules by failing to promptly
report hundreds of fatal accidents, 71 of them
last year, denying the federal authorities the
chance to investigate when evidence is fresh
and still available, according to a computer
analysis of federal data by The Times. Enforce-
ment of these rules is so lax that federal
officials said they were not even aware of the
reporting problems.

In fact, one Union Pacific official said that

By IAN FISHER
and EDWARD WONG

BAGHDAD, Iraq, July 10 — Ten-
sion appears to be rising between the
homegrown Iraqi resistance and the
foreign Islamist fighters who have
entered the country to destroy the
American military here. This is one
reason, experts speculate, that Iraq
has not had the kind of spectacular
attack meant to spread terror and
defy the American agenda for a long
two weeks, even during the transfer
of formal sovereignty back to the
Iraqis.

Evidence has emerged in sniping
between groups on Arabic television
and Web sites, and in interviews with
Iraqi and American officials, as well
as from members of the resistance
and people with close ties to it. All
speak of rising friction between na-
tionalistic fighters and foreign-led Is-
lamists over goals and tactics, with
some Iraqi insurgents indicating a
revulsion over the car bombs and
suicide attacks in cities that have
caused hundreds of civilian deaths.

But such friction does not mean
there is a ‘‘submission by the resist-
ance,’’ said Dhary Rasheed, a profes-
sor at the University of Baghdad who
lives in Samarra, a center for the
resistance. ‘‘It is a phase of recon-
struction and re-evaluation in order
to push the operations out of the
cities,’’ so as ‘‘not to have innocent
people killed.’’

Large car-bombings — thought to
be carried out more often by foreign-
ers, who make up a tiny percentage
of the rebels — have ‘‘disgraced the
reputation of the resistance,’’ Pro-
fessor Rasheed said. ‘‘And the resist-
ance has worked just as the govern-
ment has been trying to, to curtail
the influence of the foreigners.’’

Routine violence continues at high
levels across much of Iraq, and
many civilians and American sol-
diers continue to die. The big attacks
have not necessarily ended, experts
are quick to acknowledge.

But this week, the split took a
cinematic turn when masked men
calling themselves the Salvation
Movement released a videotape con-
taining threats to kill Abu Musab al-
Zarqawi, the Jordanian militant sus-
pected in the deadliest attacks here.
American military officials say the
group, based in Falluja, is made up
of secular former members of Sad-
dam Hussein’s Baath Party. Then on
Friday, a second group of guerrillas
released a similar message threat-
ening Mr. Zarqawi.

The same day, a statement posted
on an Islamist Web site, claiming to
be signed by Mr. Zarqawi, lashed out
against the Muslim Clerics Associa-

By JOHN H. CUSHMAN Jr.
WASHINGTON, July 10 — The

Senate’s report on prewar intelli-
gence about Iraq, which asserts that
warnings about its illicit weapons
were largely unfounded and that its
ties to Al Qaeda were tenuous, also
undermines another justification for
the war: that Saddam Hussein’s mil-
itary posed a threat to regional sta-
bility and American interests.

In a detailed discussion of Iraq’s
prewar military posture, the report
cites a long series of intelligence
reports in the decade before the war
that described a formerly potent
army’s spiral of decay under the
weight of economic sanctions and
American military pressure.

The main risk of an attack by Mr.
Hussein against the United States
and nations in the region was his
unpredictability, these reports indi-
cated. The reports found it especially
hard to predict what he would do if
threatened by the likelihood of Amer-
ican military action. But the Senate
Intelligence Committee called this
analysis relatively weak.

The committee’s report implies
that war opponents were essentially
correct when they argued that Iraq
posed little immediate threat to the
United States. Before the war, those
who held this view, both in Congress
and at the United Nations, argued
that continued containment was
preferable to an invasion.

Although the report described a
profound breakdown in the Ameri-
can intelligence system, both White
House and Congressional officials
say the political calendar will pre-
vent any serious action until after
the November elections. [Page 10.]

In discussing the committee’s re-
port, the Bush administration has
emphasized that the war was worth-
while because it removed a threaten-
ing dictator from power.

‘‘He was a dangerous man,’’ Presi-
dent Bush said Friday. ‘‘The world is
better off without SaddamHussein in
power. America is safer.’’

In the debate before the war, ad-
ministration officials sometimes
made the same argument, but with
not nearly the emphasis that they
gave to threats from chemical weap-
ons or terrorism. They sometimes
mentioned risks that Iraq would use
Scuds or other shorter-range conven-
tional missiles, or they brought up its
antiaircraft attacks on American pa-

By LESLIE WAYNE
No helicopter symbolizes execu-

tive power more than Marine One as
it lifts off theWhite House lawn. Now,
the competition to build the next fleet
of presidential helicopters has be-
come a bare-knuckles brawl that pits
a flag-waving domestic maker
against an international team hoping
to be rewarded for supporting the
United States in Iraq.

One bidding team is led by the
Lockheed Martin Corporation, the
nation’s largest military contractor,
which has lined up European part-
ners and a lobbying juggernaut that
includes Prime Minister Tony Blair
of Britain and his Italian counter-
part, Silvio Berlusconi — two of
Washington’s staunchest allies in
Iraq.

Their Italian-designed craft,
named US 101, would be the first of
its kind to ferry the president.

On the other side is the United
Technologies Corporation, parent to
Sikorsky Aircraft, whose founder,
Igor I. Sikorsky, invented themodern
helicopter.

It is selling itself as the all-Ameri-
can entrant, and ads for Sikorsky’s S-
92 say that only ‘‘skilled, trustworthy
American hands’’ can ‘‘ensure mis-
sion safety and the security’’ of the
president.

‘‘There is a visceral and gut feel-
ing that you don’t want the president
in a Mercedes or flying around in an
Italian helicopter,’’ said Jeffrey P.
Pino, a Sikorsky senior vice presi-
dent. ‘‘You want the president in an
American chopper.’’

To which Stephen C. Moss, presi-
dent of the United States subsidiary
of AgustaWestland, Lockheed’s Eu-
ropean partner, counters: ‘‘The real
issue is whether you want competi-
tion on a level playing field or a win
based on jingoist antiforeign senti-

By ADAM NAGOURNEY
and JODI WILGOREN

ALBUQUERQUE, July 10 — Sena-
tors John Kerry and John Edwards
declared Friday that slipshod intelli-
gence invoked by President Bush to
invade Iraq had cost the nation lives,
billions of dollars and international
prestige, signaling that the war
would be a central issue in their
campaign.

The presumptive Democratic can-
didates for president and vice presi-
dent, in a 30-minute joint interview
given after the release of a Senate
Intelligence Committee report chal-
lenging the prewar Iraq intelligence,
said Mr. Bush’s policies abroad had

probably increased, rather than de-
creased, the prospects of domestic
terrorist attacks.

And they said the discrediting of
much of Mr. Bush’s case for going to
war had fed cynicism toward gov-
ernment by young Americans, remi-
niscent of the mistrust of authority
that swept the country when Mr.
Edwards and Mr. Kerry came of age
during the Vietnam War.

‘‘They were wrong and soldiers
lost their lives because they were
wrong,’’ Mr. Kerry said as Mr. Ed-
wards, in an adjacent seat in the
front of their chartered Boeing 757
jet, nodded in agreement. ‘‘And
America’s paying billions of dollars
because they were wrong. And allies
are not with us because they were

wrong.’’
Mr. Edwards said, ‘‘My view is

that what George Bush has done in
Iraq, both in the lead-up to the war
and more importantly his planning
for winning the peace, has cost
America dearly, and cost the possi-
bility of success dearly.’’
The interview was one of several

the two candidates granted on Fri-
day, under strict time limitations.
While the two men said they had

discussed the crisis in Iraq in their
frequent talks leading to Mr. Kerry’s
decision this week to choose Mr. Ed-
wards, they did not offer any ideas
about what the United States should
do to end the war beyond what they
had previously called for: enlisting
the help of allies and the United
Nations.
Both Mr. Edwards and Mr. Kerry

voted for the resolution authorizing
Mr. Bush to go to war. In the inter-
view, they declined to say whether
they agreed with other pro-war Dem-
ocratic senators who said on Friday
that they would have voted against
the resolution had they known then
what was contained in the Senate
Intelligence Committee report.
‘‘I’m not going to go back and

answer hypothetical questions about
what I would have done had I known
this,’’ Mr. Edwards said.
Mr. Kerry said: ‘‘The vote is not

today and that’s it. I agree complete-
ly with Senator Edwards.’’
Mr. Bush’s campaign spokesman,

Steve Schmidt, dismissed the criti-
cism, noting that Mr. Kerry and Mr.
Edwards had both been early sup-
porters of the war.
‘‘Senator Kerry’s position on the

war has changed on an almost week-
ly basis,’’ Mr. Schmidt said. ‘‘He
voted for the war citing connections
between SaddamHussein and terror-
ists. Less than a year later he was an

By RANDY KENNEDY
Over four seasons on NBC’s hit

show ‘‘Fear Factor,’’ contestants
have been subjected to many of the
horrors and humiliations known to
humanity. They have eaten cow eye-
balls and climbed into coffins with
cockroaches. They have been at-
tacked by Dobermans, dunked in
blood and coaxed onto the wing of a
plane at 4,000 feet.

But now, to mark its 100th episode,
the show is filming for the first time
in New York, where residents con-
front their own special fear factors
daily. Ever eat the last hot dog fished
from the gray hot-dog-cart water?
Ever board a Lexington Avenue ex-
press in late August next to a man
who has not showered since the Ford

administration? Ever live through a
blackout, or try to merge onto the
Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive at 63rd
Street?

Of course you have, and nobody
gave you a $50,000 prize for doing it.

So when the show’s producers be-
gan scouting the city for possible
stunts last April, they knew they
needed to top themselves, which was
not going to be easy. They wanted to
film at recognizable, scary New
York places — in the subway, on the
Brooklyn piers, maybe even atop a
skyscraper. And then they quickly
realized they were competing in
their own behind-the-scenes episode,
more challenging than drinking liq-
uefied pig liver or milking a goat
with your mouth.

It could be called ‘‘Wrestling With

Bureaucrats.’’
‘‘It has definitely been a logistical

— let’s see — interesting experience
for us,’’ said Matt Kunitz, an execu-
tive producer. ‘‘There are a lot of
meetings and a lot of things you need
to get permission for.’’
Or, more often, not get permission

for. The subway? New York City
Transit was not crazy about the idea.
‘‘We wanted to do one of our signa-
ture gross stunts on the subway,’’
Mr. Kunitz said, ‘‘and they wouldn’t
have anything to do with it.’’
How about the Brooklyn piers, for

a stunt involving competitors jump-
ing from a moving truck into the
harbor? The Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey declined, de-
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By WALT BOGDANICH
At 5:45 p.m., with the autumn sun dipping

toward the horizon, Blas Lopez, a father of four
young children, drove his truck loaded with
potatoes bound for market onto a railroad
crossing in south-central Washington State. In
an instant, a 4,700-ton Union Pacific train
rammed Mr. Lopez’s truck with the force of an
explosion, ripping apart his body.

Union Pacific responded as most railroads
do after fatal crossing accidents: It blamed the
victim, Mr. Lopez, not itself.

What Union Pacific did not say was that
the warning signal at the crossing contained
parts that the manufacturer had said, 12 years
earlier, should be replaced ‘‘as soon as possi-
ble’’ because they might be defective. After a
witness to the accident said the signal appeared
to have malfunctioned, a lawyer for Mr. Lo-
pez’s family arranged with Union Pacific in
October 2001 to inspect the signal.

But a railroad manager beat the lawyer
there by several hours. In the predawn dark-
ness, the manager secretly swapped the sus-
pect parts for newer ones. The cover-up was not
discovered until weeks later, when the Lopezes’
lawyer noticed that the serial numbers on the
parts did not match the railroad’s records.

Union Pacific’s conduct is a stark example
of how some railroads, even as they blame
motorists, repeatedly sidestep their own re-
sponsibility in grade-crossing fatalities. Their
actions range from destroying, mishandling or
simply losing evidence to not reporting the
crashes properly in the first place, a seven-

month investigation by The New York Times
has found.

Union Pacific stands out. In one recent 18-
month period, seven federal and state courts
imposed sanctions on Union Pacific, the na-
tion’s biggest railroad, for destroying or failing
to preserve evidence in crossing accidents, and
an eighth court ordered a case retried. One
sanction has since been overturned on appeal.

Over the last eight years, railroads have
also broken federal rules by failing to promptly
report hundreds of fatal accidents, 71 of them
last year, denying the federal authorities the
chance to investigate when evidence is fresh
and still available, according to a computer
analysis of federal data by The Times. Enforce-
ment of these rules is so lax that federal
officials said they were not even aware of the
reporting problems.

In fact, one Union Pacific official said that

By IAN FISHER
and EDWARD WONG

BAGHDAD, Iraq, July 10 — Ten-
sion appears to be rising between the
homegrown Iraqi resistance and the
foreign Islamist fighters who have
entered the country to destroy the
American military here. This is one
reason, experts speculate, that Iraq
has not had the kind of spectacular
attack meant to spread terror and
defy the American agenda for a long
two weeks, even during the transfer
of formal sovereignty back to the
Iraqis.

Evidence has emerged in sniping
between groups on Arabic television
and Web sites, and in interviews with
Iraqi and American officials, as well
as from members of the resistance
and people with close ties to it. All
speak of rising friction between na-
tionalistic fighters and foreign-led Is-
lamists over goals and tactics, with
some Iraqi insurgents indicating a
revulsion over the car bombs and
suicide attacks in cities that have
caused hundreds of civilian deaths.

But such friction does not mean
there is a ‘‘submission by the resist-
ance,’’ said Dhary Rasheed, a profes-
sor at the University of Baghdad who
lives in Samarra, a center for the
resistance. ‘‘It is a phase of recon-
struction and re-evaluation in order
to push the operations out of the
cities,’’ so as ‘‘not to have innocent
people killed.’’

Large car-bombings — thought to
be carried out more often by foreign-
ers, who make up a tiny percentage
of the rebels — have ‘‘disgraced the
reputation of the resistance,’’ Pro-
fessor Rasheed said. ‘‘And the resist-
ance has worked just as the govern-
ment has been trying to, to curtail
the influence of the foreigners.’’

Routine violence continues at high
levels across much of Iraq, and
many civilians and American sol-
diers continue to die. The big attacks
have not necessarily ended, experts
are quick to acknowledge.

But this week, the split took a
cinematic turn when masked men
calling themselves the Salvation
Movement released a videotape con-
taining threats to kill Abu Musab al-
Zarqawi, the Jordanian militant sus-
pected in the deadliest attacks here.
American military officials say the
group, based in Falluja, is made up
of secular former members of Sad-
dam Hussein’s Baath Party. Then on
Friday, a second group of guerrillas
released a similar message threat-
ening Mr. Zarqawi.

The same day, a statement posted
on an Islamist Web site, claiming to
be signed by Mr. Zarqawi, lashed out
against the Muslim Clerics Associa-

By JOHN H. CUSHMAN Jr.
WASHINGTON, July 10 — The

Senate’s report on prewar intelli-
gence about Iraq, which asserts that
warnings about its illicit weapons
were largely unfounded and that its
ties to Al Qaeda were tenuous, also
undermines another justification for
the war: that Saddam Hussein’s mil-
itary posed a threat to regional sta-
bility and American interests.

In a detailed discussion of Iraq’s
prewar military posture, the report
cites a long series of intelligence
reports in the decade before the war
that described a formerly potent
army’s spiral of decay under the
weight of economic sanctions and
American military pressure.

The main risk of an attack by Mr.
Hussein against the United States
and nations in the region was his
unpredictability, these reports indi-
cated. The reports found it especially
hard to predict what he would do if
threatened by the likelihood of Amer-
ican military action. But the Senate
Intelligence Committee called this
analysis relatively weak.

The committee’s report implies
that war opponents were essentially
correct when they argued that Iraq
posed little immediate threat to the
United States. Before the war, those
who held this view, both in Congress
and at the United Nations, argued
that continued containment was
preferable to an invasion.

Although the report described a
profound breakdown in the Ameri-
can intelligence system, both White
House and Congressional officials
say the political calendar will pre-
vent any serious action until after
the November elections. [Page 10.]

In discussing the committee’s re-
port, the Bush administration has
emphasized that the war was worth-
while because it removed a threaten-
ing dictator from power.

‘‘He was a dangerous man,’’ Presi-
dent Bush said Friday. ‘‘The world is
better off without SaddamHussein in
power. America is safer.’’

In the debate before the war, ad-
ministration officials sometimes
made the same argument, but with
not nearly the emphasis that they
gave to threats from chemical weap-
ons or terrorism. They sometimes
mentioned risks that Iraq would use
Scuds or other shorter-range conven-
tional missiles, or they brought up its
antiaircraft attacks on American pa-

By LESLIE WAYNE
No helicopter symbolizes execu-

tive power more than Marine One as
it lifts off theWhite House lawn. Now,
the competition to build the next fleet
of presidential helicopters has be-
come a bare-knuckles brawl that pits
a flag-waving domestic maker
against an international team hoping
to be rewarded for supporting the
United States in Iraq.

One bidding team is led by the
Lockheed Martin Corporation, the
nation’s largest military contractor,
which has lined up European part-
ners and a lobbying juggernaut that
includes Prime Minister Tony Blair
of Britain and his Italian counter-
part, Silvio Berlusconi — two of
Washington’s staunchest allies in
Iraq.

Their Italian-designed craft,
named US 101, would be the first of
its kind to ferry the president.

On the other side is the United
Technologies Corporation, parent to
Sikorsky Aircraft, whose founder,
Igor I. Sikorsky, invented themodern
helicopter.

It is selling itself as the all-Ameri-
can entrant, and ads for Sikorsky’s S-
92 say that only ‘‘skilled, trustworthy
American hands’’ can ‘‘ensure mis-
sion safety and the security’’ of the
president.

‘‘There is a visceral and gut feel-
ing that you don’t want the president
in a Mercedes or flying around in an
Italian helicopter,’’ said Jeffrey P.
Pino, a Sikorsky senior vice presi-
dent. ‘‘You want the president in an
American chopper.’’

To which Stephen C. Moss, presi-
dent of the United States subsidiary
of AgustaWestland, Lockheed’s Eu-
ropean partner, counters: ‘‘The real
issue is whether you want competi-
tion on a level playing field or a win
based on jingoist antiforeign senti-

By ADAM NAGOURNEY
and JODI WILGOREN

ALBUQUERQUE, July 10 — Sena-
tors John Kerry and John Edwards
declared Friday that slipshod intelli-
gence invoked by President Bush to
invade Iraq had cost the nation lives,
billions of dollars and international
prestige, signaling that the war
would be a central issue in their
campaign.

The presumptive Democratic can-
didates for president and vice presi-
dent, in a 30-minute joint interview
given after the release of a Senate
Intelligence Committee report chal-
lenging the prewar Iraq intelligence,
said Mr. Bush’s policies abroad had

probably increased, rather than de-
creased, the prospects of domestic
terrorist attacks.

And they said the discrediting of
much of Mr. Bush’s case for going to
war had fed cynicism toward gov-
ernment by young Americans, remi-
niscent of the mistrust of authority
that swept the country when Mr.
Edwards and Mr. Kerry came of age
during the Vietnam War.

‘‘They were wrong and soldiers
lost their lives because they were
wrong,’’ Mr. Kerry said as Mr. Ed-
wards, in an adjacent seat in the
front of their chartered Boeing 757
jet, nodded in agreement. ‘‘And
America’s paying billions of dollars
because they were wrong. And allies
are not with us because they were

wrong.’’
Mr. Edwards said, ‘‘My view is

that what George Bush has done in
Iraq, both in the lead-up to the war
and more importantly his planning
for winning the peace, has cost
America dearly, and cost the possi-
bility of success dearly.’’
The interview was one of several

the two candidates granted on Fri-
day, under strict time limitations.
While the two men said they had

discussed the crisis in Iraq in their
frequent talks leading to Mr. Kerry’s
decision this week to choose Mr. Ed-
wards, they did not offer any ideas
about what the United States should
do to end the war beyond what they
had previously called for: enlisting
the help of allies and the United
Nations.
Both Mr. Edwards and Mr. Kerry

voted for the resolution authorizing
Mr. Bush to go to war. In the inter-
view, they declined to say whether
they agreed with other pro-war Dem-
ocratic senators who said on Friday
that they would have voted against
the resolution had they known then
what was contained in the Senate
Intelligence Committee report.
‘‘I’m not going to go back and

answer hypothetical questions about
what I would have done had I known
this,’’ Mr. Edwards said.
Mr. Kerry said: ‘‘The vote is not

today and that’s it. I agree complete-
ly with Senator Edwards.’’
Mr. Bush’s campaign spokesman,

Steve Schmidt, dismissed the criti-
cism, noting that Mr. Kerry and Mr.
Edwards had both been early sup-
porters of the war.
‘‘Senator Kerry’s position on the

war has changed on an almost week-
ly basis,’’ Mr. Schmidt said. ‘‘He
voted for the war citing connections
between SaddamHussein and terror-
ists. Less than a year later he was an

By RANDY KENNEDY
Over four seasons on NBC’s hit

show ‘‘Fear Factor,’’ contestants
have been subjected to many of the
horrors and humiliations known to
humanity. They have eaten cow eye-
balls and climbed into coffins with
cockroaches. They have been at-
tacked by Dobermans, dunked in
blood and coaxed onto the wing of a
plane at 4,000 feet.

But now, to mark its 100th episode,
the show is filming for the first time
in New York, where residents con-
front their own special fear factors
daily. Ever eat the last hot dog fished
from the gray hot-dog-cart water?
Ever board a Lexington Avenue ex-
press in late August next to a man
who has not showered since the Ford

administration? Ever live through a
blackout, or try to merge onto the
Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive at 63rd
Street?

Of course you have, and nobody
gave you a $50,000 prize for doing it.

So when the show’s producers be-
gan scouting the city for possible
stunts last April, they knew they
needed to top themselves, which was
not going to be easy. They wanted to
film at recognizable, scary New
York places — in the subway, on the
Brooklyn piers, maybe even atop a
skyscraper. And then they quickly
realized they were competing in
their own behind-the-scenes episode,
more challenging than drinking liq-
uefied pig liver or milking a goat
with your mouth.

It could be called ‘‘Wrestling With

Bureaucrats.’’
‘‘It has definitely been a logistical

— let’s see — interesting experience
for us,’’ said Matt Kunitz, an execu-
tive producer. ‘‘There are a lot of
meetings and a lot of things you need
to get permission for.’’
Or, more often, not get permission

for. The subway? New York City
Transit was not crazy about the idea.
‘‘We wanted to do one of our signa-
ture gross stunts on the subway,’’
Mr. Kunitz said, ‘‘and they wouldn’t
have anything to do with it.’’
How about the Brooklyn piers, for

a stunt involving competitors jump-
ing from a moving truck into the
harbor? The Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey declined, de-
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morrow, showers, storms, high 79.
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Blas Lopez died at this railroad crossing in Washington State in 1997. Later, a Union Pacific manager secretly replaced suspect signal parts.
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Marion Jones Loses Bid
To Defend Olympic Title

Marion Jones, who has been dogged
by a doping scandal, failed to qualify
to defend her Olympic 100-meter title
in Athens by finishing fifth in the
Olympic trials. She can still qualify
for the Games in other events.
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W.H.O. Lags on AIDS Goal
TheWorld Health Organization

said that its goal of delivering anti-
retroviral therapy to threemillion
countries by the end of 2005 could be
met, although obstacles have limited
the number under treatment. The re-
port was issued a day before the In-
ternational AIDS Conference. PAGE 4

Priest Shortage in Ireland
Ireland finds itself facing a serious
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expected to growworse in the next
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Tel Aviv Bombing Kills One
A bomb exploded next to a bus sta-

tion in Tel Aviv, killing one woman
and injuringmore than 10 people, the
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happy to believe that they have
someone fighting on their side.
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Cracks in Puerto Rico Symbol
LaMuralla, a soaring 16th-century

wall in Old San Juan, has weathered
fivemajormilitary attacks. But its
enemies now include pollution and the
rumbling of traffic nearby. PAGE 16
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federal regulators told the railroad in late
1999 “to stop calling” after fatal accidents.
Federal officials denied doing so, but the fol-
lowing year, The Times’s analysis shows,
the number of accidents not reported
promptly by Union Pacific quadrupled. 

Trains, like airplanes, have black-box
event recorders, but records show that rail-
roads have a spotty history of keeping them
in working order and have sometimes lost
or erased their information after crashes.
The information from recorders can be so
inconclusive that after one 17-year-old girl
was killed in Tennessee, the railroad pro-
duced five different versions of the accident
from the same black box.

Since 2000, about 1,600 people have been
killed in grade-crossing accidents, more
than twice the number killed in commercial
plane crashes. On average, one person a day
dies at a crossing in the United States. But
these deaths draw little national attention
because they usually come one or two at a
time, often where tracks slice through small
towns and rural expanses.

“It’s a systemic failure,” said James E.
Hall, a former chairman of the National
Transportation Safety Board. “It’s been
something that has just not grabbed the at-
tention, unfortunately, of the public.”

It has barely grabbed the attention of the
government. Only the federal authorities,
not the local police, have the power to inves-
tigate thoroughly a railroad’s role in an ac-
cident. But of the nearly 3,000 rail crossing
accidents last year, the federal authorities
fully investigated just four.

Families of victims searching for the
cause of a crash have to ask the railroads
themselves or file lawsuits. But as judges
who have imposed sanctions against Union
Pacific have found, getting an answer can
be difficult.

Kathryn Blackwell, a spokeswoman for
Union Pacific, said her company’s policy
was to keep records as long as federal law
requires. “Union Pacific did not purposeful-
ly destroy evidence to keep it from the
jury,” Ms. Blackwell said. “Union Pacific
would not destroy documents in anticipation
of litigation.”

Yet Union Pacific was found to have
knowingly destroyed relevant evidence af-
ter a collision in Arkansas that left Frank
Stevenson brain damaged and killed his
wife. Mr. Stevenson has since lost his job,
his house and, he said, his stepchildren, who
blame him for their mother’s death. “I have
no family anymore,” he said.

Mr. Stevenson’s injuries left him without
any memory of the accident. But when he
filed a lawsuit, Union Pacific had purged
some of its own institutional memory of the
accident, records show. Track inspection
records that might have shown the crossing
was hazardous were discarded after Mr.
Stevenson asked for them. Tapes of the

Continued From Page 1
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Jenny Nordberg contributed reporting for
this article. Tom Torok contributed data
analysis and reporting. Eric Koli contribut-
ed reporting from San Francisco.
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train’s crew talking to dispatchers before
the accident were not preserved. The train’s
black box was not much help, either: It mal-
functioned and did not record the horn. 

“Documents have been routinely de-
stroyed despite defendant’s knowledge that
they are relevant to this lawsuit,” Judge
William R. Wilson of Federal District Court
wrote in 2001, referring to Union Pacific.
And, he added, “This does not square with
the discovery rules nor with ‘traditional no-
tions of fair play and justice.’ ”

Between the Cracks
Harvey Levine remembers the day in the

mid-1990’s when, as a vice president of the
Association of American Railroads, he sug-
gested that railroads, not just drivers, might
share responsibility for grade-crossing col-
lisions.

The reaction was swift.
“Another vice president said, ‘Why don’t

you shut up and sit down,’ ” recalled Dr. Le-
vine, an economist and a former railroad
employee. “I knew the next sentence out of
my mouth was going to cost me my job.”

With two children in college, Dr. Levine
said he did not argue the point.

Railroads and the federal government
have spent millions of dollars educating the
public about the motorist’s responsibility
for avoiding trains. “Always Expect A
Train!” has become the slogan of the rail-
roads as well as their principal regulator,
the Federal Railroad Administration.

“Motorists can stop quickly, trains can-
not,” said Ms. Blackwell, the Union Pacific
spokeswoman.

Grade-crossing deaths have declined by
more than 50 percent since 1990 and both the
industry and regulators say the educational
campaign has contributed to the decline.
But Dr. Levine, who has testified for acci-
dent victims, said a bigger reason was that
tens of thousands of crossings have been
closed and the government has paid to in-
stall gates or lights at many other crossings.
Still, most of the nation’s 250,000 crossings
have no warning lights or gates, and grade-
crossing deaths are up 10 percent for the
first four months of this year, compared
with the same period a year earlier. 

Many accidents are indeed caused by
careless or reckless driving. A federal study
released late last month blamed “risky driv-
er behavior or poor judgment” for 87 per-
cent of fatal crossing accidents over the last
decade. The audit, though, was based mostly
on accident reports from the railroads
themselves. In fact, as Ms. Blackwell of
Union Pacific acknowledges, railroads are
sometimes at fault, too. 

Overgrown vegetation can block a driv-
er’s view. Gates or lights can fail. An engi-
neer may blow a horn too late. “In order to
avoid that train, you have to be able to see
the train and to hear the train,” said John E.
Parker, a South Carolina lawyer who repre-
sents crossing accident victims. 

Yet, in most cases, no one thoroughly in-
vestigates the railroads’ conduct.

The industry has worked to keep the pow-
er to investigate grade-crossing accidents
centered in Washington, where it has long
been an influential force. Vice President
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Dick Cheney served on Union Pacific’s
board and the Treasury secretary, John W.
Snow, is a former chief executive of CSX.

But the federal authorities rarely use
those investigative powers in crossing acci-
dents.

“We typically will only look at those that
have extraordinary or unusual circum-
stances,” said Warren Flatau, a railroad ad-
ministration spokesman. That usually
means three or more deaths in a single acci-
dent. More federal attention is paid to de-
railments and train-on-train collisions. And
although states can punish railroads for un-
safe crossings, they usually do not.

Families of victims have found it hard to
get the government to do more. “You are
fighting a war with wounded soldiers here,”
said Vicky Moore, whose 16-year-old son,
Ryan, was killed in 1995 at one rural Ohio
crossing where at least six other people
have died.

When an accident happens it is usually up
to the local police alone to investigate, but
their power over railroads is so limited that
they lack the authority, for example, to seize
an event recorder or to order a train’s crew
to be tested for drugs or alcohol.

“We are not given information we need to
thoroughly investigate,” said Tom Mockbee,
police chief in Waldo, Ark., who has investi-
gated crossing accidents. “Their attitude is
if I don’t get it, they don’t have to defend it.”

The Barber Case
It was hardly a secret that the railroad

crossing just west of Palestine, Ark., was
dangerous. Like many of Union Pacific’s
crossings in the area, this one, known as
Crossing 123, had no lights or gates.

Overgrown vegetation made the crossing
especially hazardous, said Willetta Carroll,
the mayor of Palestine, population 700.

“You had to be on the track before you
could see the train,” Mayor Carroll said. The
mayor, whose sister-in-law died at a rail
crossing in Palestine, said she complained
often to Union Pacific without success.

So did Carl Jones, a garbage truck driver,
who said he had contacted the railroad 7 to
10 times about Crossing 123, according to
court records. Once, Mr. Jones said, he
stopped a Union Pacific worker on the road
to tell him the crossing was life-threatening.

Union Pacific employees noticed the dan-
ger, too. Willie Savage, who supervised
track workers, thought the crossing was so
dangerous that he had flagmen stop traffic
before his men crossed the road in their rail
cars, court records show. And Donald
DePriest said that when he worked as an en-
gineer he told the railroad that the crossing
endangered the public and rail employees.

The warnings came true at 9:15 a.m. on
Jan. 19, 1998, when a garbage truck driven
by Charles Rolfe pulled up to Crossing 123.
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“We started easing up to the crossing until
we practically got on the track itself — you
couldn’t see anything,” said Chris Barber,
Mr. Rolfe’s co-worker who was in the truck.

Suddenly, Mr. Barber turned his head and
saw a giant yellow engine. “I put my head
down and prayed,” he recalled in an inter-
view. The impact killed Mr. Rolfe. Mr. Bar-
ber spent the next two months in a hospital
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Frank Stevenson limped out his front door in March, showing effects of the crossing crash that left him brain damaged and killed
his wife. After the crash, Mr. Stevenson sued, but the railroad had purged some of the evidence from his case, court records show.
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and rehabilitation center, recovering from a
skull fracture, broken neck, collapsed lung
and various other broken bones. He still has
trouble walking.

Federal authorities did not investigate the
crash and Mr. Barber sued Union Pacific,
saying the railroad failed to keep the cross-
ing safe, to properly sound the train’s horn
and to operate the train at a safe speed.
Union Pacific denied each of those accusa-
tions in court.

In preparing for the trial in 2002, Mr. Bar-
ber’s lawyers found several people who said
they were nearly killed at the crossing. The
lawyers also wanted audiotapes of the rail-
road’s dispatchers talking to the crew, track
inspection records and any “slow orders” di-
recting trains to reduce their speed near the
crossing because of hazardous conditions.

Union Pacific, however, said the tapes
had been recorded over and the track re-
ports had been discarded, some after Mr.
Barber asked for them. The railroad also
said it could find no slow orders for the
crossing. Even so, Mr. Barber’s lawyers
sent a consultant, Alan J. Blackwell, a for-
mer Union Pacific manager, to Union Pa-
cific headquarters in Omaha to search for
slow orders. Mr. Blackwell (who is not relat-
ed to the railroad’s spokeswoman) eventu-
ally found some for the track around Cross-
ing 123, despite the railroad’s claims that
they did not exist.

Union Pacific’s conduct earned it a sanc-
tion from the presiding judge, who told the
jury that it could — but was not required to
— conclude that the missing evidence was
not favorable to the railroad.

At the trial, Robert L. Pottroff, a lawyer
representing Mr. Barber, stacked empty
boxes in the courtroom that he said repre-
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sented missing evidence. “By the time we
got done there were a dozen empty boxes,”
said Mr. Pottroff, a Kansas lawyer who has
helped to organize a legal assault on how
Union Pacific handles evidence.

The jury awarded Mr. Barber $5.1 million
in compensatory damages and $25 million in
punitive damages.

Union Pacific appealed, but the Arkansas
Supreme Court upheld the verdict this year
in a blistering opinion that said Union Pa-
cific behaved with a “high degree of repre-
hensibility.”

“This case reflects the development of a
corporate policy at Union Pacific that put
company profits before public safety,” the
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court wrote. “Union Pacific intentionally de-
stroyed track records and voice tapes. Fur-
thermore, there is evidence from which a
jury would reasonably conclude that Union
Pacific attempted to conceal ‘slow orders’
issued for this portion of track.”

Union Pacific has asked the United States
Supreme Court to review the case. Ms.
Blackwell, the company spokeswoman, said
some documents were mistakenly de-
stroyed after they were requested in court
because of human error. “It’s not something
that we are proud of,” she said. “But unfor-
tunately, people make mistakes.” 

Union Pacific has also put in place a more
aggressive, systemwide program to control
vegetation at crossings, the company said. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Barber said his case left
him skeptical that the railroad had changed.
‘‘They thought they could get away with it
as they always had in the past,” he said. 

A Change in Policy
Union Pacific’s attitude toward investi-
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gating grade-crossing accidents was once
very different, three former managers with
the railroad said.

Those managers said in interviews that
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from the mid-1980’s until the early 1990’s,
the company was transformed by a new
chief executive, Michael H. Walsh, who
wanted a more aggressive, open search for
the causes of accidents.

“It was a whole new concept,” said Mr.
Blackwell, a former manager of track main-
tenance for Union Pacific. “His theory was
basically completely opposite from the law
department’s theory where you do not ad-
mit anything because there is liability.” 

This new philosophy, said Mr. Blackwell,
who left the company in 1995, was embodied
in a company manual, “Accident Investiga-
tion Guidelines.” “The investigator must
recognize that in some situations manage-
ment may have failed to comply with a duty
or responsibility, which may result in clear
liability on the part of the company,” the
manual states.

Under Mr. Walsh, Mr. Blackwell said, “all
documents, everything, was to be pre-
served, not just what was good for the rail-
road.”

But the corporation’s attitude began to
change after Mr. Walsh, who has since died,
left the company in August 1991, said the
former managers, who have testified on be-
half of accident victims. Mr. Blackwell said
the company issued a new manual that fo-
cused less on rooting out the causes of acci-
dents than on protecting the company.

Claims investigators were instructed not
to share their findings with other depart-
ments, unless permission was granted. The
revised manual also noted that “no useful
purpose is served by extensively document-

2
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ing evidence” when company liability is ob-
vious. Instead, it said, the company should
try to settle claims quickly and fairly.

The manual advised care in deciding “the
degree and extent to which obviously harm-
ful and possibly inflammatory evidence is
documented.” For example, the company
said “gory” pictures might inflame the jury.
“Statements documenting hazardous condi-
tions in great detail serve only the same
purpose when such conditions are known to
have existed,” the manual stated.

Company investigators were further cau-
tioned about taking pictures of any obstruc-
tions that might have blocked a motorist’s
view. “A panoramic view taken at one point
might show a possible view obstruction,
while an unobstructed view may be demon-
strated by moving slightly closer to or away
from the crossing,” the manual stated.

It also recommended that investigators
document evidence that could implicate the
motorist, including photographing the vehi-
cle’s speedometer, and the controls for the
radio, air conditioner, heater and stereo — 
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all possible signs that a driver was distract-
ed or might not have heard the train horn.

The railroad also did not want certain in-
terviews and conversations taped, including
those with train crews. Mr. Blackwell, the
former manager, said he was told by a com-
pany official that when investigating an ac-
cident he should use private phone lines
rather than communicating by radios,
which are often recorded.

Ms. Blackwell, the Union Pacific spokes-
woman, said the company’s procedures for
investigating an accident scene were not in-
tended to hide anything. “There’s no desire
to alter what the motorist would see, only a
desire to show what he would have seen,”
she said. She also said the instructions
should be viewed in the context of the whole
manual, which says to conduct a full and
fair investigation, including collecting evi-
dence “even though it might be detrimental
to the company’s position.”

Ms. Blackwell said the manual was re-
placed early last year with an updated ver-
sion.

Sanctions Pile Up
Michael Easley, a lawyer representing

Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Barber, said the
manual Union Pacific used for many years
reveals an agenda. “This shows an investi-
gation that’s not looking for the truth but for
an advantage,” Mr. Easley said.

Other major railroads have been accused
of seeking a similar advantage.

After Debbie and Eddie Wood lost their
daughter at a crossing in Cleveland, Mo., in
1998, their lawyer sent a letter to Kansas
City Southern railroad that ended with the
plea, “Please do not destroy any evidence.”
But the railroad not only destroyed dispatch
tapes and black-box data, it also “lied” about
its brush-cutting records, according to a rul-
ing by Judge Marco A. Roldan of Circuit
Court in Jackson County who imposed sanc-
tions on the railroad last year.

A spokesman for the railroad declined to
comment because another lawsuit related
to the accident is pending.

When Kenneth D. Breinig’s 16-year-old

Source: Court records and interviews

Judge William R. 
Wilson of Federal 
District Court 
commenting on a 
crossing accident 
that killed a woman 
and seriously 
injured her 
husband in 
Vanndale, Ark.

Stevenson v. 
Union Pacific

“Documents have been routinely destroyed despite defendant’s knowledge 
that they are relevant to this lawsuit. Moreover, documents have been 
routinely destroyed after plaintiffs have formally requested them in 
discovery. This does not square with the discovery rules nor with ‘traditional 
notions of fair play and justice.’ ” Sanctions issued, July 19, 2001

The Court of Appeal in Louisiana after noting that Union 
Pacific had been asked to produce evidence about an 
accident in which a mother and two children were 
seriously injured by a train at a crossing in Oakdale.

N. Johnson v. 
Union Pacific

“Despite repeated requests for preservation and demands for production, 
Union Pacific failed to produce any of this evidence ...  a trier of fact could 
easily conclude that Union Pacific negligently or intentionally failed to 
preserve this evidence ...”

A Kansas state 
judge, Robert J. 
Fleming, on a 
crossing accident in 
which two people 
were killed and two 
injured when an 
ambulance was hit by 
a Union Pacific train 
in Labette County, 
Kan.

Monohon v. 
Union Pacific

 “...no reason has been shown to justify a 90-day retention  policy where 
there has been serious injury or death, other than to keep the voice tapes 
out of the hands of plaintiffs ... .” Sanctions issued, Jan.  8, 2002

Judge Jim Hudson of Circuit Court on an accident that 
killed a mother and daughter and injured the father and 
another passenger when a van was struck at a crossing in 
Arkansas.

J. Johnson  v. 
Union Pacific

“I’m talking about the destruction of tapes that may have contained 
evidence relevant to this case after the railroad knew or should have 
known that deaths had occurred.” Sanctions issued, Oct. 15, 2002

Magistrate Judge Jerry Cavaneau of Federal District 
Court after noting that the railroad had discarded 
evidence in a crossing accident that killed the driver of a 
truck in Poinsett County, Ark.

Privett v. 
Union Pacific

"Defendant knew litigation was likely and knew or should have known that 
the condition of the warning devices at the intersection could be at issue.”

Sanctions issued, Jan.  15, 2003

Arkansas Supreme 
Court on a 
crossing accident 
in which a 
sanitation truck 
collided with a 
train in St. Francis 
County, killing the 
driver and injuring 
the passenger. 

Barber v. 
Union Pacific

“The evidence shows that Union Pacific intentionally destroyed track  
records and voice tapes. Furthermore, there is evidence from which a jury 
would reasonably conclude that Union Pacific  attempted to conceal slow 
orders issued for the portion of track.” Verdict upheld, February 2004 

Federal Judge John C. Coughenour after noting that a 
manager tried to hide the railroad's failure to replace 
potentially defective parts in a signal in Washingon State.

Lopez v. 
Union Pacific

“His actions were not those of a rogue underling. He was an experienced 
manager who had specific contemporary knowledge of the modules’ 
evidentiary significance. His acts were egregious. Severe sanctions are 
appropriate.”

Sanctions issued, Feb. 13, 2002

Missing Evidence: 
What the Judges Found
Since 2001, eight judges have taken action against Union Pacific for 
destroying or failing to preserve evidence in grade-crossing fatalities.

The New York Times

David Nichol /Times-Herald

Upheld order for a new trial, July 25, 2001

Judge Harry F. Barnes of Federal District Court after 
noting that the railroad had destroyed voice tapes of an 
accident in which a man was seriously injured by a train in 
Columbia County, Ark.

Morris  v. 
Union Pacific

The railroad “acted in bad faith because it was on notice that a serious 
injury had occurred.” Sanction issued Sept. 19, 2002

(Sanction overturned by appeals court, which
ruled that the railroad did not act in bad faith.)
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son was killed at a crossing near their rural
Nebraska home in 1997, Mr. Breinig accused
the railroad that owned the track, the Bur-
lington Northern and Santa Fe Railway
Company, of clearing the overgrown vegeta-
tion only after the accident occurred.

Patrick Hiatte, a spokesman for Burling-
ton Northern, said his company had solid ev-
idence that the railroad cleared the vegeta-
tion several hours before the accident. But
Mr. Breinig’s lawyer found witnesses who
said it was done afterward, and the railroad
settled with the family for undisclosed
terms after being sued. “They tried to say
that it was done the day before the accident,
but we had too many witnesses,” said Mr.
Breinig, who was a minister but quit after
his son’s death.

“It was a cover-up,” he said.
Still, Union Pacific’s record of seven court

sanctions between July 2001 and January
2003 for destroying or failing to preserve ev-
idence — the legal term is spoliation —
stands out. “There is hardly an excuse for
one incident of spoliation, and I can’t imag-
ine an excuse for seven,” said Steven Lubet,
who has taught legal ethics at the North-
western University School of Law. “It is ex-
tremely unusual.”

Sanctions have included fines and jury in-
structions that were unfavorable to the rail-
roads.

Union Pacific lawyers have argued in
court that documents and tapes were dis-
carded as part of the company’s “document
retention” policy, which states that tapes of
crew conversations be recycled after 90
days and track inspection reports be dis-
carded after a year, which is how long fed-
eral law requires that they be kept. 

“Nothing wrong with housekeeping, but
once there is knowledge of the possibility of
litigation, that trumps housekeeping,” said
Mr. Lubet. “Document retention policy is a
euphemism for document destruction.”

The sanctioning judges seemed to agree.
In July 2001, for example, Judge Wilson

imposed sanctions against Union Pacific in
the Frank Stevenson case for destroying
records, but noted that the railroad kept dis-
patch tapes when they aided the company’s
defense. “Can one not reasonably infer that
when U.P. believes the voice tape is favor-
able, it preserves it?” Judge Wilson wrote.

A week later, a Louisiana appellate court
said that given the railroad’s failure to
produce documents and tapes, “a trier of
fact could easily conclude that Union Pa-
cific negligently or intentionally failed to
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preserve this evidence.” Yet, the court not-
ed, “the documents important to Union Pa-
cific’s defense seemed to always be avail-
able.”

Then in January 2002, a Kansas state
judge, Robert J. Fleming, concluded that
Union Pacific’s policy of recording over the
tape served no purpose “other than to keep
the voice tapes out of the hands of the plain-
tiffs.” 

In November of that year, Magistrate
Judge Jerry Cavaneau of Federal District
Court in Arkansas criticized Union Pacific
for destroying dispatch tapes and discard-
ing a safety warning sign, which the vic-
tim’s family contended was faded and diffi-
cult to see. Union Pacific, the judge ruled,
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cult to see. Union Pacific, the judge ruled,
“knew litigation was likely and knew or
should have known that the condition of the
warning devices at the intersection could be
an issue.”

Last month, a federal appeals court over-
turned one sanction that had been imposed
against Union Pacific in Arkansas, conclud-
ing that the railroad had not acted in “bad
faith” by discarding audiotapes.

Ms. Blackwell of Union Pacific said the
sanctions were mostly due to a legal strat-
egy of several victims’ lawyers to shift at-
tention from the accidents to the company’s
record retention policies, which judges had
previously found not to be a problem. Even
so, Ms. Blackwell said, Union Pacific now
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realizes the evidence should have been kept.
“We’ve been punished,” she said. “So I think
we’ve learned our lesson.”

She said that last October it had put into
place “new procedures to locate and re-
trieve all reasonably relevant crossing acci-
dent documents and preserve them far be-
yond federal requirements.” 

In Brinkley, Ark., however, some people
still question the railroad’s commitment.

On Feb. 11, a Union Pacific train struck a
vehicle at a crossing that had no lights or
gates, seriously injuring the driver, Joshua
Armstrong, who had just dropped off his two
children at a baby sitter’s house on his way
to nursing school. Mr. Armstrong remained
in a coma for two months, his relatives said.

Officer Jason Martin of the Brinkley Po-
lice Department arrived on the scene min-
utes after the crash. After helping Mr. Arm-
strong, whose pickup had been pushed down
the track, Officer Martin noticed people
wearing Union Pacific uniforms back at the
crossing. Only later, Officer Martin said, did
he realize that they had cut vegetation
around the crossing before he had a chance
to assess whether it might have blocked Mr.
Armstrong’s view of the train.

“I was upset that they did not let us know
what they were doing,” he said. To docu-
ment their activity, Officer Martin said he
has pictures of the fresh cuts. “Why didn’t
they go out there to cut those bushes a week
before?” he asked. “That doesn’t look good.”

The officer also expressed concern about
a second Union Pacific train that had been
parked on a parallel track near the crossing.
Officer Martin said that before he could
measure how close the parked train —
which could have blocked Mr. Armstrong’s
view of the oncoming train — was to the
crossing, railroad workers backed it farther
away.

To establish how far that second train
moved, Officer Martin said he asked the
railroad for data from the engine’s event re-
corder. But five months later he said he had
not received it. 

Yet another problem arose, Officer Mar-
tin said, when he noticed that someone had
taken bulbs from the brake lights in Mr.
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Armstrong’s truck after it was towed from
the accident scene.

The officer said he did not know what hap-
pened to the bulbs. The railroad’s accident
reconstruction team, he said, denied taking
them. But whoever took them, he said, prob-
ably knew their value in an investigation.
“What the bulbs do is tell if the brakes had
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been applied or not,” Officer Martin said.
And that could indicate whether Mr. Arm-
strong saw the train before it struck him.

Officer Martin said he was certain about
one thing: “I won’t get them back.”

Ms. Blackwell, the Union Pacific spokes-
woman, said that because she expects the
Armstrong case to result in a lawsuit, she
would not comment except to deny all the
accusations made by the Brinkley police.

The Brinkley mayor, Billy Clay, said:
“We are at the mercy of the railroads.” And
he added, “Their philosophy is, ‘Hey, we
were there first and you built the town
around us.’ This is their attitude.”

If the Armstrong family does decide to
sue Union Pacific, it will have to go forward
without one of its witnesses, a young moth-
er, Kelly Turner, who lived near the cross-
ing. Two months after Mr. Armstrong’s ac-
cident, Ms. Turner was killed in a crash at
the same crossing.

Accidents Go Unreported
A basic maxim of accident investigations

is the sooner evidence is collected, the bet-
ter.

“Decades of experience in accident inves-
tigation have taught F.R.A. that the best in-
formation is often available only very early
in the investigation, before physical evi-
dence is disturbed and memories cloud,” ac-
cording to railroad administration policy.

For that reason, federal rules require
railroads to quickly report by telephone
crossing fatalities to the National Response
Center, which functions as a 911 call center.
Those reports are forwarded to the railroad
administration and National Transportation
Safety Board, where officials decide wheth-
er to dispatch investigators.

The safety board had required railroads
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enforcement power, so in May 2003 the rail-The safety board had required railroadsenforcement power, so in May 2003 the rail-The safety board had required railroads
road administration began requiring that
railroads report fatalities immediately.

Despite these federal regulations, rail-
roads repeatedly ignore them, according to
a computer analysis by The Times of tens of
thousands of federal accident reports com-
piled by the National Response Center and
the railroad administration.

The analysis found that over the last eight
years about 750 fatal accidents were not re-
ported to the response center. These acci-
dents were eventually reported to the rail-
road administration in monthly filings, but
that made timely investigations by the fed-
eral officials difficult if not impossible. 

Because some victims may have died
more than 24 hours after the crash — and
their deaths would not have to be reported to
the response center — the total violations
over the eight years cannot be definitively
stated. But for accidents in 2003, The Times
examined police reports and coroner
records to establish times of death and
found 71 fatalities, or nearly 25 percent of all
fatal crashes that year, that should have
been reported but were not. 

Of those, the greatest number, 46, involve
Union Pacific. Another 8 were not reported
properly by CSX.

The Times provided its findings to the
safety board and the railroad administra-
tion. Paul Schlamm, a spokesman for the
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(Sanction overturned by appeals court, which
ruled that the railroad did not act in bad faith.)
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safety board, said he had referred the cases
“for appropriate follow-up,” and he added,
“We expect railroad operators to comply
with this requirement.” 

But the railroad administration, said its
spokesman, Mr. Flatau, “is not required or
obligated” to enforce these rules. “Rather, it
is a matter subject to nuanced prosecutorial
discretion,” he said.
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Adam Hollingsworth, a CSX spokesman,
said, “We have put in place additional pro-
cedures to ensure that those notifications
are made.” 

Ms. Blackwell of Union Pacific acknowl-
edged that some accidents were not report-
ed properly, but said that according to two
company managers, the Federal Railroad
Administration told the railroad in October
or November of 1999 not to tell the response
center about every crossing fatality. “They
both say that the F.R.A. asked us to stop
calling the N.R.C.,” Ms. Blackwell wrote in
an e-mail message. She declined to provide
further details.

Steven W. Kulm, a Federal Railroad Ad-
ministration spokesman, said he was un-
aware of any such instructions, and noted
that the agency has strengthened reporting
requirements. Nonetheless, figures show
that the number of fatalities not reported by
Union Pacific to the response center quad-
rupled in 2000, the year after the railroad
said it was contacted by federal regulators.

On Thursday, Ms. Blackwell said that af-
ter receiving The Times’s analysis, “our
vice chairman and our president have au-
thorized an internal audit of all of our re-
porting processes.” She added that “based
on our obvious failures in these areas you
have highlighted, they are checking the
whole company.” That check has uncovered
10 fatal accidents this year that were not re-
ported to the response center, she said.

Even when companies do report fatal ac-
cidents to the response center, they often re-
port them late. Federal records indicate
that from 1996 through 2003 as many as 800
fatal accidents were reported to the re-
sponse center later than the two hours re-
quired. 

Prompt notification can be especially im-
portant when an accident involves a report
of malfunctioning gates or warning lights at
a crossing. That was the case after a fatal
accident on July 9, 2003, when a Union Pa-
cific train traveling more than 60 miles per
hour rammed a car at a crossing in Mecca,
Calif., a tiny town southeast of Los Angeles.

According to a police report, Aniano Arce,
76, was behind the wheel of his Toyota wait-
ing for an approaching train to pass. The
crossing gate had lowered automatically.
Across the tracks from Mr. Arce, Esteban
Rojas was also waiting to cross. 

Suddenly, Mr. Rojas noticed the gate on
Mr. Arce’s side rise, suggesting that it was
safe to proceed. Mr. Rojas said he watched
Mr. Arce slowly make his way across the
tracks when the train hit Mr. Arce’s car,
killing him.

“I was shocked,” said Mr. Rojas, who told
the police that he was certain that the gate
had malfunctioned. “That is why I stuck
around; I couldn’t believe it,” he said. He re-
peated that account to The Times and said
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SOURCES USED TO CONFIRM THE TIME OF DEATH

KEY TO THIS CHART

TOTAL ACCIDENTS AT CROSSING

Total number of accidents at that crossing as
reported to the F.R.A. from 1975 to March 2004. 

(a) Law enforcement report and/or interview

(b) Coroner or medical examiner office report
     and/or interview 

Union Pacific cont.UNION PACIFIC 46 total in 2003

DATE STATE (SOURCES)
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSINGDATE STATE (SOURCES) DATE STATE (SOURCES)
Jan. 4  Texas (a)  7  
Jan. 6  New Mexico (a)  3  
Jan. 15  Illinois (b)  8  
Feb. 1  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 6  California (b)  1  
Feb. 9  Louisiana (b)  4  
Feb. 11  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Feb. 12  Minnesota (a)  1  
Feb. 17  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 20  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 21  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 27  Texas (a)  1  
Mar. 29  Arizona (a)  1  
Apr. 11  Illinois (a)  4 
Apr. 17  Idaho (a)  3  
Apr. 30  Texas (a) 13  
May 20  Texas (a)  4  
May 21  California (b)  1 
May 24  Oregon (b)  2  
May 28  Texas (a)  2  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  1  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  2  
June 24  Illinois (a,b) 11  
July 5* Illinois (a)  2  
July 7  Illinois (b)  1 
July 9  California (a,b)  4  
July 11  Louisiana (b)  1  
July 20 Texas (a)  1  

July 25  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Arizona (b)  6   
Aug. 7  Texas (a)  3   
Aug. 9  Idaho (b)  4  
Aug. 10  Texas (a)  7  
Aug. 10  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Aug. 18  Arkansas (b)  6  
Aug. 20  Texas (a)  2  
Aug. 28  Illinois (b)  1  
Sept. 3  Arizona (a,b) 12  
Sept. 17  Texas (a)  2  
Sept. 17  California (b)  1  
Oct. 2  Illinois (b) 14  
Nov. 14  California (b)  5  
Dec. 2  Texas (a)  3  
Dec. 15*  Louisiana (a,b)  3  
Dec. 25*  Arizona (a)  4  

Apr. 14  Indiana (b)  1 
Apr. 19 Florida (a)  1 
May 4* Indiana (a)  1 
May 25  Kentucky (a,b)  6 
Aug. 21 Indiana (a) 12 
Oct. 3 Indiana (a,b)  8 
Oct. 29 Tennessee (a,b)  5 
Nov. 7  New Jersey (a,b)  3 

Jan. 14  Illinois (b) 2 
Jan. 17  Wisconsin (b) 3 
Feb. 11  Indiana (a,b) 7       
Mar. 13 Missouri (a,b) 1 
Apr. 4 Illinois (a,b) 1 
June 23  Mississippi (a,b) 3 
June 26  Illinois (a,b) 7 
July 31 Mississippi (b) 5 
Aug. 1  Oregon (a) 2 
Aug. 28 Louisiana (b) 6 
Oct. 3 New Jersey (b) 2 
Oct. 14  New Jersey (a) 1 
Oct. 16 Michigan (b) 1 
Oct. 30  Illinois (b) 4 
Nov. 7 Montana (b) 3 
Dec. 11  Wisconsin (b) 4 
Dec. 16  Montana (b) 3 

Railroads must report fatal accidents 
within two hours to the National 
Response Center (N.R.C.) so that they 
can be investigated when evidence is 
fresh. In addition, railroads file monthly 
accident reports to the Federal Railroad 
Administration (F.R.A.). An analysis of 
the two sets of records conducted by 
The New York Times found that, over the 
last eight years, about 750 fatal
accidents were not reported to the 
response center, diminishing the 
possibility of a timely investigation.

The Times researched fatal crossing accidents for 2003 and found 71 that were not reported to the National Response Center. In those
cases a victim died within 24 hours, which meant the accident should have been reported to the response center. Most of the crossings
have been the scenes of multiple accidents since 1975.

Fatal Accidents and Flawed Reporting: A History
Close-up: 2003A Perennial Problem

CSX CORPORATION 8 total in 2003

OTHER RAILROADS 17 total, 12 railroads

Fatal
accidents
not reported
to the N.R.C.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to F.R.A.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to N.R.C.

About the analysis: Because the N.R.C. and F.R.A. keep different electronic versions of accident reports, The 
Times attempted to match these reports by a variety of methods.  Records were paired by dates, times and/or 
place names.  Reports with distinct names or other unique identifiers, such as grade-crossing numbers, 
engine names, mile-post markers and station names, were examined to see if they appeared in corresponding 

reports by the other agency. To assess the value of these searches, latitudes and longitudes of accident 
locations were used to compute the distance for some of the unmatched reports.  According to the National 
Transportation Safety Board, railroads must only notify the N.R.C. if a victim dies within 24 hours of a grade-
crossing accident. To identify those victims in 2003, The Times contacted local authorities.

*Dates revised from F. R. A. report
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had he told the same story to Union Pacific
representatives who visited his house.

A railroad official told the police that the
gates were checked and found to be working
properly, but the police investigator was
skeptical. After noting that the base of one
of the warning units was cracked and bent,
the officer concluded that the crossing gate
failed “to operate properly,” according to a
police report.

Last September The Times asked the rail-
road administration about the accident that
killed Mr. Arce in July. “I’m not seeing that
at the moment,” said Mr. Flatau, the agency
spokesman. In fact, Union Pacific had not
reported the accident to the National Re-
sponse Center.

Union Pacific reported the fatality to the
federal authorities in its monthly accident
filings, but because the filings are processed
through a contractor, they did not reach
Washington for two months, Mr. Flatau
said.

Immediate notification might have
prompted an investigation, he said. A state
official did eventually inspect the gates and
found nothing wrong with them, but that
was more than one week after the accident.
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One of the railroad administration’s top
safety officials, Grady C. Cothen Jr., wrote
in an internal e-mail message made avail-
able to The Times, “I don’t see any reason to
be excessively critical of U.P. in this case,
as I understand the facts.” He said, “I don’t
see this as a case where a civil penalty is
likely to help.”

Black Boxes
In 1969, just two years after its inception

by Congress, the National Transportation
Safety Board began a campaign to require
event recorders on all trains on main routes,
just as it does on airplanes.

That campaign lasted a quarter century
because the railroads and the railroad ad-
ministration argued that the cost of record-
ers outweighed their benefit.

Safety board investigators strongly dis-
agreed. “The Safety Board’s views are
shaped by years of experience in using re-
corders to help reconstruct and ‘solve’ air-
craft accidents,” the agency stated in 1988.

Although many trains had carried black-
box event recorders to monitor crew behav-
ior, records showed that without federal
rules, railroads taped over data, incorrectly
recorded information from the recorders,
lost data or even lost the recorder itself.
Sometimes railroads said they simply for-
got to install a recorder. In a few rare cases,
railroads were accused of tampering with a
recorder or manipulating its results.

The safety board finally prevailed, and
starting in 1995 trains that go faster than 30
miles an hour were required to carry event
recorders. But in 1999, a safety board report
concluded that “missing or erroneous data
continue to occur at an alarming rate.” That
report, presented at a symposium on event
recorders, concluded that poor maintenance
“may be an industrywide problem” due in
part to weak government regulations.

Early last year, when a railroad adminis-
tration inspector visited Norfolk Southern’s
locomotive shop in Chattanooga, Tenn., he
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found that event records were not being
properly inspected.

On a return trip in August, he found “no
action had been taken” to correct the prob-
lem. Moreover, a spot check of four locomo-
tives found black-box data from two show-
ing train speeds of 158 miles per hour and
137 miles per hour. Those speeds far exceed
the limit for freight trains, indicating the
event recorders malfunctioned. A railroad
official admitted that the company “had
dropped the ball,” records show.

Then, last February, the federal authori-
ties reported that some Norfolk Southern
trains still had problems, but they praised
the railroad for improving. Whatever the
problems were, “we fixed it,” said Frank
Brown, a spokesman for Norfolk Southern.

After winning the fight to require event
recorders, the safety board pushed to make
them crash-worthy. In December 2000, the
safety board said it was “very concerned at
the lack of progress” by the railroad admin-
istration, noting that hundreds of new loco-
motives were being equipped with record-
ers that might not survive a crash. 

“A lot of the industry, certainly, was not
very receptive to having recorders,” said
Jim Cash, chief of the vehicle recorder divi-
sion of the safety board. “And so it was kind
of a way of delaying that process by dicker-
ing over crash-viability standards.” 

Although rules on making event record-
ers crash-worthy are expected soon, full im-
plementation could take several years, ac-
cording to the safety board. 

Families of victims also criticize regula-
tors for allowing railroads to keep custody
of the recorders in all accidents except the
few investigated by federal officials. 

That differs from the airline industry.
“United Airlines doesn’t download and de-
termine what was said or wasn’t said,” com-
plained Robert A. Schuetze, a Colorado law-
yer who represents crash victims. “But in
the railroad industry, they control it.”

And railroads are sometimes reluctant to
share their data. 

A Colorado state trooper, Brian C. Lyons,
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testified last year that in an accident recon-
struction course taught by Burlington
Northern and Santa Fe Railway, he was in-
structed on the importance of getting the
contents of a train’s black box. Yet, in his
first grade-crossing accident investigation,
which involved a Burlington Northern train,
Trooper Lyons said the railroad refused to
give him a printout of the data for six to
eight months. A spokesman for Burlington
Northern said the data were turned over
sooner than that.

Families of accident victims have had
similar problems. J. Roberto Oaxaca, a Tex-
as lawyer, said Burlington Northern failed
to produce black-box data after had he
asked for it in two fatal accidents.

In one case, two boys, ages 10 and 12, were
killed at a rail crossing in 1997 near Canutil-
lo, Tex. Mr. Oaxaco said witnesses had not
heard the train’s horn. 

“We asked for the tape and they plain flat
said there was no tape in the recorder,” he
said. “The law required that they have an
event recorder, but they said, ‘We just
messed up and didn’t put a tape in it.’ ” The
railroad confirmed that there was no tape,
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and it won the case.
Mr. Oaxaco criticized the railroad admin-

istration for not punishing Burlington
Northern. “They should have investigated
and should have cited somebody,” he said.
“You can’t say I just didn’t have a tape.”

A Secret Switch
This was to have been Blas Lopez’s last

year in the potato fields of Washington
State. With a steady scrap metal business in
McAllen, Tex., Mr. Lopez, 35, had tired of the
long drive north during the potato harvest.
“He really didn’t want to go up there,” his
wife, Ruth, recalled. But Mr. Lopez’s broth-
er convinced him there was money to be
made, Ms. Lopez said. So he went.

Mr. Lopez’s last day of hauling potatoes
began sometime between 4 a.m. and 6 a.m.
on Sept. 27, 1997. About 12 to 14 hours later,
weighed down with his final load, Mr. Lopez
drove his truck up to a rail crossing east of
the city of Pasco.

The crossing had only warning lights, no
gates, to protect drivers on the busy high-
way where the speed limit was 60 miles per
hour. A private tree farm on one side of the
crossing made it difficult to hear and see
trains, nearby residents said.

A Union Pacific engineer, Brian K. Baller,
said that during his training he had been
warned that drivers got dangerously close
to trains at that crossing, according to court
records. Mr. Baller said he had had two
close calls, which he reported to the rail-
road. Once, a police car narrowly avoided a
crash by stopping a mere foot or two short
of the train. 

In addition to the red flashing lights at
crossing, there was a warning light about
700 feet from the crossing. The lights were
supposed to activate simultaneously 20 sec-
onds before a train entered the crossing.

As Mr. Lopez approached, Helen Gibson
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was behind him in a truck. Ms. Gibson was
familiar with the crossing, having once had
a close call there because, she said, the
warning lights began flashing too late.

Ms. Gibson testified later that Mr. Lopez
had already passed the first warning light
before it began flashing. Another motorist
said he saw Mr. Lopez shielding his eyes
from the setting sun just before the train hit
and killed him.

After his wife and their four young chil-
dren filed a lawsuit against Union Pacific,
the railroad blamed Mr. Lopez. 

The railroad even said in court papers
that Mr. Lopez’s negligence caused damage
to its train and that the Lopez family should
pay Union Pacific for “loss of use of its loco-
motives, rail cars and equipment.”

But the Lopez family’s lawyer, Nicholas
Scarpelli, focused on whether the accident
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cases a victim died within 24 hours, which meant the accident should have been reported to the response center. Most of the crossings
have been the scenes of multiple accidents since 1975.

Fatal Accidents and Flawed Reporting: A History
Close-up: 2003A Perennial Problem

CSX CORPORATION 8 total in 2003

OTHER RAILROADS 17 total, 12 railroads

Fatal
accidents
not reported
to the N.R.C.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to F.R.A.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to N.R.C.

About the analysis: Because the N.R.C. and F.R.A. keep different electronic versions of accident reports, The 
Times attempted to match these reports by a variety of methods.  Records were paired by dates, times and/or 
place names.  Reports with distinct names or other unique identifiers, such as grade-crossing numbers, 
engine names, mile-post markers and station names, were examined to see if they appeared in corresponding 

reports by the other agency. To assess the value of these searches, latitudes and longitudes of accident 
locations were used to compute the distance for some of the unmatched reports.  According to the National 
Transportation Safety Board, railroads must only notify the N.R.C. if a victim dies within 24 hours of a grade-
crossing accident. To identify those victims in 2003, The Times contacted local authorities.
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was caused by a “short signal,” a warning
light that activated too late.

There were, however, problems with his
case. The railroad denied the signal mal-
functioned and on Oct. 16, 2001, seeking to
have the Lopez case dismissed, the railroad
presented a sworn affidavit from the region-
al signal manager, Robert Ryan, stating
that the signal been inspected regularly
with no problems reported. 

Two days later Mr. Scarpelli told Mr.

0

SOURCES USED TO CONFIRM THE TIME OF DEATH

KEY TO THIS CHART

TOTAL ACCIDENTS AT CROSSING

Total number of accidents at that crossing as
reported to the F.R.A. from 1975 to March 2004. 

(a) Law enforcement report and/or interview

(b) Coroner or medical examiner office report
     and/or interview 

Union Pacific cont.UNION PACIFIC 46 total in 2003

DATE STATE (SOURCES)
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSINGDATE STATE (SOURCES) DATE STATE (SOURCES)
Jan. 4  Texas (a)  7  
Jan. 6  New Mexico (a)  3  
Jan. 15  Illinois (b)  8  
Feb. 1  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 6  California (b)  1  
Feb. 9  Louisiana (b)  4  
Feb. 11  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Feb. 12  Minnesota (a)  1  
Feb. 17  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 20  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 21  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 27  Texas (a)  1  
Mar. 29  Arizona (a)  1  
Apr. 11  Illinois (a)  4 
Apr. 17  Idaho (a)  3  
Apr. 30  Texas (a) 13  
May 20  Texas (a)  4  
May 21  California (b)  1 
May 24  Oregon (b)  2  
May 28  Texas (a)  2  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  1  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  2  
June 24  Illinois (a,b) 11  
July 5* Illinois (a)  2  
July 7  Illinois (b)  1 
July 9  California (a,b)  4  
July 11  Louisiana (b)  1  
July 20 Texas (a)  1  

July 25  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Arizona (b)  6   
Aug. 7  Texas (a)  3   
Aug. 9  Idaho (b)  4  
Aug. 10  Texas (a)  7  
Aug. 10  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Aug. 18  Arkansas (b)  6  
Aug. 20  Texas (a)  2  
Aug. 28  Illinois (b)  1  
Sept. 3  Arizona (a,b) 12  
Sept. 17  Texas (a)  2  
Sept. 17  California (b)  1  
Oct. 2  Illinois (b) 14  
Nov. 14  California (b)  5  
Dec. 2  Texas (a)  3  
Dec. 15*  Louisiana (a,b)  3  
Dec. 25*  Arizona (a)  4  

Apr. 14  Indiana (b)  1 
Apr. 19 Florida (a)  1 
May 4* Indiana (a)  1 
May 25  Kentucky (a,b)  6 
Aug. 21 Indiana (a) 12 
Oct. 3 Indiana (a,b)  8 
Oct. 29 Tennessee (a,b)  5 
Nov. 7  New Jersey (a,b)  3 

Jan. 14  Illinois (b) 2 
Jan. 17  Wisconsin (b) 3 
Feb. 11  Indiana (a,b) 7       
Mar. 13 Missouri (a,b) 1 
Apr. 4 Illinois (a,b) 1 
June 23  Mississippi (a,b) 3 
June 26  Illinois (a,b) 7 
July 31 Mississippi (b) 5 
Aug. 1  Oregon (a) 2 
Aug. 28 Louisiana (b) 6 
Oct. 3 New Jersey (b) 2 
Oct. 14  New Jersey (a) 1 
Oct. 16 Michigan (b) 1 
Oct. 30  Illinois (b) 4 
Nov. 7 Montana (b) 3 
Dec. 11  Wisconsin (b) 4 
Dec. 16  Montana (b) 3 

Railroads must report fatal accidents 
within two hours to the National 
Response Center (N.R.C.) so that they 
can be investigated when evidence is 
fresh. In addition, railroads file monthly 
accident reports to the Federal Railroad 
Administration (F.R.A.). An analysis of 
the two sets of records conducted by 
The New York Times found that, over the 
last eight years, about 750 fatal
accidents were not reported to the 
response center, diminishing the 
possibility of a timely investigation.

The Times researched fatal crossing accidents for 2003 and found 71 that were not reported to the National Response Center. In those
cases a victim died within 24 hours, which meant the accident should have been reported to the response center. Most of the crossings
have been the scenes of multiple accidents since 1975.
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OTHER RAILROADS 17 total, 12 railroads
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Fatal
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reported
to F.R.A.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to N.R.C.

About the analysis: Because the N.R.C. and F.R.A. keep different electronic versions of accident reports, The 
Times attempted to match these reports by a variety of methods.  Records were paired by dates, times and/or 
place names.  Reports with distinct names or other unique identifiers, such as grade-crossing numbers, 
engine names, mile-post markers and station names, were examined to see if they appeared in corresponding 

reports by the other agency. To assess the value of these searches, latitudes and longitudes of accident 
locations were used to compute the distance for some of the unmatched reports.  According to the National 
Transportation Safety Board, railroads must only notify the N.R.C. if a victim dies within 24 hours of a grade-
crossing accident. To identify those victims in 2003, The Times contacted local authorities.
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Ryan of his plan to inspect the signal box the
next day. “I asked Ryan, ‘May we look in the
box tomorrow morning?’ and he said,
‘Yeah,’ ” Mr. Scarpelli recalled. When Mr.
Scarpelli and his expert inspected the signal
box that morning with Mr. Ryan’s help, they
found nothing unusual. 

That might have been the end of the Lo-
pezes’ case had Mr. Scarpelli’s legal team
not noticed more than a month later that the
serial numbers on the parts they had in-
spected did not match those given to them
by another representative of the railroad.

In a court proceeding Mr. Ryan explained
under oath that he drove to the crossing a
few hours before Mr. Scarpelli’s inspection
to replace potentially defective signal parts.
A dozen years earlier, the manufacturer
had reported that those parts had malfunc-
tioned in one instance and cautioned that
signals with those parts might fail to warn
motorists of oncoming trains in time. In oth-
er words, they could cause a short signal.

For that reason the manufacturer had
urged that the parts be replaced. Mr. Ryan
also admitted that as many as 60 percent of
crossings in his region appeared to have the
same suspect parts. “It was a widespread
problem,” he said in a deposition.

Mr. Scarpelli quickly asked the court for
sanctions against Union Pacific and got
them in February 2002. “His actions were
not that of a rogue underling,” fumed Judge
John C. Coughenour of Federal District
Court. “His acts were egregious. Severe
sanctions are appropriate.”

As punishment, Judge Coughenour ruled
that at trial Union Pacific could not dispute
that “this defect caused the crossing signals
to fail.” The railroad settled the Lopez law-
suit soon after.

Ms. Blackwell said Mr. Ryan, who is no
longer with the company, “was a good em-
ployee who made a very bad decision.” Af-
terward, the company instituted a new cen-
tralized database to ensure that suspect sig-
nal parts are removed quickly, she said.

But several weeks ago, after The Times
asked about potentially defective parts that
had not been removed from a signal at an
Arkansas crossing where a woman had
been killed, Ms. Blackwell said Union Pa-
cific realized its tracking system was expe-
riencing “some technical difficulties.”

Ms. Blackwell said that the railroad’s sen-
ior management had ordered that the sys-
tem be fixed quickly. “They have put the
highest priority on this,” she said, adding,
“When we see that we’ve made a mistake
and when we see that we can improve our
processes, we take action.”
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KEY TO THIS CHART

TOTAL ACCIDENTS AT CROSSING

Total number of accidents at that crossing as
reported to the F.R.A. from 1975 to March 2004. 

(a) Law enforcement report and/or interview

(b) Coroner or medical examiner office report
     and/or interview 

Union Pacific cont.UNION PACIFIC 46 total in 2003

DATE STATE (SOURCES)
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSINGDATE STATE (SOURCES) DATE STATE (SOURCES)
Jan. 4  Texas (a)  7  
Jan. 6  New Mexico (a)  3  
Jan. 15  Illinois (b)  8  
Feb. 1  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 6  California (b)  1  
Feb. 9  Louisiana (b)  4  
Feb. 11  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Feb. 12  Minnesota (a)  1  
Feb. 17  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 20  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 21  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 27  Texas (a)  1  
Mar. 29  Arizona (a)  1  
Apr. 11  Illinois (a)  4 
Apr. 17  Idaho (a)  3  
Apr. 30  Texas (a) 13  
May 20  Texas (a)  4  
May 21  California (b)  1 
May 24  Oregon (b)  2  
May 28  Texas (a)  2  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  1  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  2  
June 24  Illinois (a,b) 11  
July 5* Illinois (a)  2  
July 7  Illinois (b)  1 
July 9  California (a,b)  4  
July 11  Louisiana (b)  1  
July 20 Texas (a)  1  

July 25  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Arizona (b)  6   
Aug. 7  Texas (a)  3   
Aug. 9  Idaho (b)  4  
Aug. 10  Texas (a)  7  
Aug. 10  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Aug. 18  Arkansas (b)  6  
Aug. 20  Texas (a)  2  
Aug. 28  Illinois (b)  1  
Sept. 3  Arizona (a,b) 12  
Sept. 17  Texas (a)  2  
Sept. 17  California (b)  1  
Oct. 2  Illinois (b) 14  
Nov. 14  California (b)  5  
Dec. 2  Texas (a)  3  
Dec. 15*  Louisiana (a,b)  3  
Dec. 25*  Arizona (a)  4  

Apr. 14  Indiana (b)  1 
Apr. 19 Florida (a)  1 
May 4* Indiana (a)  1 
May 25  Kentucky (a,b)  6 
Aug. 21 Indiana (a) 12 
Oct. 3 Indiana (a,b)  8 
Oct. 29 Tennessee (a,b)  5 
Nov. 7  New Jersey (a,b)  3 

Jan. 14  Illinois (b) 2 
Jan. 17  Wisconsin (b) 3 
Feb. 11  Indiana (a,b) 7       
Mar. 13 Missouri (a,b) 1 
Apr. 4 Illinois (a,b) 1 
June 23  Mississippi (a,b) 3 
June 26  Illinois (a,b) 7 
July 31 Mississippi (b) 5 
Aug. 1  Oregon (a) 2 
Aug. 28 Louisiana (b) 6 
Oct. 3 New Jersey (b) 2 
Oct. 14  New Jersey (a) 1 
Oct. 16 Michigan (b) 1 
Oct. 30  Illinois (b) 4 
Nov. 7 Montana (b) 3 
Dec. 11  Wisconsin (b) 4 
Dec. 16  Montana (b) 3 

Railroads must report fatal accidents 
within two hours to the National 
Response Center (N.R.C.) so that they 
can be investigated when evidence is 
fresh. In addition, railroads file monthly 
accident reports to the Federal Railroad 
Administration (F.R.A.). An analysis of 
the two sets of records conducted by 
The New York Times found that, over the 
last eight years, about 750 fatal
accidents were not reported to the 
response center, diminishing the 
possibility of a timely investigation.

The Times researched fatal crossing accidents for 2003 and found 71 that were not reported to the National Response Center. In those
cases a victim died within 24 hours, which meant the accident should have been reported to the response center. Most of the crossings
have been the scenes of multiple accidents since 1975.

Fatal Accidents and Flawed Reporting: A History
Close-up: 2003A Perennial Problem

CSX CORPORATION 8 total in 2003

OTHER RAILROADS 17 total, 12 railroads

Fatal
accidents
not reported
to the N.R.C.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to F.R.A.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to N.R.C.

About the analysis: Because the N.R.C. and F.R.A. keep different electronic versions of accident reports, The 
Times attempted to match these reports by a variety of methods.  Records were paired by dates, times and/or 
place names.  Reports with distinct names or other unique identifiers, such as grade-crossing numbers, 
engine names, mile-post markers and station names, were examined to see if they appeared in corresponding 

reports by the other agency. To assess the value of these searches, latitudes and longitudes of accident 
locations were used to compute the distance for some of the unmatched reports.  According to the National 
Transportation Safety Board, railroads must only notify the N.R.C. if a victim dies within 24 hours of a grade-
crossing accident. To identify those victims in 2003, The Times contacted local authorities.
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Joshua Armstrong’s Ford, top, was hit by a train. It now sits near a car hit at the same
crossing weeks later. The second driver, a witness in Mr. Armstrong’s case, died. Offi-
cer Jason Martin, above, said the railroad altered the Armstrong accident scene.
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Photographs by ANGEL FRANCO/The New York Times

Chris Barber was injured and his co-worker was killed at this crossing near Palestine, Ark. The State Supreme Court later found that the railroad destroyed evidence in his case.

Source: Court records and interviews

Judge William R. 
Wilson of Federal 
District Court 
commenting on a 
crossing accident 
that killed a woman 
and seriously 
injured her 
husband in 
Vanndale, Ark.

Stevenson v. 
Union Pacific

“Documents have been routinely destroyed despite defendant’s knowledge 
that they are relevant to this lawsuit. Moreover, documents have been 
routinely destroyed after plaintiffs have formally requested them in 
discovery. This does not square with the discovery rules nor with ‘traditional 
notions of fair play and justice.’ ” Sanctions issued, July 19, 2001

The Court of Appeal in Louisiana after noting that Union 
Pacific had been asked to produce evidence about an 
accident in which a mother and two children were 
seriously injured by a train at a crossing in Oakdale.

N. Johnson v. 
Union Pacific

“Despite repeated requests for preservation and demands for production, 
Union Pacific failed to produce any of this evidence ...  a trier of fact could 
easily conclude that Union Pacific negligently or intentionally failed to 
preserve this evidence ...”

A Kansas state 
judge, Robert J. 
Fleming, on a 
crossing accident in 
which two people 
were killed and two 
injured when an 
ambulance was hit by 
a Union Pacific train 
in Labette County, 
Kan.

Monohon v. 
Union Pacific

 “...no reason has been shown to justify a 90-day retention  policy where 
there has been serious injury or death, other than to keep the voice tapes 
out of the hands of plaintiffs ... .” Sanctions issued, Jan.  8, 2002

Judge Jim Hudson of Circuit Court on an accident that 
killed a mother and daughter and injured the father and 
another passenger when a van was struck at a crossing in 
Arkansas.

J. Johnson  v. 
Union Pacific

“I’m talking about the destruction of tapes that may have contained 
evidence relevant to this case after the railroad knew or should have 
known that deaths had occurred.” Sanctions issued, Oct. 15, 2002

Magistrate Judge Jerry Cavaneau of Federal District 
Court after noting that the railroad had discarded 
evidence in a crossing accident that killed the driver of a 
truck in Poinsett County, Ark.

Privett v. 
Union Pacific

"Defendant knew litigation was likely and knew or should have known that 
the condition of the warning devices at the intersection could be at issue.”

Sanctions issued, Jan.  15, 2003

Arkansas Supreme 
Court on a 
crossing accident 
in which a 
sanitation truck 
collided with a 
train in St. Francis 
County, killing the 
driver and injuring 
the passenger. 

Barber v. 
Union Pacific

“The evidence shows that Union Pacific intentionally destroyed track  
records and voice tapes. Furthermore, there is evidence from which a jury 
would reasonably conclude that Union Pacific  attempted to conceal slow 
orders issued for the portion of track.” Verdict upheld, February 2004 

Federal Judge John C. Coughenour after noting that a 
manager tried to hide the railroad's failure to replace 
potentially defective parts in a signal in Washingon State.

Lopez v. 
Union Pacific

“His actions were not those of a rogue underling. He was an experienced 
manager who had specific contemporary knowledge of the modules’ 
evidentiary significance. His acts were egregious. Severe sanctions are 
appropriate.”

Sanctions issued, Feb. 13, 2002

Missing Evidence: 
What the Judges Found
Since 2001, eight judges have taken action against Union Pacific for 
destroying or failing to preserve evidence in grade-crossing fatalities.

The New York Times

David Nichol /Times-Herald

Upheld order for a new trial, July 25, 2001

Judge Harry F. Barnes of Federal District Court after 
noting that the railroad had destroyed voice tapes of an 
accident in which a man was seriously injured by a train in 
Columbia County, Ark.

Morris  v. 
Union Pacific

The railroad “acted in bad faith because it was on notice that a serious 
injury had occurred.” Sanction issued Sept. 19, 2002

(Sanction overturned by appeals court, which
ruled that the railroad did not act in bad faith.)
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Angel Franco/The New York Times (left)

Blas Lopez, right, was killed at a crossing in 1997. His wife, Ruth, is shown here with two of their children, Edgar and Yulisa. 
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SOURCES USED TO CONFIRM THE TIME OF DEATH

KEY TO THIS CHART

TOTAL ACCIDENTS AT CROSSING

Total number of accidents at that crossing as
reported to the F.R.A. from 1975 to March 2004. 

(a) Law enforcement report and/or interview

(b) Coroner or medical examiner office report
     and/or interview 

Union Pacific cont.UNION PACIFIC 46 total in 2003

DATE STATE (SOURCES)
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSINGDATE STATE (SOURCES) DATE STATE (SOURCES)
Jan. 4  Texas (a)  7  
Jan. 6  New Mexico (a)  3  
Jan. 15  Illinois (b)  8  
Feb. 1  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 6  California (b)  1  
Feb. 9  Louisiana (b)  4  
Feb. 11  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Feb. 12  Minnesota (a)  1  
Feb. 17  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 20  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 21  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 27  Texas (a)  1  
Mar. 29  Arizona (a)  1  
Apr. 11  Illinois (a)  4 
Apr. 17  Idaho (a)  3  
Apr. 30  Texas (a) 13  
May 20  Texas (a)  4  
May 21  California (b)  1 
May 24  Oregon (b)  2  
May 28  Texas (a)  2  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  1  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  2  
June 24  Illinois (a,b) 11  
July 5* Illinois (a)  2  
July 7  Illinois (b)  1 
July 9  California (a,b)  4  
July 11  Louisiana (b)  1  
July 20 Texas (a)  1  

July 25  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Arizona (b)  6   
Aug. 7  Texas (a)  3   
Aug. 9  Idaho (b)  4  
Aug. 10  Texas (a)  7  
Aug. 10  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Aug. 18  Arkansas (b)  6  
Aug. 20  Texas (a)  2  
Aug. 28  Illinois (b)  1  
Sept. 3  Arizona (a,b) 12  
Sept. 17  Texas (a)  2  
Sept. 17  California (b)  1  
Oct. 2  Illinois (b) 14  
Nov. 14  California (b)  5  
Dec. 2  Texas (a)  3  
Dec. 15*  Louisiana (a,b)  3  
Dec. 25*  Arizona (a)  4  

Apr. 14  Indiana (b)  1 
Apr. 19 Florida (a)  1 
May 4* Indiana (a)  1 
May 25  Kentucky (a,b)  6 
Aug. 21 Indiana (a) 12 
Oct. 3 Indiana (a,b)  8 
Oct. 29 Tennessee (a,b)  5 
Nov. 7  New Jersey (a,b)  3 

Jan. 14  Illinois (b) 2 
Jan. 17  Wisconsin (b) 3 
Feb. 11  Indiana (a,b) 7       
Mar. 13 Missouri (a,b) 1 
Apr. 4 Illinois (a,b) 1 
June 23  Mississippi (a,b) 3 
June 26  Illinois (a,b) 7 
July 31 Mississippi (b) 5 
Aug. 1  Oregon (a) 2 
Aug. 28 Louisiana (b) 6 
Oct. 3 New Jersey (b) 2 
Oct. 14  New Jersey (a) 1 
Oct. 16 Michigan (b) 1 
Oct. 30  Illinois (b) 4 
Nov. 7 Montana (b) 3 
Dec. 11  Wisconsin (b) 4 
Dec. 16  Montana (b) 3 

Railroads must report fatal accidents 
within two hours to the National 
Response Center (N.R.C.) so that they 
can be investigated when evidence is 
fresh. In addition, railroads file monthly 
accident reports to the Federal Railroad 
Administration (F.R.A.). An analysis of 
the two sets of records conducted by 
The New York Times found that, over the 
last eight years, about 750 fatal
accidents were not reported to the 
response center, diminishing the 
possibility of a timely investigation.

The Times researched fatal crossing accidents for 2003 and found 71 that were not reported to the National Response Center. In those
cases a victim died within 24 hours, which meant the accident should have been reported to the response center. Most of the crossings
have been the scenes of multiple accidents since 1975.

Fatal Accidents and Flawed Reporting: A History
Close-up: 2003A Perennial Problem

CSX CORPORATION 8 total in 2003

OTHER RAILROADS 17 total, 12 railroads

Fatal
accidents
not reported
to the N.R.C.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to F.R.A.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to N.R.C.

About the analysis: Because the N.R.C. and F.R.A. keep different electronic versions of accident reports, The 
Times attempted to match these reports by a variety of methods.  Records were paired by dates, times and/or 
place names.  Reports with distinct names or other unique identifiers, such as grade-crossing numbers, 
engine names, mile-post markers and station names, were examined to see if they appeared in corresponding 

reports by the other agency. To assess the value of these searches, latitudes and longitudes of accident 
locations were used to compute the distance for some of the unmatched reports.  According to the National 
Transportation Safety Board, railroads must only notify the N.R.C. if a victim dies within 24 hours of a grade-
crossing accident. To identify those victims in 2003, The Times contacted local authorities.

*Dates revised from F. R. A. report

2003 reports
detailed at

right

William Mcnulty/The New York Times
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By WALT BOGDANICH
and JENNY NORDBERG

Union Pacific has been accused of mis-
handling evidence not just in crossing ac-
cidents but also in employee injury cases
and in investigations of wildfires in Ore-
gon that were suspected of having been
caused by its trains.

In January 2002, a regional adminis-
trator for the Federal Railroad Adminis-
tration accused Union Pacific of hamper-
ing his investigation into worker acci-
dents by failing to turn over records and
cleansing medical files.

The year before, a state court judge in
Oregon ordered Union Pacific not to in-
terfere with investigations of wildfires
after state officials accused the railroad
of destroying and withholding evidence
of its possible role in two fires. It took
about 1,000 people to suppress the fires in
August 2000.

Union Pacific’s problems in Oregon
stemmed from two wildfires in the Mea-
cham Canyon area. 

Investigators believed the fires were
ignited by faulty equipment in Union Pa-
cific trains that may have dropped “hot
metal debris,” according to court
records. In the first fire, investigators se-
cured the area where the fire originated
to keep unauthorized people away. But
before investigators finished their ex-
amination, a Union Pacific train carry-
ing a large magnet entered the secured
area, picking up metal fragments, Ore-
gon officials said in court papers. 

This made it “impossible to determine
which pieces of metal had come from the
area of the fire’s origin,” the state said.

After a second wildfire broke out about
a week later, state investigators located

the Union Pacific train they believed ig-
nited that blaze. But state officials said
the railroad “removed a failed braking
mechanism and other physical materi-
als” and put them in a pickup truck “lock-
box.” Union Pacific then refused to turn
over that evidence or guarantee “that
these materials would be preserved,” the
state said.

The two fires cost about $3 million to
suppress. Union Pacific reimbursed the
government for most of that expenditure.
Kathryn Blackwell of Union Pacific said
the company was collecting evidence for
its own investigation of the fires and was
not trying to obstruct the state’s exami-
nation. “We owned up to our responsibil-
ity by paying the state and federal gov-
ernments,” Ms. Blackwell said.

Rod L. Nichols, a spokesman for the
Oregon Department of Forestry, said
that Union Pacific had since been very
cooperative in fire-related matters.

The accusations against the railroad in
the worker accident investigations were
contained in a January 2002 memo, writ-
ten by Alvin L. Settje of the railroad ad-
ministration. Mr. Settje wrote that a
claims official for the railroad “was ex-
tremely reluctant” to provide claims
files even when they were subpoenaed. 

According to the memo, Union Pacific
turned over only 82 of the 130 claims files
that had been requested. In addition, Mr.
Settje said the claims files that were pro-
vided “appeared to have been cleansed of
all medical documentation which hin-
dered our audit.”

Union Pacific blamed the incident on
the inappropriate behavior of a single
employee and said it did not reflect com-
pany policy.

Other Cases and Other Questions

SOURCES USED TO CONFIRM THE TIME OF DEATH

KEY TO THIS CHART

TOTAL ACCIDENTS AT CROSSING

Total number of accidents at that crossing as
reported to the F.R.A. from 1975 to March 2004. 

(a) Law enforcement report and/or interview

(b) Coroner or medical examiner office report
     and/or interview 

Union Pacific cont.UNION PACIFIC 46 total in 2003

DATE STATE (SOURCES)
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSINGDATE STATE (SOURCES) DATE STATE (SOURCES)
Jan. 4  Texas (a)  7  
Jan. 6  New Mexico (a)  3  
Jan. 15  Illinois (b)  8  
Feb. 1  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 6  California (b)  1  
Feb. 9  Louisiana (b)  4  
Feb. 11  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Feb. 12  Minnesota (a)  1  
Feb. 17  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 20  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 21  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 27  Texas (a)  1  
Mar. 29  Arizona (a)  1  
Apr. 11  Illinois (a)  4 
Apr. 17  Idaho (a)  3  
Apr. 30  Texas (a) 13  
May 20  Texas (a)  4  
May 21  California (b)  1 
May 24  Oregon (b)  2  
May 28  Texas (a)  2  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  1  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  2  
June 24  Illinois (a,b) 11  
July 5* Illinois (a)  2  
July 7  Illinois (b)  1 
July 9  California (a,b)  4  
July 11  Louisiana (b)  1  
July 20 Texas (a)  1  

July 25  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Arizona (b)  6   
Aug. 7  Texas (a)  3   
Aug. 9  Idaho (b)  4  
Aug. 10  Texas (a)  7  
Aug. 10  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Aug. 18  Arkansas (b)  6  
Aug. 20  Texas (a)  2  
Aug. 28  Illinois (b)  1  
Sept. 3  Arizona (a,b) 12  
Sept. 17  Texas (a)  2  
Sept. 17  California (b)  1  
Oct. 2  Illinois (b) 14  
Nov. 14  California (b)  5  
Dec. 2  Texas (a)  3  
Dec. 15*  Louisiana (a,b)  3  
Dec. 25*  Arizona (a)  4  

Apr. 14  Indiana (b)  1 
Apr. 19 Florida (a)  1 
May 4* Indiana (a)  1 
May 25  Kentucky (a,b)  6 
Aug. 21 Indiana (a) 12 
Oct. 3 Indiana (a,b)  8 
Oct. 29 Tennessee (a,b)  5 
Nov. 7  New Jersey (a,b)  3 

Jan. 14  Illinois (b) 2 
Jan. 17  Wisconsin (b) 3 
Feb. 11  Indiana (a,b) 7       
Mar. 13 Missouri (a,b) 1 
Apr. 4 Illinois (a,b) 1 
June 23  Mississippi (a,b) 3 
June 26  Illinois (a,b) 7 
July 31 Mississippi (b) 5 
Aug. 1  Oregon (a) 2 
Aug. 28 Louisiana (b) 6 
Oct. 3 New Jersey (b) 2 
Oct. 14  New Jersey (a) 1 
Oct. 16 Michigan (b) 1 
Oct. 30  Illinois (b) 4 
Nov. 7 Montana (b) 3 
Dec. 11  Wisconsin (b) 4 
Dec. 16  Montana (b) 3 

Railroads must report fatal accidents 
within two hours to the National 
Response Center (N.R.C.) so that they 
can be investigated when evidence is 
fresh. In addition, railroads file monthly 
accident reports to the Federal Railroad 
Administration (F.R.A.). An analysis of 
the two sets of records conducted by 
The New York Times found that, over the 
last eight years, about 750 fatal
accidents were not reported to the 
response center, diminishing the 
possibility of a timely investigation.

The Times researched fatal crossing accidents for 2003 and found 71 that were not reported to the National Response Center. In those
cases a victim died within 24 hours, which meant the accident should have been reported to the response center. Most of the crossings
have been the scenes of multiple accidents since 1975.

Fatal Accidents and Flawed Reporting: A History
Close-up: 2003A Perennial Problem

CSX CORPORATION 8 total in 2003

OTHER RAILROADS 17 total, 12 railroads

Fatal
accidents
not reported
to the N.R.C.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to F.R.A.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to N.R.C.

About the analysis: Because the N.R.C. and F.R.A. keep different electronic versions of accident reports, The 
Times attempted to match these reports by a variety of methods.  Records were paired by dates, times and/or 
place names.  Reports with distinct names or other unique identifiers, such as grade-crossing numbers, 
engine names, mile-post markers and station names, were examined to see if they appeared in corresponding 

reports by the other agency. To assess the value of these searches, latitudes and longitudes of accident 
locations were used to compute the distance for some of the unmatched reports.  According to the National 
Transportation Safety Board, railroads must only notify the N.R.C. if a victim dies within 24 hours of a grade-
crossing accident. To identify those victims in 2003, The Times contacted local authorities.

*Dates revised from F. R. A. report

2003 reports
detailed at

right

William Mcnulty/The New York Times
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SOURCES USED TO CONFIRM THE TIME OF DEATH

KEY TO THIS CHART

TOTAL ACCIDENTS AT CROSSING

Total number of accidents at that crossing as
reported to the F.R.A. from 1975 to March 2004. 

(a) Law enforcement report and/or interview

(b) Coroner or medical examiner office report
     and/or interview 

Union Pacific cont.UNION PACIFIC 46 total in 2003

DATE STATE (SOURCES)
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSING
TOTAL ACCIDENTS

AT CROSSINGDATE STATE (SOURCES) DATE STATE (SOURCES)
Jan. 4  Texas (a)  7  
Jan. 6  New Mexico (a)  3  
Jan. 15  Illinois (b)  8  
Feb. 1  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 6  California (b)  1  
Feb. 9  Louisiana (b)  4  
Feb. 11  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Feb. 12  Minnesota (a)  1  
Feb. 17  Texas (a)  6  
Feb. 20  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 21  Illinois (b)  1  
Feb. 27  Texas (a)  1  
Mar. 29  Arizona (a)  1  
Apr. 11  Illinois (a)  4 
Apr. 17  Idaho (a)  3  
Apr. 30  Texas (a) 13  
May 20  Texas (a)  4  
May 21  California (b)  1 
May 24  Oregon (b)  2  
May 28  Texas (a)  2  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  1  
June 20  Illinois (a,b)  2  
June 24  Illinois (a,b) 11  
July 5* Illinois (a)  2  
July 7  Illinois (b)  1 
July 9  California (a,b)  4  
July 11  Louisiana (b)  1  
July 20 Texas (a)  1  

July 25  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Texas (a)  1   
July 28  Arizona (b)  6   
Aug. 7  Texas (a)  3   
Aug. 9  Idaho (b)  4  
Aug. 10  Texas (a)  7  
Aug. 10  Oklahoma (a)  4  
Aug. 18  Arkansas (b)  6  
Aug. 20  Texas (a)  2  
Aug. 28  Illinois (b)  1  
Sept. 3  Arizona (a,b) 12  
Sept. 17  Texas (a)  2  
Sept. 17  California (b)  1  
Oct. 2  Illinois (b) 14  
Nov. 14  California (b)  5  
Dec. 2  Texas (a)  3  
Dec. 15*  Louisiana (a,b)  3  
Dec. 25*  Arizona (a)  4  

Apr. 14  Indiana (b)  1 
Apr. 19 Florida (a)  1 
May 4* Indiana (a)  1 
May 25  Kentucky (a,b)  6 
Aug. 21 Indiana (a) 12 
Oct. 3 Indiana (a,b)  8 
Oct. 29 Tennessee (a,b)  5 
Nov. 7  New Jersey (a,b)  3 

Jan. 14  Illinois (b) 2 
Jan. 17  Wisconsin (b) 3 
Feb. 11  Indiana (a,b) 7       
Mar. 13 Missouri (a,b) 1 
Apr. 4 Illinois (a,b) 1 
June 23  Mississippi (a,b) 3 
June 26  Illinois (a,b) 7 
July 31 Mississippi (b) 5 
Aug. 1  Oregon (a) 2 
Aug. 28 Louisiana (b) 6 
Oct. 3 New Jersey (b) 2 
Oct. 14  New Jersey (a) 1 
Oct. 16 Michigan (b) 1 
Oct. 30  Illinois (b) 4 
Nov. 7 Montana (b) 3 
Dec. 11  Wisconsin (b) 4 
Dec. 16  Montana (b) 3 

Railroads must report fatal accidents 
within two hours to the National 
Response Center (N.R.C.) so that they 
can be investigated when evidence is 
fresh. In addition, railroads file monthly 
accident reports to the Federal Railroad 
Administration (F.R.A.). An analysis of 
the two sets of records conducted by 
The New York Times found that, over the 
last eight years, about 750 fatal
accidents were not reported to the 
response center, diminishing the 
possibility of a timely investigation.

The Times researched fatal crossing accidents for 2003 and found 71 that were not reported to the National Response Center. In those
cases a victim died within 24 hours, which meant the accident should have been reported to the response center. Most of the crossings
have been the scenes of multiple accidents since 1975.

Fatal Accidents and Flawed Reporting: A History
Close-up: 2003A Perennial Problem

CSX CORPORATION 8 total in 2003

OTHER RAILROADS 17 total, 12 railroads

Fatal
accidents
not reported
to the N.R.C.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to F.R.A.

Fatal
accidents

reported
to N.R.C.

About the analysis: Because the N.R.C. and F.R.A. keep different electronic versions of accident reports, The 
Times attempted to match these reports by a variety of methods.  Records were paired by dates, times and/or 
place names.  Reports with distinct names or other unique identifiers, such as grade-crossing numbers, 
engine names, mile-post markers and station names, were examined to see if they appeared in corresponding 

reports by the other agency. To assess the value of these searches, latitudes and longitudes of accident 
locations were used to compute the distance for some of the unmatched reports.  According to the National 
Transportation Safety Board, railroads must only notify the N.R.C. if a victim dies within 24 hours of a grade-
crossing accident. To identify those victims in 2003, The Times contacted local authorities.

*Dates revised from F. R. A. report
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By WALT BOGDANICH
DECHERD, Tenn. — In those

first raw days after his 17-year-
old daughter died, Norman Feast-
er couldn’t stop thinking about
how easily she might have been
saved: If only Hilary hadn’t
agreed to run an errand that took
her down an unfamiliar road. If
only the overgrown bushes hadn’t
blocked her view of the railroad
tracks. If only there had been
crossing gates to stop her from
driving in front of a CSX locomo-
tive on that autumn day in 1997.

Soon Mr. Feaster began calling
politicians, regulators, railroad
officials, anyone who could help to
get gates installed at the crossing
so that no one else’s child had to
die there. But he made little
progress, he says, until one day he
received a strange telephone call.
A state transportation official
wanted to arrange a clandestine
meeting. Intrigued, Mr. Feaster
agreed to drive an hour and a half
to Nashville, where he met the
official in the lobby of the Tennes-
see Performing Arts Center.

The state official, Terry Can-
trell, said he had just discovered
some hidden history behind Hil-
ary’s case: Two teenage boys had
been killed at the same crossing
four years earlier. But because
the railroad had never reported
the accident to the federal au-
thorities, the government had not
identified the crossing as espe-
cially perilous and had not or-
dered the railroad to put up gates,
Mr. Feaster said the official told
him.

If only CSX had complied with
federal rules, Mr. Feaster re-
members thinking, Hilary would
not have died.

‘‘To me this is just criminal,’’
he said.

CSX’s failure to report that
first fatal crash may be its most
serious reporting failure, but it is
hardly an isolated omission. Over
the last eight years, CSX and oth-
er railroads have failed to prop-
erly notify federal officials about
hundreds of crossing accidents,
according to federal records and
a computer analysis of crash data
by The New York Times.

Hilary Feaster’s death is a
harsh lesson in the cost of those
broken rules, and of the govern-
ment’s lack of enforcement. The
federal regulators did not punish
CSX for its silence in Decherd,
just as they only rarely enforced
the rules in other cases. In fact,
records obtained by The Times
show that in 2000, after finding a
‘‘critical problem’’ with CSX’s re-
porting, regulators acknowledged
that they had treated the railroad
with ‘‘extreme leniency,’’ pardon-
ing most of its violations.

The Feaster crash was report-
ed, but the government never in-
vestigated it, beyond some pre-

By CARLOTTA GALL
and DAVID ROHDE

KABUL, Afghanistan, July 11 —
President Hamid Karzai said Sun-
day that Afghanistan’s private mili-
tias had become the country’s great-
est danger — greater than the Tali-
ban insurgency — and that new ac-
tion was required to disarm them.

‘‘We tried to do it by persuasion,’’
Mr. Karzai said in an interview with
The New York Times two days after
he had postponed parliamentary
elections by six months because of
the threat of disruption. But now, he
said, ‘‘The stick has to be used, defi-
nitely.’’

Mr. Karzai did not specify what
action he would undertake. But his
assessment represented a new rank-
ing of Afghanistan’s problems, with
attacks by Taliban supporters and
slow voter registration suddenly re-
ceding, to be replaced by worries
about election intimidation by war-
lords and militias.

Mr. Karzai, who has largely gov-
erned through consensus, met with
Afghan and international officials
later Sunday to lay out a new strat-
egy.

The United Nations, NATO and the
United States-led coalition are in-
volved in Afghanistan, training the
police, augmenting the army and
providing security for the elections.
Mr. Karzai is counting on that pro-
cess to continue to improve his gov-
ernment’s standing.

His leadership over two and a half
years, with heavy American back-
ing, has rested largely on accommo-
dation with various forces, an ap-
proach he defended Sunday. But his
frustration, and that of his top minis-
ters, seemed acute.

Asked to rate his government on
how well it had achieved its goals,
Mr. Karzai offered the barely pass-
ing grade of D. He said that corrup-
tion remained rampant and that the
failure of the disarmament program
was a source of keen anxiety among
the people.

Out of the 60,000 armed militia-
men, only 10,000 have been disarmed
and demobilized, and the program
has stalled rather than accelerated
in recent months. The hope now is to
disarm 60 percent to 70 percent of
the militias before the new parlia-
mentary elections in April 2005, the
leader of the joint election commis-
sion, Zakim Shah, said Saturday.

Mr. Karzai said the struggle with
the warlords would be decisive, sug-

LILONGWE, Malawi — Six wom-
en suddenly went into the final, ago-
nized minutes of childbirth. Hlalapi
Kunkeyani was the only nurse. There
were no doctors.

Panicky cries rent the fetid air of
the ward, a cavernous space
jammed with 20 women laboring in
beds, on benches, even on the con-
crete floor. Mrs. Kunkeyani worked
with intense concentration, her face
glowing with sweat, but she was
overwhelmed.

Four of the babies arrived in a
rush without her to ease their pas-
sage into the world. She found one
trapped between his mother’s legs
with the umbilical cord wrapped
around his chest. The face of another
was smeared with his mother’s fe-
ces. Yet a third lay still on his moth-
er’s breast, desperate to breathe.
The nurse swiftly suctioned his tiny
mouth until at last he gulped a
breath.

Mrs. Kunkeyani, 36, is the stalwart
nurse in charge of this capital city’s
main labor ward, where 10 over-
worked nurse midwives deliver
more than 10,000 babies a year. But
soon, she will vanish from this im-
poverished nation, joining thousands
of African nurses streaming away
from their AIDS-haunted continent
for rich countries, primarily Britain.

‘‘My friends are telling me there’s
work there, there’s money there,’’
said Mrs. Kunkeyani, who will soon
make in a day’s overtime in Britain
what she earns in a month in Malawi.
‘‘They’re telling me I’m wasting my

time here.’’
The nursing staffs of public health

systems across the poor countries of
Africa — grossly insufficient to begin
with — are being battered by numer-
ous factors that include attrition and
AIDS. But none are creating greater
anxiety in Africa than the growing
flight of nurses discouraged by low
pay and grueling conditions.

The result of the nursing crisis —
the neglect of the sick — is starkly
apparent here on the dilapidated
wards of Lilongwe Central Hospital,
where a single nurse often looks af-
ter 50 or more desperately ill people.
What is equally visible is the boon to
Britain, where Lilongwe Central’s
former nurses minister to the elderly
in the carpeted lounges of nursing
homes and to patients in hushed pri-
vate hospital rooms.

It is the poor subsidizing the rich,
since African governments paid to
educate many of the health care
workers who are leaving.

In May, African countries banded
together at the annual assembly of
the World Health Organization to
urge developed nations to compen-
sate them for their lost investment.
After an intense debate, the assem-
bled countries resolved to search for
ways to lessen the damage of what
they called increasing rates of emi-
gration.

The brain drain of health profes-
sionals from Africa, and, more
broadly, the severe staffing short-
ages, will be an issue at the 15th

By ADAM NAGOURNEY
and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK
WASHINGTON, July 11 — Two

weeks before the Democratic con-
vention and under pressure from
conservatives, President Bush is es-
calating his support for a constitu-
tional amendment banning gay mar-
riage, moving the issue to the fore-
front of the campaign and underscor-
ing what his aides said was a critical
difference between the president and
Senator John Kerry.
Mr. Bush championed the amend-

ment in his radio address this week-
end as fellow Republicans in the Sen-
ate said they would seek to force a
vote on it on Wednesday. Mr. Kerry
and Senator John Edwards, the like-
ly Democratic nominees for presi-
dent and vice president, responded
by saying they would come to Wash-
ington to vote against the amend-
ment, even though it appears unlike-
ly their votes will be needed to defeat
it.
Mr. Kerry and Mr. Edwards say

that they oppose gay marriage but
that the matter should be left to the
states. In opposing the president,
aides said, they will argue that Mr.
Bush is trying to subvert the Consti-
tution for political ends.
Mr. Bush’s renewed advocacy of

the amendment — also voiced in a
campaign appearance on Friday —
came as the White House appeared
to be struggling to reconcile conflict-
ing pressure from conservatives ea-
ger for Mr. Bush to champion the ban
and some Republicans concerned
that the issue could alienate undecid-
ed moderate voters.
In interviews, conservative lead-

ers said they had complained to the
White House that the campaign was
blocking opponents of gay marriage
from prime-time speaking slots at
the Republican National Convention.
‘‘The Republicans have got some

explaining to do,’’ said Tony Perkins,
president of the Family Research
Council, a conservative Christian
lobbying group, noting that several
of the speakers at the convention
have come out against the amend-
ment. ‘‘Social conservatives are not

WASHINGTON, July 11 — Con-
gress is poised to approve an interna-
tional trade agreement that could
have the effect of thwarting a goal
pursued by many lawmakers of both
parties: the import of inexpensive
prescription drugs to help millions of
Americans without health insurance.

The agreement, negotiated with
Australia by the Bush administra-
tion, would allow pharmaceutical
companies to prevent imports of
drugs to the United States and also to
challenge decisions by Australia
about what drugs should be covered
by the country’s health plan, the
prices paid for them and how they
can be used.

It represents the administration’s
model for strengthening the protec-
tion of expensive brand-name drugs
in wealthy countries, where the big-
gest profits can be made.

In negotiating the pact, the United
States, for the first time, challenged
how a foreign industrialized country
operates its national health program
to provide inexpensive drugs to its
own citizens. Americans without in-
surance pay some of the world’s high-
est prices for brand-name prescrip-
tion drugs, in part because the United
States does not have such a plan.

Only in the last few weeks have
lawmakers realized that the pro-
posed Australia trade agreement —
the Bush administration’s first free
trade agreement with a developed

country — could have major implica-
tions for health policy and programs
in the United States.

The debate over drug imports, an
issue with immense political appeal,
has been raging for four years, with
little reference to the arcane details
of trade policy. Most trade agree-
ments are so complex that lawmak-
ers rarely investigate all the provi-
sions, which typically cover such di-
verse areas as manufacturing, tour-
ism, insurance, agriculture and, in-
creasingly, pharmaceuticals.

Bush administration officials op-

MADRID, July 10 — Terrorists are
not usually talkers. But the man who
calls himself the mastermind of the
March 11 train bombings in Madrid
is an exception.

For nearly three months, the Ital-
ian police have eavesdropped on Ra-
bei Osman Sayed Ahmed, ‘‘Muham-
mad the Egyptian’’ as the 32-year-
old Egyptian is known. The contents
of his conversations, both in custody
in Milan and before his arrest last
month, have provided the police with
a mother lode of information about
the secret world of a man who claims
to have recruited suicide bombers
and organized terrorist operations in
the name of Islam.

Senior Spanish investigators be-
lieve that Mr. Ahmed played an im-
portant role in the Madrid bombings,
which killed 190 people, and could
indeed be the architect of the opera-
tion, although they are still searching
for other leading suspects. The Ital-
ian authorities arrested Mr. Ahmed

after his monitored conversations
spoke of an imminent attack in an
undisclosed location.

Dozens of pages of transcripts ob-
tained by The New York Times and
interviews with officials in Spain,
Italy, Germany and France have
shed light on Mr. Ahmed and his
ability over the years to take on new
identities, cross borders and avoid
the police as he pressed his cause
against the West. They also offer a
case study of the challenges and
frustrations Europe faces in moni-
toring radicals, routing out sleeper
cells and prosecuting and convicting
those they arrest.

In Germany in 1999 and 2000, Mr.
Ahmed served 16 months in a deten-
tion center, feigning different Arabic
accents and pretending to be a
‘‘stateless Palestinian’’ seeking po-
litical asylum.

In Madrid in 2001 and 2002, he
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By WALT BOGDANICH
DECHERD, Tenn. — In those

first raw days after his 17-year-
old daughter died, Norman Feast-
er couldn’t stop thinking about
how easily she might have been
saved: If only Hilary hadn’t
agreed to run an errand that took
her down an unfamiliar road. If
only the overgrown bushes hadn’t
blocked her view of the railroad
tracks. If only there had been
crossing gates to stop her from
driving in front of a CSX locomo-
tive on that autumn day in 1997.

Soon Mr. Feaster began calling
politicians, regulators, railroad
officials, anyone who could help to
get gates installed at the crossing
so that no one else’s child had to
die there. But he made little
progress, he says, until one day he
received a strange telephone call.
A state transportation official
wanted to arrange a clandestine
meeting. Intrigued, Mr. Feaster
agreed to drive an hour and a half
to Nashville, where he met the
official in the lobby of the Tennes-
see Performing Arts Center.

The state official, Terry Can-
trell, said he had just discovered
some hidden history behind Hil-
ary’s case: Two teenage boys had
been killed at the same crossing
four years earlier. But because
the railroad had never reported
the accident to the federal au-
thorities, the government had not
identified the crossing as espe-
cially perilous and had not or-
dered the railroad to put up gates,
Mr. Feaster said the official told
him.

If only CSX had complied with
federal rules, Mr. Feaster re-
members thinking, Hilary would
not have died.

‘‘To me this is just criminal,’’
he said.

CSX’s failure to report that
first fatal crash may be its most
serious reporting failure, but it is
hardly an isolated omission. Over
the last eight years, CSX and oth-
er railroads have failed to prop-
erly notify federal officials about
hundreds of crossing accidents,
according to federal records and
a computer analysis of crash data
by The New York Times.

Hilary Feaster’s death is a
harsh lesson in the cost of those
broken rules, and of the govern-
ment’s lack of enforcement. The
federal regulators did not punish
CSX for its silence in Decherd,
just as they only rarely enforced
the rules in other cases. In fact,
records obtained by The Times
show that in 2000, after finding a
‘‘critical problem’’ with CSX’s re-
porting, regulators acknowledged
that they had treated the railroad
with ‘‘extreme leniency,’’ pardon-
ing most of its violations.

The Feaster crash was report-
ed, but the government never in-
vestigated it, beyond some pre-

By CARLOTTA GALL
and DAVID ROHDE

KABUL, Afghanistan, July 11 —
President Hamid Karzai said Sun-
day that Afghanistan’s private mili-
tias had become the country’s great-
est danger — greater than the Tali-
ban insurgency — and that new ac-
tion was required to disarm them.

‘‘We tried to do it by persuasion,’’
Mr. Karzai said in an interview with
The New York Times two days after
he had postponed parliamentary
elections by six months because of
the threat of disruption. But now, he
said, ‘‘The stick has to be used, defi-
nitely.’’

Mr. Karzai did not specify what
action he would undertake. But his
assessment represented a new rank-
ing of Afghanistan’s problems, with
attacks by Taliban supporters and
slow voter registration suddenly re-
ceding, to be replaced by worries
about election intimidation by war-
lords and militias.

Mr. Karzai, who has largely gov-
erned through consensus, met with
Afghan and international officials
later Sunday to lay out a new strat-
egy.

The United Nations, NATO and the
United States-led coalition are in-
volved in Afghanistan, training the
police, augmenting the army and
providing security for the elections.
Mr. Karzai is counting on that pro-
cess to continue to improve his gov-
ernment’s standing.

His leadership over two and a half
years, with heavy American back-
ing, has rested largely on accommo-
dation with various forces, an ap-
proach he defended Sunday. But his
frustration, and that of his top minis-
ters, seemed acute.

Asked to rate his government on
how well it had achieved its goals,
Mr. Karzai offered the barely pass-
ing grade of D. He said that corrup-
tion remained rampant and that the
failure of the disarmament program
was a source of keen anxiety among
the people.

Out of the 60,000 armed militia-
men, only 10,000 have been disarmed
and demobilized, and the program
has stalled rather than accelerated
in recent months. The hope now is to
disarm 60 percent to 70 percent of
the militias before the new parlia-
mentary elections in April 2005, the
leader of the joint election commis-
sion, Zakim Shah, said Saturday.

Mr. Karzai said the struggle with
the warlords would be decisive, sug-

LILONGWE, Malawi — Six wom-
en suddenly went into the final, ago-
nized minutes of childbirth. Hlalapi
Kunkeyani was the only nurse. There
were no doctors.

Panicky cries rent the fetid air of
the ward, a cavernous space
jammed with 20 women laboring in
beds, on benches, even on the con-
crete floor. Mrs. Kunkeyani worked
with intense concentration, her face
glowing with sweat, but she was
overwhelmed.

Four of the babies arrived in a
rush without her to ease their pas-
sage into the world. She found one
trapped between his mother’s legs
with the umbilical cord wrapped
around his chest. The face of another
was smeared with his mother’s fe-
ces. Yet a third lay still on his moth-
er’s breast, desperate to breathe.
The nurse swiftly suctioned his tiny
mouth until at last he gulped a
breath.

Mrs. Kunkeyani, 36, is the stalwart
nurse in charge of this capital city’s
main labor ward, where 10 over-
worked nurse midwives deliver
more than 10,000 babies a year. But
soon, she will vanish from this im-
poverished nation, joining thousands
of African nurses streaming away
from their AIDS-haunted continent
for rich countries, primarily Britain.

‘‘My friends are telling me there’s
work there, there’s money there,’’
said Mrs. Kunkeyani, who will soon
make in a day’s overtime in Britain
what she earns in a month in Malawi.
‘‘They’re telling me I’m wasting my

time here.’’
The nursing staffs of public health

systems across the poor countries of
Africa — grossly insufficient to begin
with — are being battered by numer-
ous factors that include attrition and
AIDS. But none are creating greater
anxiety in Africa than the growing
flight of nurses discouraged by low
pay and grueling conditions.

The result of the nursing crisis —
the neglect of the sick — is starkly
apparent here on the dilapidated
wards of Lilongwe Central Hospital,
where a single nurse often looks af-
ter 50 or more desperately ill people.
What is equally visible is the boon to
Britain, where Lilongwe Central’s
former nurses minister to the elderly
in the carpeted lounges of nursing
homes and to patients in hushed pri-
vate hospital rooms.

It is the poor subsidizing the rich,
since African governments paid to
educate many of the health care
workers who are leaving.

In May, African countries banded
together at the annual assembly of
the World Health Organization to
urge developed nations to compen-
sate them for their lost investment.
After an intense debate, the assem-
bled countries resolved to search for
ways to lessen the damage of what
they called increasing rates of emi-
gration.

The brain drain of health profes-
sionals from Africa, and, more
broadly, the severe staffing short-
ages, will be an issue at the 15th

By ADAM NAGOURNEY
and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK
WASHINGTON, July 11 — Two

weeks before the Democratic con-
vention and under pressure from
conservatives, President Bush is es-
calating his support for a constitu-
tional amendment banning gay mar-
riage, moving the issue to the fore-
front of the campaign and underscor-
ing what his aides said was a critical
difference between the president and
Senator John Kerry.
Mr. Bush championed the amend-

ment in his radio address this week-
end as fellow Republicans in the Sen-
ate said they would seek to force a
vote on it on Wednesday. Mr. Kerry
and Senator John Edwards, the like-
ly Democratic nominees for presi-
dent and vice president, responded
by saying they would come to Wash-
ington to vote against the amend-
ment, even though it appears unlike-
ly their votes will be needed to defeat
it.
Mr. Kerry and Mr. Edwards say

that they oppose gay marriage but
that the matter should be left to the
states. In opposing the president,
aides said, they will argue that Mr.
Bush is trying to subvert the Consti-
tution for political ends.
Mr. Bush’s renewed advocacy of

the amendment — also voiced in a
campaign appearance on Friday —
came as the White House appeared
to be struggling to reconcile conflict-
ing pressure from conservatives ea-
ger for Mr. Bush to champion the ban
and some Republicans concerned
that the issue could alienate undecid-
ed moderate voters.
In interviews, conservative lead-

ers said they had complained to the
White House that the campaign was
blocking opponents of gay marriage
from prime-time speaking slots at
the Republican National Convention.
‘‘The Republicans have got some

explaining to do,’’ said Tony Perkins,
president of the Family Research
Council, a conservative Christian
lobbying group, noting that several
of the speakers at the convention
have come out against the amend-
ment. ‘‘Social conservatives are not

WASHINGTON, July 11 — Con-
gress is poised to approve an interna-
tional trade agreement that could
have the effect of thwarting a goal
pursued by many lawmakers of both
parties: the import of inexpensive
prescription drugs to help millions of
Americans without health insurance.

The agreement, negotiated with
Australia by the Bush administra-
tion, would allow pharmaceutical
companies to prevent imports of
drugs to the United States and also to
challenge decisions by Australia
about what drugs should be covered
by the country’s health plan, the
prices paid for them and how they
can be used.

It represents the administration’s
model for strengthening the protec-
tion of expensive brand-name drugs
in wealthy countries, where the big-
gest profits can be made.

In negotiating the pact, the United
States, for the first time, challenged
how a foreign industrialized country
operates its national health program
to provide inexpensive drugs to its
own citizens. Americans without in-
surance pay some of the world’s high-
est prices for brand-name prescrip-
tion drugs, in part because the United
States does not have such a plan.

Only in the last few weeks have
lawmakers realized that the pro-
posed Australia trade agreement —
the Bush administration’s first free
trade agreement with a developed

country — could have major implica-
tions for health policy and programs
in the United States.

The debate over drug imports, an
issue with immense political appeal,
has been raging for four years, with
little reference to the arcane details
of trade policy. Most trade agree-
ments are so complex that lawmak-
ers rarely investigate all the provi-
sions, which typically cover such di-
verse areas as manufacturing, tour-
ism, insurance, agriculture and, in-
creasingly, pharmaceuticals.

Bush administration officials op-

MADRID, July 10 — Terrorists are
not usually talkers. But the man who
calls himself the mastermind of the
March 11 train bombings in Madrid
is an exception.

For nearly three months, the Ital-
ian police have eavesdropped on Ra-
bei Osman Sayed Ahmed, ‘‘Muham-
mad the Egyptian’’ as the 32-year-
old Egyptian is known. The contents
of his conversations, both in custody
in Milan and before his arrest last
month, have provided the police with
a mother lode of information about
the secret world of a man who claims
to have recruited suicide bombers
and organized terrorist operations in
the name of Islam.

Senior Spanish investigators be-
lieve that Mr. Ahmed played an im-
portant role in the Madrid bombings,
which killed 190 people, and could
indeed be the architect of the opera-
tion, although they are still searching
for other leading suspects. The Ital-
ian authorities arrested Mr. Ahmed

after his monitored conversations
spoke of an imminent attack in an
undisclosed location.

Dozens of pages of transcripts ob-
tained by The New York Times and
interviews with officials in Spain,
Italy, Germany and France have
shed light on Mr. Ahmed and his
ability over the years to take on new
identities, cross borders and avoid
the police as he pressed his cause
against the West. They also offer a
case study of the challenges and
frustrations Europe faces in moni-
toring radicals, routing out sleeper
cells and prosecuting and convicting
those they arrest.

In Germany in 1999 and 2000, Mr.
Ahmed served 16 months in a deten-
tion center, feigning different Arabic
accents and pretending to be a
‘‘stateless Palestinian’’ seeking po-
litical asylum.

In Madrid in 2001 and 2002, he
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putting in only half a day. PAGEB7 Bill Cunningham/The NewYork Times
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By WALT BOGDANICH
DECHERD, Tenn. — In those

first raw days after his 17-year-
old daughter died, Norman Feast-
er couldn’t stop thinking about
how easily she might have been
saved: If only Hilary hadn’t
agreed to run an errand that took
her down an unfamiliar road. If
only the overgrown bushes hadn’t
blocked her view of the railroad
tracks. If only there had been
crossing gates to stop her from
driving in front of a CSX locomo-
tive on that autumn day in 1997.

Soon Mr. Feaster began calling
politicians, regulators, railroad
officials, anyone who could help to
get gates installed at the crossing
so that no one else’s child had to
die there. But he made little
progress, he says, until one day he
received a strange telephone call.
A state transportation official
wanted to arrange a clandestine
meeting. Intrigued, Mr. Feaster
agreed to drive an hour and a half
to Nashville, where he met the
official in the lobby of the Tennes-
see Performing Arts Center.

The state official, Terry Can-
trell, said he had just discovered
some hidden history behind Hil-
ary’s case: Two teenage boys had
been killed at the same crossing
four years earlier. But because
the railroad had never reported
the accident to the federal au-
thorities, the government had not
identified the crossing as espe-
cially perilous and had not or-
dered the railroad to put up gates,
Mr. Feaster said the official told
him.

If only CSX had complied with
federal rules, Mr. Feaster re-
members thinking, Hilary would
not have died.

‘‘To me this is just criminal,’’
he said.

CSX’s failure to report that
first fatal crash may be its most
serious reporting failure, but it is
hardly an isolated omission. Over
the last eight years, CSX and oth-
er railroads have failed to prop-
erly notify federal officials about
hundreds of crossing accidents,
according to federal records and
a computer analysis of crash data
by The New York Times.

Hilary Feaster’s death is a
harsh lesson in the cost of those
broken rules, and of the govern-
ment’s lack of enforcement. The
federal regulators did not punish
CSX for its silence in Decherd,
just as they only rarely enforced
the rules in other cases. In fact,
records obtained by The Times
show that in 2000, after finding a
‘‘critical problem’’ with CSX’s re-
porting, regulators acknowledged
that they had treated the railroad
with ‘‘extreme leniency,’’ pardon-
ing most of its violations.

The Feaster crash was report-
ed, but the government never in-
vestigated it, beyond some pre-

By CARLOTTA GALL
and DAVID ROHDE

KABUL, Afghanistan, July 11 —
President Hamid Karzai said Sun-
day that Afghanistan’s private mili-
tias had become the country’s great-
est danger — greater than the Tali-
ban insurgency — and that new ac-
tion was required to disarm them.

‘‘We tried to do it by persuasion,’’
Mr. Karzai said in an interview with
The New York Times two days after
he had postponed parliamentary
elections by six months because of
the threat of disruption. But now, he
said, ‘‘The stick has to be used, defi-
nitely.’’

Mr. Karzai did not specify what
action he would undertake. But his
assessment represented a new rank-
ing of Afghanistan’s problems, with
attacks by Taliban supporters and
slow voter registration suddenly re-
ceding, to be replaced by worries
about election intimidation by war-
lords and militias.

Mr. Karzai, who has largely gov-
erned through consensus, met with
Afghan and international officials
later Sunday to lay out a new strat-
egy.

The United Nations, NATO and the
United States-led coalition are in-
volved in Afghanistan, training the
police, augmenting the army and
providing security for the elections.
Mr. Karzai is counting on that pro-
cess to continue to improve his gov-
ernment’s standing.

His leadership over two and a half
years, with heavy American back-
ing, has rested largely on accommo-
dation with various forces, an ap-
proach he defended Sunday. But his
frustration, and that of his top minis-
ters, seemed acute.

Asked to rate his government on
how well it had achieved its goals,
Mr. Karzai offered the barely pass-
ing grade of D. He said that corrup-
tion remained rampant and that the
failure of the disarmament program
was a source of keen anxiety among
the people.

Out of the 60,000 armed militia-
men, only 10,000 have been disarmed
and demobilized, and the program
has stalled rather than accelerated
in recent months. The hope now is to
disarm 60 percent to 70 percent of
the militias before the new parlia-
mentary elections in April 2005, the
leader of the joint election commis-
sion, Zakim Shah, said Saturday.

Mr. Karzai said the struggle with
the warlords would be decisive, sug-

LILONGWE, Malawi — Six wom-
en suddenly went into the final, ago-
nized minutes of childbirth. Hlalapi
Kunkeyani was the only nurse. There
were no doctors.

Panicky cries rent the fetid air of
the ward, a cavernous space
jammed with 20 women laboring in
beds, on benches, even on the con-
crete floor. Mrs. Kunkeyani worked
with intense concentration, her face
glowing with sweat, but she was
overwhelmed.

Four of the babies arrived in a
rush without her to ease their pas-
sage into the world. She found one
trapped between his mother’s legs
with the umbilical cord wrapped
around his chest. The face of another
was smeared with his mother’s fe-
ces. Yet a third lay still on his moth-
er’s breast, desperate to breathe.
The nurse swiftly suctioned his tiny
mouth until at last he gulped a
breath.

Mrs. Kunkeyani, 36, is the stalwart
nurse in charge of this capital city’s
main labor ward, where 10 over-
worked nurse midwives deliver
more than 10,000 babies a year. But
soon, she will vanish from this im-
poverished nation, joining thousands
of African nurses streaming away
from their AIDS-haunted continent
for rich countries, primarily Britain.

‘‘My friends are telling me there’s
work there, there’s money there,’’
said Mrs. Kunkeyani, who will soon
make in a day’s overtime in Britain
what she earns in a month in Malawi.
‘‘They’re telling me I’m wasting my

time here.’’
The nursing staffs of public health

systems across the poor countries of
Africa — grossly insufficient to begin
with — are being battered by numer-
ous factors that include attrition and
AIDS. But none are creating greater
anxiety in Africa than the growing
flight of nurses discouraged by low
pay and grueling conditions.

The result of the nursing crisis —
the neglect of the sick — is starkly
apparent here on the dilapidated
wards of Lilongwe Central Hospital,
where a single nurse often looks af-
ter 50 or more desperately ill people.
What is equally visible is the boon to
Britain, where Lilongwe Central’s
former nurses minister to the elderly
in the carpeted lounges of nursing
homes and to patients in hushed pri-
vate hospital rooms.

It is the poor subsidizing the rich,
since African governments paid to
educate many of the health care
workers who are leaving.

In May, African countries banded
together at the annual assembly of
the World Health Organization to
urge developed nations to compen-
sate them for their lost investment.
After an intense debate, the assem-
bled countries resolved to search for
ways to lessen the damage of what
they called increasing rates of emi-
gration.

The brain drain of health profes-
sionals from Africa, and, more
broadly, the severe staffing short-
ages, will be an issue at the 15th

By ADAM NAGOURNEY
and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK
WASHINGTON, July 11 — Two

weeks before the Democratic con-
vention and under pressure from
conservatives, President Bush is es-
calating his support for a constitu-
tional amendment banning gay mar-
riage, moving the issue to the fore-
front of the campaign and underscor-
ing what his aides said was a critical
difference between the president and
Senator John Kerry.
Mr. Bush championed the amend-

ment in his radio address this week-
end as fellow Republicans in the Sen-
ate said they would seek to force a
vote on it on Wednesday. Mr. Kerry
and Senator John Edwards, the like-
ly Democratic nominees for presi-
dent and vice president, responded
by saying they would come to Wash-
ington to vote against the amend-
ment, even though it appears unlike-
ly their votes will be needed to defeat
it.
Mr. Kerry and Mr. Edwards say

that they oppose gay marriage but
that the matter should be left to the
states. In opposing the president,
aides said, they will argue that Mr.
Bush is trying to subvert the Consti-
tution for political ends.
Mr. Bush’s renewed advocacy of

the amendment — also voiced in a
campaign appearance on Friday —
came as the White House appeared
to be struggling to reconcile conflict-
ing pressure from conservatives ea-
ger for Mr. Bush to champion the ban
and some Republicans concerned
that the issue could alienate undecid-
ed moderate voters.
In interviews, conservative lead-

ers said they had complained to the
White House that the campaign was
blocking opponents of gay marriage
from prime-time speaking slots at
the Republican National Convention.
‘‘The Republicans have got some

explaining to do,’’ said Tony Perkins,
president of the Family Research
Council, a conservative Christian
lobbying group, noting that several
of the speakers at the convention
have come out against the amend-
ment. ‘‘Social conservatives are not

WASHINGTON, July 11 — Con-
gress is poised to approve an interna-
tional trade agreement that could
have the effect of thwarting a goal
pursued by many lawmakers of both
parties: the import of inexpensive
prescription drugs to help millions of
Americans without health insurance.

The agreement, negotiated with
Australia by the Bush administra-
tion, would allow pharmaceutical
companies to prevent imports of
drugs to the United States and also to
challenge decisions by Australia
about what drugs should be covered
by the country’s health plan, the
prices paid for them and how they
can be used.

It represents the administration’s
model for strengthening the protec-
tion of expensive brand-name drugs
in wealthy countries, where the big-
gest profits can be made.

In negotiating the pact, the United
States, for the first time, challenged
how a foreign industrialized country
operates its national health program
to provide inexpensive drugs to its
own citizens. Americans without in-
surance pay some of the world’s high-
est prices for brand-name prescrip-
tion drugs, in part because the United
States does not have such a plan.

Only in the last few weeks have
lawmakers realized that the pro-
posed Australia trade agreement —
the Bush administration’s first free
trade agreement with a developed

country — could have major implica-
tions for health policy and programs
in the United States.

The debate over drug imports, an
issue with immense political appeal,
has been raging for four years, with
little reference to the arcane details
of trade policy. Most trade agree-
ments are so complex that lawmak-
ers rarely investigate all the provi-
sions, which typically cover such di-
verse areas as manufacturing, tour-
ism, insurance, agriculture and, in-
creasingly, pharmaceuticals.

Bush administration officials op-

MADRID, July 10 — Terrorists are
not usually talkers. But the man who
calls himself the mastermind of the
March 11 train bombings in Madrid
is an exception.

For nearly three months, the Ital-
ian police have eavesdropped on Ra-
bei Osman Sayed Ahmed, ‘‘Muham-
mad the Egyptian’’ as the 32-year-
old Egyptian is known. The contents
of his conversations, both in custody
in Milan and before his arrest last
month, have provided the police with
a mother lode of information about
the secret world of a man who claims
to have recruited suicide bombers
and organized terrorist operations in
the name of Islam.

Senior Spanish investigators be-
lieve that Mr. Ahmed played an im-
portant role in the Madrid bombings,
which killed 190 people, and could
indeed be the architect of the opera-
tion, although they are still searching
for other leading suspects. The Ital-
ian authorities arrested Mr. Ahmed

after his monitored conversations
spoke of an imminent attack in an
undisclosed location.

Dozens of pages of transcripts ob-
tained by The New York Times and
interviews with officials in Spain,
Italy, Germany and France have
shed light on Mr. Ahmed and his
ability over the years to take on new
identities, cross borders and avoid
the police as he pressed his cause
against the West. They also offer a
case study of the challenges and
frustrations Europe faces in moni-
toring radicals, routing out sleeper
cells and prosecuting and convicting
those they arrest.

In Germany in 1999 and 2000, Mr.
Ahmed served 16 months in a deten-
tion center, feigning different Arabic
accents and pretending to be a
‘‘stateless Palestinian’’ seeking po-
litical asylum.

In Madrid in 2001 and 2002, he
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Hlalapi Kunkeyani, tending to a mother and her new baby at a Malawi hospital, will soon work in Britain.
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Norman and Maryellen Feaster at the crossing where their
daughter, Hilary, died. If an earlier crash there had been reported,
the state said, gates would have been put up before Hilary’s crash.
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Leaders Skip AIDS Talks
Ameeting of nine world leaders at

the International AIDS Conference in
Thailand was canceled after just one
of them— the president of Uganda—
accepted an invitation to attend.
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Hiccups in Economic Growth
Soft economic reports are raising

doubts about the vigor of the recov-
ery in the United States. Still, most
economists remain confident that
growth is just shifting to a lower
rate. BUSINESS DAY, PAGEC1

Times Sq. Billboard Dispute
Antiwar activists are ac-

cusing Clear Channel Com-
munications, a compa-
ny with Republican
ties, of blocking a
billboard critical of
Iraq that shows a
bomb. PAGEB1

Lifeline for a Mighty River
Iraqis use the Tigris River for

bathing and water even though it has
become smelly and refuse-strewn.
But, despite being shot at and other
risks, Iraqi engineers and an Ameri-
can environmental advocate are try-
ing to restore it to some semblance
of its former splendor. PAGEA11

BigWinner, Big Loser
Maurice Greene won the 100meter

final at the U.S. Olympic trials to
move on to the Athens Games, but
TimMontgomery, the world-record
holder, competing under the cloud of
a doping scandal, failed to advance.

SPORTSMONDAY, PAGED1

9/11 Panel Is Said to Be Firm on Iraq-Qaeda Alliance
The final report of the commission investigating the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist

attacks is expected to stand by an earlier staff report that found no close
working relationship between Iraq and Al Qaeda. Members said it would call
for an overhaul of the nation’s counterterrorism efforts. PAGEA12

Laurance Rockefeller, 94, Philanthropist, Dies
Themiddle brother of the five

prominent and philanthropic grand-
sons of John D. Rockefeller, he con-
centrated his generosity on conser-
vation, recreation, ecological con-
cerns andmedical research, particu-
larly the treatment of cancer. His ca-
reer began almost 70 years ago on
Wall Street, where he became a trail-
blazer of modern venture capitalism,
compounding his inherited wealth
many times over.

As amember of the NewYork
Stock Exchange, he often used his in-
stinct for identifying the next big
thing. Not content simply tomake
moremoney, he wanted it to produce
something of lasting value. A family
spokesman saidMr. Rockefeller, who
was in declining health, was at work
as recently asWednesday, where he
joked with his staff that he was
putting in only half a day. PAGEB7 Bill Cunningham/The NewYork Times
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By WALT BOGDANICH
DECHERD, Tenn. — In those

first raw days after his 17-year-
old daughter died, Norman Feast-
er couldn’t stop thinking about
how easily she might have been
saved: If only Hilary hadn’t
agreed to run an errand that took
her down an unfamiliar road. If
only the overgrown bushes hadn’t
blocked her view of the railroad
tracks. If only there had been
crossing gates to stop her from
driving in front of a CSX locomo-
tive on that autumn day in 1997.

Soon Mr. Feaster began calling
politicians, regulators, railroad
officials, anyone who could help to
get gates installed at the crossing
so that no one else’s child had to
die there. But he made little
progress, he says, until one day he
received a strange telephone call.
A state transportation official
wanted to arrange a clandestine
meeting. Intrigued, Mr. Feaster
agreed to drive an hour and a half
to Nashville, where he met the
official in the lobby of the Tennes-
see Performing Arts Center.

The state official, Terry Can-
trell, said he had just discovered
some hidden history behind Hil-
ary’s case: Two teenage boys had
been killed at the same crossing
four years earlier. But because
the railroad had never reported
the accident to the federal au-
thorities, the government had not
identified the crossing as espe-
cially perilous and had not or-
dered the railroad to put up gates,
Mr. Feaster said the official told
him.

If only CSX had complied with
federal rules, Mr. Feaster re-
members thinking, Hilary would
not have died.

‘‘To me this is just criminal,’’
he said.

CSX’s failure to report that
first fatal crash may be its most
serious reporting failure, but it is
hardly an isolated omission. Over
the last eight years, CSX and oth-
er railroads have failed to prop-
erly notify federal officials about
hundreds of crossing accidents,
according to federal records and
a computer analysis of crash data
by The New York Times.

Hilary Feaster’s death is a
harsh lesson in the cost of those
broken rules, and of the govern-
ment’s lack of enforcement. The
federal regulators did not punish
CSX for its silence in Decherd,
just as they only rarely enforced
the rules in other cases. In fact,
records obtained by The Times
show that in 2000, after finding a
‘‘critical problem’’ with CSX’s re-
porting, regulators acknowledged
that they had treated the railroad
with ‘‘extreme leniency,’’ pardon-
ing most of its violations.

The Feaster crash was report-
ed, but the government never in-
vestigated it, beyond some pre-

By CARLOTTA GALL
and DAVID ROHDE

KABUL, Afghanistan, July 11 —
President Hamid Karzai said Sun-
day that Afghanistan’s private mili-
tias had become the country’s great-
est danger — greater than the Tali-
ban insurgency — and that new ac-
tion was required to disarm them.

‘‘We tried to do it by persuasion,’’
Mr. Karzai said in an interview with
The New York Times two days after
he had postponed parliamentary
elections by six months because of
the threat of disruption. But now, he
said, ‘‘The stick has to be used, defi-
nitely.’’

Mr. Karzai did not specify what
action he would undertake. But his
assessment represented a new rank-
ing of Afghanistan’s problems, with
attacks by Taliban supporters and
slow voter registration suddenly re-
ceding, to be replaced by worries
about election intimidation by war-
lords and militias.

Mr. Karzai, who has largely gov-
erned through consensus, met with
Afghan and international officials
later Sunday to lay out a new strat-
egy.

The United Nations, NATO and the
United States-led coalition are in-
volved in Afghanistan, training the
police, augmenting the army and
providing security for the elections.
Mr. Karzai is counting on that pro-
cess to continue to improve his gov-
ernment’s standing.

His leadership over two and a half
years, with heavy American back-
ing, has rested largely on accommo-
dation with various forces, an ap-
proach he defended Sunday. But his
frustration, and that of his top minis-
ters, seemed acute.

Asked to rate his government on
how well it had achieved its goals,
Mr. Karzai offered the barely pass-
ing grade of D. He said that corrup-
tion remained rampant and that the
failure of the disarmament program
was a source of keen anxiety among
the people.

Out of the 60,000 armed militia-
men, only 10,000 have been disarmed
and demobilized, and the program
has stalled rather than accelerated
in recent months. The hope now is to
disarm 60 percent to 70 percent of
the militias before the new parlia-
mentary elections in April 2005, the
leader of the joint election commis-
sion, Zakim Shah, said Saturday.

Mr. Karzai said the struggle with
the warlords would be decisive, sug-

LILONGWE, Malawi — Six wom-
en suddenly went into the final, ago-
nized minutes of childbirth. Hlalapi
Kunkeyani was the only nurse. There
were no doctors.

Panicky cries rent the fetid air of
the ward, a cavernous space
jammed with 20 women laboring in
beds, on benches, even on the con-
crete floor. Mrs. Kunkeyani worked
with intense concentration, her face
glowing with sweat, but she was
overwhelmed.

Four of the babies arrived in a
rush without her to ease their pas-
sage into the world. She found one
trapped between his mother’s legs
with the umbilical cord wrapped
around his chest. The face of another
was smeared with his mother’s fe-
ces. Yet a third lay still on his moth-
er’s breast, desperate to breathe.
The nurse swiftly suctioned his tiny
mouth until at last he gulped a
breath.

Mrs. Kunkeyani, 36, is the stalwart
nurse in charge of this capital city’s
main labor ward, where 10 over-
worked nurse midwives deliver
more than 10,000 babies a year. But
soon, she will vanish from this im-
poverished nation, joining thousands
of African nurses streaming away
from their AIDS-haunted continent
for rich countries, primarily Britain.

‘‘My friends are telling me there’s
work there, there’s money there,’’
said Mrs. Kunkeyani, who will soon
make in a day’s overtime in Britain
what she earns in a month in Malawi.
‘‘They’re telling me I’m wasting my

time here.’’
The nursing staffs of public health

systems across the poor countries of
Africa — grossly insufficient to begin
with — are being battered by numer-
ous factors that include attrition and
AIDS. But none are creating greater
anxiety in Africa than the growing
flight of nurses discouraged by low
pay and grueling conditions.

The result of the nursing crisis —
the neglect of the sick — is starkly
apparent here on the dilapidated
wards of Lilongwe Central Hospital,
where a single nurse often looks af-
ter 50 or more desperately ill people.
What is equally visible is the boon to
Britain, where Lilongwe Central’s
former nurses minister to the elderly
in the carpeted lounges of nursing
homes and to patients in hushed pri-
vate hospital rooms.

It is the poor subsidizing the rich,
since African governments paid to
educate many of the health care
workers who are leaving.

In May, African countries banded
together at the annual assembly of
the World Health Organization to
urge developed nations to compen-
sate them for their lost investment.
After an intense debate, the assem-
bled countries resolved to search for
ways to lessen the damage of what
they called increasing rates of emi-
gration.

The brain drain of health profes-
sionals from Africa, and, more
broadly, the severe staffing short-
ages, will be an issue at the 15th

By ADAM NAGOURNEY
and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK
WASHINGTON, July 11 — Two

weeks before the Democratic con-
vention and under pressure from
conservatives, President Bush is es-
calating his support for a constitu-
tional amendment banning gay mar-
riage, moving the issue to the fore-
front of the campaign and underscor-
ing what his aides said was a critical
difference between the president and
Senator John Kerry.
Mr. Bush championed the amend-

ment in his radio address this week-
end as fellow Republicans in the Sen-
ate said they would seek to force a
vote on it on Wednesday. Mr. Kerry
and Senator John Edwards, the like-
ly Democratic nominees for presi-
dent and vice president, responded
by saying they would come to Wash-
ington to vote against the amend-
ment, even though it appears unlike-
ly their votes will be needed to defeat
it.
Mr. Kerry and Mr. Edwards say

that they oppose gay marriage but
that the matter should be left to the
states. In opposing the president,
aides said, they will argue that Mr.
Bush is trying to subvert the Consti-
tution for political ends.
Mr. Bush’s renewed advocacy of

the amendment — also voiced in a
campaign appearance on Friday —
came as the White House appeared
to be struggling to reconcile conflict-
ing pressure from conservatives ea-
ger for Mr. Bush to champion the ban
and some Republicans concerned
that the issue could alienate undecid-
ed moderate voters.
In interviews, conservative lead-

ers said they had complained to the
White House that the campaign was
blocking opponents of gay marriage
from prime-time speaking slots at
the Republican National Convention.
‘‘The Republicans have got some

explaining to do,’’ said Tony Perkins,
president of the Family Research
Council, a conservative Christian
lobbying group, noting that several
of the speakers at the convention
have come out against the amend-
ment. ‘‘Social conservatives are not

WASHINGTON, July 11 — Con-
gress is poised to approve an interna-
tional trade agreement that could
have the effect of thwarting a goal
pursued by many lawmakers of both
parties: the import of inexpensive
prescription drugs to help millions of
Americans without health insurance.

The agreement, negotiated with
Australia by the Bush administra-
tion, would allow pharmaceutical
companies to prevent imports of
drugs to the United States and also to
challenge decisions by Australia
about what drugs should be covered
by the country’s health plan, the
prices paid for them and how they
can be used.

It represents the administration’s
model for strengthening the protec-
tion of expensive brand-name drugs
in wealthy countries, where the big-
gest profits can be made.

In negotiating the pact, the United
States, for the first time, challenged
how a foreign industrialized country
operates its national health program
to provide inexpensive drugs to its
own citizens. Americans without in-
surance pay some of the world’s high-
est prices for brand-name prescrip-
tion drugs, in part because the United
States does not have such a plan.

Only in the last few weeks have
lawmakers realized that the pro-
posed Australia trade agreement —
the Bush administration’s first free
trade agreement with a developed

country — could have major implica-
tions for health policy and programs
in the United States.

The debate over drug imports, an
issue with immense political appeal,
has been raging for four years, with
little reference to the arcane details
of trade policy. Most trade agree-
ments are so complex that lawmak-
ers rarely investigate all the provi-
sions, which typically cover such di-
verse areas as manufacturing, tour-
ism, insurance, agriculture and, in-
creasingly, pharmaceuticals.

Bush administration officials op-

MADRID, July 10 — Terrorists are
not usually talkers. But the man who
calls himself the mastermind of the
March 11 train bombings in Madrid
is an exception.

For nearly three months, the Ital-
ian police have eavesdropped on Ra-
bei Osman Sayed Ahmed, ‘‘Muham-
mad the Egyptian’’ as the 32-year-
old Egyptian is known. The contents
of his conversations, both in custody
in Milan and before his arrest last
month, have provided the police with
a mother lode of information about
the secret world of a man who claims
to have recruited suicide bombers
and organized terrorist operations in
the name of Islam.

Senior Spanish investigators be-
lieve that Mr. Ahmed played an im-
portant role in the Madrid bombings,
which killed 190 people, and could
indeed be the architect of the opera-
tion, although they are still searching
for other leading suspects. The Ital-
ian authorities arrested Mr. Ahmed

after his monitored conversations
spoke of an imminent attack in an
undisclosed location.

Dozens of pages of transcripts ob-
tained by The New York Times and
interviews with officials in Spain,
Italy, Germany and France have
shed light on Mr. Ahmed and his
ability over the years to take on new
identities, cross borders and avoid
the police as he pressed his cause
against the West. They also offer a
case study of the challenges and
frustrations Europe faces in moni-
toring radicals, routing out sleeper
cells and prosecuting and convicting
those they arrest.

In Germany in 1999 and 2000, Mr.
Ahmed served 16 months in a deten-
tion center, feigning different Arabic
accents and pretending to be a
‘‘stateless Palestinian’’ seeking po-
litical asylum.

In Madrid in 2001 and 2002, he
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liminary inquiries by the local police. Yet
when Mr. Feaster, his wife, Maryellen, and
their lawyers began to unravel the case on
their own, they found out, as so many vic-
tims’ families do, how hard it can be to ex-
tract the truth from a railroad. 

The town police officer at the scene that
day observed that Hilary’s view of the on-
coming train had been blocked by the heavy
brush alongside the road. Yet when it came
time to describe the accident scene to regu-
lators, as federal rules require, CSX said
that nothing had obstructed her vision,
records show. 

One of the warning lights was found not to
be working after the crash. But CSX did not
inform the police officer that a maintenance
worker had repaired the light while the offi-
cer was busy conducting his investigation.
In doing so, the officer said, the railroad had
“materially altered the scene of the Feaster
accident prior to the completion of my in-
vestigation.”

What’s more, when Mr. Feaster tried to
find out if the train’s horn had given Hilary
ample warning, the railroad produced four
conflicting accounts from the engine’s black
box event recorder before offering up a fifth
one that showed the horn being sounded al-
most until the train entered the crossing. 

The CSX Corporation, which runs one of
North America’s four biggest freight rail-
roads, says it behaved fairly and ethically in
all of its dealings with the police, the govern-
ment regulators and the Feaster family. It
described the failure to report the first fatal
accident as “an isolated administrative er-
ror.”

“Were there mistakes made? Yes,” said a
railroad spokesman, Adam Hollingsworth.
“But they were simply that — mistakes.” 

Today, a pair of tall white gates stand
guard at the Decherd crossing. Hilary
Feaster’s parents know all that it took to get
them there. 

“People have said to me after the crossing
gates went up, ‘Do you feel like her death
wasn’t in vain?’ ” Maryellen Feaster said
the other day. “And I said no, I feel it was to-
tally in vain. She was sacrificed, and it’s not
fair.” 

The Accident
Maryellen Feaster had always tried to

avoid the spot, where Highway 127 crosses
the CSX tracks on the edge of town. It
scared her, she says — the field dense with
weeds and bushes lining the highway on the
right, the trains coming out of nowhere, sud-
denly filling your view. 

Decherd’s railroad past is pretty much
out of sight, too. But its story is very much
the small-town American standard, of a
place that grew up and prospered around
the railroad — in this case The Nashville &
Chattanooga — completed in the early
1850’s then eased into a long, slow slide. The
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Jenny Nordberg contributed reporting for
this article. Eric Koli contributed research.
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1850’s then eased into a long, slow slide. The
old Decherd depot is long gone, as are the
passenger trains that called there eight
times a day. What remains are the CSX
freights running through town. 

It was a clear, cool day when Hilary
Feaster drove out to the Highway 127 cross-
ing. Oct. 15, 1997. 

After school, she had dropped by her fa-
ther’s office to say hello. They talked brief-
ly, and he gave her some money. Norman
Feaster, who practices poverty law at Legal
Services of South Central Tennessee, re-
members with pride the way his daughter
had begun to appreciate good books, which
they would discuss together in the evenings.
He also remembers her last words that af-
ternoon: “I love you, Daddy. I’ll see you lat-
er.” 

Hilary then went to have her senior pic-
ture taken. It shows her as she remains in
her mother’s memory — forever confident,
untroubled, coming into her own. 

“You never saw her without a smile on
her face,” Ms. Feaster said. “She was excit-
ed when she got up in the morning.” 

Hilary had been planning for her senior-
class trip, to Ireland, and had just finished
her application to Emerson College in Bos-
ton. 

She didn’t usually drive Highway 127 ei-
ther. But it was the best route to the new
Wal-Mart, where she had to pick up a pre-
scription for her mother. 

Shortly before 5 p.m., she turned her 1989
Toyota station wagon onto the highway
from the Decherd Estill Road. The field ran
roughly 250 feet to the edge of the tracks on
the right. Up ahead, two cars moved
through the crossing, into the setting sun.
From the west, a 34-car CSX train, going 54
miles an hour, came pounding out of the
brush. 

The Investigation
The train deposited Hilary’s crumpled

car and broken body nearly a quarter of a
mile down the track. 

Within minutes, Officer Glenn T. Sum-
mers, a 13-year veteran of investigations for
the Decherd police, was there, examining
the car, taking measurements and inter-
viewing the engineer. 

What happened from then on illustrates
how limited the investigations of crossing
accidents generally turn out to be. 

As Officer Summers worked his way to-
ward the crossing, he made two significant
observations. 

“The view of the track and any eastbound
train is blocked by the elevation of sur-
rounding field and trees and bushes growing
alongside the road,” he noted in his accident
report. And in an interview, he added, “At
that time of year, the sun is right in your
eyes, and you can’t hardly see.”

In other words, with no crossing gates, the
flashing signal lights might have been Hil-
ary’s last, best warning. Officer Summers
found them in perfect working order. 

“Railroad crossing lights were on and op-
erational upon my arrival at the scene,” he
wrote in his accident report. The signal’s
warning bells were working, too, he said. 

In writing that report, though, Officer
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Summers now says he did not know an im-
portant fact: While he was busy investigat-
ing the crash scene, a CSX maintenance
worker named Philip Stephens had come to
check on the signals. One of two flashing
left-hand lights, the ones meant to alert a
driver close to the crossing, was not work-
ing, Mr. Stephens found. 

He quickly traced the malfunction to a
loose wire — the signal had not been dam-
aged in the crash — and fixed it. He then
wrote a report documenting his repairs. But
Officer Summers says there was no mention
of a broken signal when he spoke with Mr.
Stephens at the scene. 

CSX had another chance to disclose that
problem. The next day, Officer Summers
said, he talked with Larry Lovette, a CSX
claims agent, at the crossing and discussed
his investigation. He also spoke briefly with
Mr. Stephens, he said. Again, the broken sig-
nal did not come up. 

Later, Mr. Stephens testified that he had
carried out his duties by giving his repair
report to Mr. Lovette a day or two after the
crash. 

Mr. Lovette said in a deposition that while
he didn’t recall when he had learned of the
signal problem, he didn’t believe it was soon
after the accident. 

Federal law requires the railroads, after
an accident, to report significant malfunc-
tions to the Federal Railroad Administra-
tion. “You should include any information
that increases our knowledge of the underly-
ing reasons why the accident occurred and
its consequences,” the railroad administra-
tion explains in a guidebook on accident re-
porting. 

Even so, an agency spokesman said a
malfunction of only one of the left-hand
lights at the crossing on Highway 127 would
not have had to be reported to the federal
regulators. Because the two lights flash al-
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ternately on and off, the signal could have
been entirely dark at regular intervals. Still,
“it would not be considered an activation
failure, because more than 50 percent of the
lights have to be out or inoperable,” said the
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spokesman, Warren Flatau. 
Besides, in CSX’s judgment, the signal

was working at the time of the accident. The
railroad spokesman says witnesses, includ-
ing another police officer and a rescue
worker, saw the lights working immediately
after the crash. But the Feaster family says
there was nobody there to witness exactly
what Hilary saw just before the accident. 

Either way, Mr. Hollingsworth acknowl-
edged that the railroad should have told the
police about the broken signal. “Yes, we
should have done that,” he said.

Federal regulators also ask railroads to
include sight obstructions in their accident
reports. But CSX’s report to federal regula-
tors did not include anything about the over-
grown vegetation that so concerned Officer
Summers.

“There was no sight obstruction at the
crossing,” said Mr. Hollingsworth. “We do
not have an obligation to report something
that did not exist.” He pointed out that the
state had not cited CSX for failing to cut the
brush at the crossing. However, in court pa-
pers, a state official said he could not say if
any inspections had been done around the
time of the accident. 

According to the Federal Railroad Ad-
ministration, railroads report sight obstruc-
tions in only a small fraction of crossing ac-
cidents. But when the National Transporta-
tion Safety Board looked at a sample of 60
accidents from 1996, it found at least partial
sight obstructions in more than half. 

Still, the federal regulators are virtually
powerless to do much about them because
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Photographs by ANGEL FRANCO/ The New York Times

Mike Papula at the courthouse where the Feasters’ lawsuit ended in a hung jury. Mr. Papula, a juror, is now a rail-safety advocate.
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no federal rule specifically requires rail-
roads to keep crossings clear of vegetation
and other hazards. And while many states
do have such rules, they are not always will-
ing to punish railroads for failing to keep
crossings safe. 

Last year, for example, Tennessee’s
transportation department had to threaten
CSX with legal action before the railroad fi-
nally fixed 10 hazardous crossings. The rail-
road was not fined in any of the cases.

In South Carolina, CSX was fined a total of
$1.3 million in recent years for dozens of
safety violations, including overgrown vege-
tation and defective warning signs, that
went uncorrected for months. The state’s
transportation department did not collect
one cent. 

“The penalties were a tool to use to get the
railroads to clear vegetation and do some
other things,” explained Linda McDonald, a
lawyer for the department. Ms. McDonald
compared CSX’s fines to a letter a home-
owner might receive for an overdue mort-
gage payment. “A lot of people ignore the
first letter since they know what a problem
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it is to foreclose the mortgage,” she said. 
Mr. Hollingsworth said CSX had fixed the

problems and improved vegetation control
throughout its system. That, he added, was
the important thing. 

But C. Bradley Hutto, a South Carolina
state senator, said that because of the
state’s attitude, dangerous problems were
not fixed quickly enough. 

“The railroad knew the standard pro-
cedure was to waive fines, so why fix it?”
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Mr. Hutto said. 

The Whistle-Blower
In the days after the accident, Hilary’s

parents visited the crossing several times.
Once Ms. Feaster stayed behind, but the
story of that day still tugs at her: Norman,
in tears, hacking wildly at the bushes, weeds
and little trees by the tracks. 

“That always seemed so sad to me,” Ms.
Feaster said, “picturing him out there cry-
ing, trying to do something, anything to
make it better.” 

Among those he called to make it better
was Mr. Cantrell, who oversaw rail safety
for the Tennessee Department of Transpor-
tation. “He told me to speak to his lawyer,”
Mr. Feaster recalled.

Nine days after the accident, Mr. Lovette,
the CSX claims agent, stopped by Mr. Feast-
er’s office. After expressing condolences, he
made an offer: while admitting no negli-
gence, the railroad would pay $25,000 to set-
tle any potential claims. 

It was just as the Feasters began to seri-
ously consider the offer that Mr. Cantrell
called back. He wanted to meet “on the sly,”
according to Mr. Feaster’s notes of the con-
versation. Mr. Cantrell also gave Mr. Feast-
er his cellphone number and, Mr. Feaster
recalls, advised him not to sign anything un-
til they had talked. 

Mr. Feaster says he didn’t quite under-
stand Mr. Cantrell’s obsession with secrecy.
But after meeting in the lobby of the Per-
forming Arts Center, the two men walked to
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a spot where they could be alone. 
Then Mr. Cantrell told Mr. Feaster that

his office helped determine which of the
state’s thousands of crossings got lights and
gates. Though the railroads do the work, the
government actually pays the bills, and
each year, there is enough money only to up-
grade several dozen crossings. The crucial
factor, Mr. Cantrell explained, is accident
history. 

Mr. Cantrell had brought along a thick
binder, full of accident history. 

“He flipped it open and pointed to Hilary’s
crossing and showed that there was no
record of any deaths,” Mr. Feaster said. 

After Hilary’s death, though, Mr. Can-
trell’s boss had happened to be talking with
the mayor of a town near the crossing. “And
in conversation,” Mr. Cantrell told Mr.
Feaster, “the mayor had mentioned, ‘Well,
you know that’s where those two boys got
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killed.’ ”
One morning four years earlier, those two

boys — Shilo T. Bush, 19, and Ryan M. Bush,
17 — had driven down Highway 127 and into
the side of a CSX train running through
heavy fog, according to a police report. 

The CSX spokesman, Mr. Hollingsworth,
said that even if the railroad had reported
the 1993 accident, there was no proof that
“additional warning protection” would have
been installed. 

But a letter from a state transportation
official to the railroad, dated May 5, 1998,
and obtained by The Times, indicates other-
wise. “If that accident had been routinely re-
ported,” wrote the official, John B. Boynton
Jr., “the department would have paid for a
set of gates to be installed prior to the last
fatality.” 

Mr. Cantrell declined to be interviewed
about the meeting. 

“I just got the strong impression that this
whole thing disturbed him very much,” Mr.
Feaster said. “It was a very human kind of
thing, trying to reach out to me as a grieving
parent who had just lost his daughter.”

The meeting lasted perhaps half an hour.
Mr. Feaster said he left feeling less angry
than numb. “I don’t think I could have been
hurt any more than I was,” he said. 

The Warning Signal
The revelation brought focus to the Feast-

ers’ flailing grief. As Norman Feaster saw
it, the earlier, unreported fatalities in Dech-
erd raised a crucial question, especially
with CSX offering $25,000 up front to be ab-
solved of all blame. What else, he wondered,
might the railroad have done wrong? 

After consulting with Pamela R. O’Dwy-
er, a lawyer who has handled a number of
crossing-death cases, he sent a letter to a
lawyer for the railroad. 

“My wife and I have no information to in-
dicate that CSX, or its employees, acted im-
properly at the time of Hilary’s accident, or
failed to properly maintain the track or sig-
nals at that crossing,” he wrote. “However,
we would like some assurance that this was,
in fact, the case.” 

Specifically, he asked for inspection
records for the warning signals, to see if
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was done, Officer Summers signed. 
By then, the Feasters had decided to

refuse the $25,000 and file suit. The truth of
what had happened with the signals came
out as their lawyers dug through documents
from CSX. Buried in the middle of two bank-
ers’ boxes of reports on track conditions
was Philip Stephens’s repair report, said
Ms. O’Dwyer, the Feasters’ lawyer. 

The CSX spokesman, Mr. Hollingsworth,
said that the railroad’s “response to discov-
ery was broad and robust,” and that Mr.
Lovette had acted properly. In an interview,
Mr. Lovette, who recently retired, said any
suggestion that he had been less than honest
in his handling of the case was untrue. 

In any event, it would be four more years,
Officer Summers says, before he realized
that he had not been told the entire story. As
he said in court papers, “It appears that
CSX materially altered the scene of the
Feaster accident without ever advising me
of that fact.” 

The Black Box
Whatever the precise state of the warning

signal, the thickness of the vegetation at the
crossing, the glare of the setting sun, Hilary
Feaster should have had one more chance:
the train’s horn. 

Under CSX’s own rules, a train must
sound its horn until it enters a crossing. To
find out if it indeed had given Hilary suffi-
cient warning, her father asked the railroad
for the data in the engine’s black box.

The black box, similar to those in air-
planes, records a train’s key movements
and operations: how fast it was going, when
it braked and when and for how long the

CROSSING SIGNALS

After the crash, CSX found that one of the 
two backlights was not working, but the 
company did not tell the police.

SETTING SUN

The report also found that 
sun may have obstructed the 
driver's view.

AFTER THE 

CRASH

The car was 
left upside 
down just 
over 1,000 
feet from the 
crossing.

The diagram below is from the supplement to the accident report filed by Officer Glenn 
Summers of the Decherd police.
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records for the warning signals, to see if
they had been properly maintained, as well
as tapes of crew conversations with dis-
patchers, in case any safety problems had
been discussed before the crash.

In a series of court cases in recent years,
judges around the country have spoken out
strongly about the investigative importance
of preserving such recordings after fatal
crossing accidents. 

In the Feaster case, Mr. Lovette, the CSX
claims agent, soon reported that the tapes
no longer existed. 

Mr. Lovette, a claims agent for 27 years
before Hilary’s accident, would testify that
he thought the tapes were recycled every 30
days. Another CSX official, however, said
that Mr. Lovette had never asked for them. 

“I can’t tell you whether I requested them
or not,” Mr. Lovette said in court papers. 

As for the warning lights, Mr. Lovette told
the Feasters that the inspection records
showed no problems; he even gave them a
report that showed the lights working three
weeks before the crash. 

About a year after the accident, Mr. Lov-
ette returned to Decherd to see the police in-
vestigator, Officer Summers. The officer re-
members Mr. Lovette showing him the
same signal-inspection report, then asking
him to sign a statement: that he had found
the warning lights in working order on the
day of the accident. 

Under oath and unaware of the railroad’s
signal-repair job as he had been the day it 
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it braked and when and for how long the
horn sounded. But except for those rare
cases in which federal officials investigate a
grade-crossing accident, the black box re-
mains in the custody of the railroad. As a re-
sult, CSX got to download the information
from the Decherd crash and use one of its
own software contractors to interpret the
results. 

Federal records show that the nation’s
railroads have a spotty record of keeping
black boxes in working order and have
sometimes lost or erased their data. In the
Feaster case, finding out precisely when the
horn sounded turned out to be extraordinari-
ly difficult. 

Initially, Mr. Lovette produced a printout
that he said indicated that the horn had
sounded until the train’s emergency brake
was applied. “It looked like the train whistle
was sounded properly,” he testified. 

But that conclusion was later disputed by
the company’s own expert on black boxes,
Chris DuBois. Mr. DuBois testified that the
printout actually showed the company to be
in violation of its own rules because the horn
stopped sounding three seconds, or 166 feet,
short of the crossing. 

A second printout also turned out to be in-
accurate. Then, in June of 2001, came yet an-
other version — one potentially far more
problematic for the railroad. This time, the
horn appeared to have stopped sounding six
seconds, or about 400 feet, before the cross-
ing.

In February 2002, concerned about that
result, Wayne L. Robbins Jr., a lawyer rep-
resenting CSX, sent an e-mail message to
company officials about the need “to clear
up the problem with the different printouts.”
True, incompatible software might be pro-
ducing unreliable results. But, Mr. Robbins
added, “If no expert can prove that, we are
stuck with six seconds of no whistle immedi-
ately before the accident.” 

The black box, though, held a few more
surprises. In April of 2002, Mr. DuBois pre-
sented the Feasters with a sworn statement
in support of a fourth version that showed
the most serious violation of CSX operating
rules yet. This time, the horn was silent for
seven seconds before the train entered the
crossing. 

But four months later, just as the Feast-
ers’ lawyers were preparing to question Mr.
DuBois under oath about the seven seconds
of silence, CSX produced yet another ver-
sion. 

“We come down here yesterday only to re-
ceive a new version, a fifth version,” John
Chandler, one of the Feasters’ lawyers, said
at the time in exasperation. “We object to
any use of any new versions, new printouts.
You know, sometime it has to come to an
end.” 

This fifth and final version brought all the
calculation and recalculation full circle: it
moved the sounding of the horn all the way
back to a point just short of the crossing. 

CSX blames its software contractor for
the problems. “The early printouts were a
result of a software glitch,” Mr. Hollings-
worth said. He added, “Once we were made
aware of it, we worked with suppliers” to fix
it. 

Mr. Feaster is not so sure. 
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worth, insisted that there had been no need
to investigate the failure to report the earli-
er deaths because a 1996 federal audit had
found that “our processes worked, and that
our reporting was timely and accurate.” 

After citing that audit eight times in an in-
terview, though, he called back the next day
to say there was no audit. “I apologize for
that confusion,” he said. 

Indeed, when a Federal Railroad Admin-
istration official named Robert Portsche
visited CSX headquarters in Jacksonville,
Fla., in 2001, he found the company’s report-
ing record significantly wanting. 

The railroad administration says it lacks
the resources to do regular detailed reviews
of the railroads’ reporting practices. Mr.
Portsche looked at data from a single year,
2000, comparing accidents in the company’s
files with those reported to his agency. 

“It was a very significant failure in re-
porting,” Mr. Portsche said in a recent inter-
view. “Much more than I had expected.” A
spokesman for CSX said the company was
already working on the problem when Mr.
Portsche arrived. 

In all, records show, CSX did not report 20
percent of its grade-crossing accidents in
2000. None of the cases were fatal, but in
one, in July of 2000, CSX did not report that
one person had been injured at a crossing in
Cullman, Ala., the site of a previous fatal ac-
cident. Then, in 2002, a man was killed there
when his car was hit by a CSX train. The
state has since ordered lights and gates in-
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“I believe they massaged the data until
they got a report that matched their theory
of the case,” he said. 

Nonetheless, by admitting that earlier
printouts were flawed, a CSX expert on
event recorders had to acknowledge that
thousands of black-box downloads in previ-
ous years were now unreliable.

A Pattern of Silence
As the Feasters’ lawyers prepared their

case, they bored in on the railroad’s failure
to report the earlier deaths at the Decherd
crossing. And while this omission profound-
ly affected the Feaster family, it appears to
have prompted little self-examination inside
CSX. 

Mr. Chandler raised the subject in a depo-
sition with Ruth Ann Spears, who is now re-
tired but at the time of the earlier crash was
the top CSX official responsible for accident
reporting. 

MR. CHANDLER: Did CSX conduct any
investigation to figure out how that had oc-
curred? 

MS. SPEARS: Not to my knowledge. 
MR. CHANDLER: O.K., to your knowl-

edge, has CSX ever tried to determine why
an accident hadn’t been reported? I’m talk-
ing about a crossing accident. 

MS. SPEARS: Not to my knowledge. 
MR. CHANDLER: O.K., so to your knowl-

edge, there wasn’t anybody at CSX that
said, ‘Well, you know, somebody dropped
the ball here, we need to find out who that
person was and perhaps discipline them for
this?’

MS. SPEARS: Not to my knowledge. 
The railroad spokesman, Mr. Hollings-
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stalled at the crossing. 
In another unreported case, at a crossing

in Indiana, lights and gates had not been
working for two to three weeks when a CSX
train hit a truck. A railroad employee was
supposed to have stopped traffic but failed
to do so.

When it came to punishing CSX for its re-
porting failures, the Federal Railroad Ad-
ministration was characteristically reti-
cent. 

The agency could have fined CSX
$202,500, but it imposed only $45,000 in fines.
Three years later, CSX has paid just $19,000.
Seven cases of the original 80 are pending. 

“We could go out there and fine them for
the 80, but I had gotten their attention,” Mr.
Portsche said. 

CSX earned special consideration be-
cause it cooperated with the railroad admin-
istration and demonstrated a willingness to
deal with its shortcomings, said George A.
Gavalla, associate administrator for safety
at the agency. “There’s discretion involved,
like everything else in our regulations,” Mr.
Gavalla added. 

On Oct. 4, 2001, in an internal memoran-
dum, CSX’s executive vice president for
transportation, Al Crown, quoted the agency
as saying it had “extended extreme leniency
in this matter.” But Mr. Crown, who has re-
tired from the company, also noted that de-
spite new reporting procedures instituted by
the railroad, the problem was continuing:
“a sampling of 2001 files” found that some
reports were still not being submitted. 

The railroad administration expressed
strong concern but not much more. In a
company memorandum, a top CSX official
observed that the agency had extended
“confidence in our ability to rectify a serious
shortcoming.” 

To the Feasters, the evidence in the gov-
ernment’s files binds the railroad and its
regulators together in blame. 

“Why should they report?” Ms. Feaster
said of CSX. “Nobody is holding them ac-
countable.” 

Hung Jury
The lawsuit that Maryellen Feaster hoped

would hold the railroad accountable went to
trial in the fall of 2002, a little more than five
years after Hilary died. 

By then, the trauma the Feasters shared
had helped push them apart. They are still
friendly, they say; they just turned out to
have different ways of living with their
grief. 

Mr. Feaster continued to live in the family
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home and work in an office where the rum-
ble and horn of every passing CSX train
were ever present. Hearing those sounds
was more than his wife could bear. She
moved up the hill to Sewanee, the secluded
community surrounding the University of
the South, a small liberal arts college where
she works as a registered nurse. 

Mr. Feaster, the lawyer, says the lawsuit
was actually what his wife wanted. He didn’t
see much point in it; it certainly wasn’t go-
ing to bring his daughter back. “It’s been a
long time since I’ve been able to cry,” he
said a while back. “It may be just a way of
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said a while back. “It may be just a way of
keeping from feeling those hurts.” 

Ms. Feaster felt that without the suit, the
truth about what happened would never be
known, because no government agency had
investigated Hilary’s death. 

“I want you to remember her,” she told
CSX’s lawyer, Mr. Robbins, at one point in
the legal proceedings. “And I want you to re-
member those other people whose families
will not be the same.” 

The trial, in a Franklin County courtroom,
lasted about two weeks. The testimony
traced the Feasters’ journey through uncer-
tainty and discovery, the dodgy warning sig-
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nals, black-box revisions and unreported
deaths. Then it ended in a hung jury. 

One of the jurors, Mike Papula, a young
veteran of the Navy’s nuclear submarine
fleet, remembers that when he left the
courthouse, “I was so emotionally dis-
traught, I prayed that I would have some
type of relief.” The Feasters, Mr. Papula
thought, had an “overwhelming” case. “I
would have thought we’d be out of there in
five minutes,” he said in a recent interview. 

Two particular things from the trial stick
in Mr. Papula’s mind. One is a statement by
CSX that vegetation was not an issue be-
cause the railroad had not been cited for it,
Mr. Papula recalled, adding, “It shows a cal-
lousness.” Then there was the testimony, he
said, that the wire that came loose had nev-
er been inspected. That’s certainly not the
way things were done in the Navy, he said.
Mostly, he says, he can’t help wondering
what if it had been any of his four children at
the crossing that day. 

Though Mr. Papula said he had his sup-
porters on the deadlocked jury, so did the
foreman, Mark Dudley, the county building
commissioner. During deliberations, Mr.
Dudley spoke about his daughter, too. She is
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the same age as Hilary would have been,
and she looks like her, too. Had she been
killed under the same circumstances, he
told the other jurors, she would have been
the one most responsible. And he would not
have sued. 

“I personally felt a reasonable person
should have seen that a railroad track was
in front of her and probably should have tak-
en precautions if there are no barriers,” he
said recently in an interview. 

The outcome was “a total shock” to Ms.
Feaster. “I kind of broke down at that
point,” she said. But she and Mr. Papula
have found a cause. They cajoled their way
onto a state task force examining how to
make railroad crossings safer. The task
force includes state officials, railroad repre-
sentatives and victims’ family members. 

Ms. Feaster and Mr. Papula say the rail-
road representatives have consistently
blocked their suggestions, including one as
simple as requiring all trains to record the
sounding of their horns as they approach
crossings. 

Now state officials have closed the meet-
ings to the public, and Ms. Feaster said a fa-
cilitator was being brought in to try to bring
the sides closer together. 

It is frustrating, she says. It is also un-
comfortable, this new public role.
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“This is not anything I ever thought I
could do, sitting in that task force, getting up
and talking,” she said. And it is hard, she ad-
mits, to keep talking about issues that re-
mind her of her daughter’s death. 

“She loved being alive,” Ms. Feaster said
recently at her hilltop home. Hilary is bur-
ied not far away, in the university grave-
yard. “On her last birthday, I gave her a
present and she said: ‘Mom, you don’t have
to give me anything, you’ve already given
me everything I wanted. You gave me
life.’ ”

One Last Battle
Several months after the trial ended, the

Feasters settled their remaining litigation
with CSX. They cannot discuss the settle-
ment because the terms are confidential.

There was one last battle before the gates
went up at the Decherd crossing. At first,
CSX offered to do the job for $122,000, nearly
three times what the state thought the
project should cost. “What they were offer-
ing was certainly not a fair deal for taxpay-
ers,” said Kim Keelor, a spokeswoman for
the Tennessee Department of Transporta-
tion. 

As a compromise, the state agreed to pay
CSX $60,000. (In the mid-1990’s, CSX faced
far more serious complaints; it agreed to
pay $5.9 million to settle civil fraud charges
of overbilling the government for crossing
lights and gates in several Southern states.) 

Problems with warning signals got CSX
into trouble with federal regulators early
this year after an elderly couple were killed
at a crossing near Rochester that had been
plagued by malfunctioning signals. Local of-
ficials said that despite repeated com-
plaints, the railroad had been slow to fix
those signals and several others in the area. 

And CSX has continued to have trouble
with its reporting of crossing accidents.
Last year, the railroad violated federal
rules by failing to immediately inform the
authorities of eight fatal crossing accidents,
according to an analysis of federal records
by The Times. They were reported later, but
evidence was no longer fresh. 

CSX says it has instituted improved re-
porting procedures, which have been
praised by federal regulators. But in Janu-
ary of this year, the railroad once again did
not call promptly with news of a fatal crash.
Two teenagers were killed and a third seri-
ously injured at a crossing in Miamisburg,
Ohio, that had no warning lights or gates.

The railroad’s spokesman, Mr. Hollings-
worth, blamed “an administrative over-
sight” for the violation.
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Two hours before she died, Hilary Feaster was posing for her senior picture, above. Photographs of the scene of Hilary’s accident were presented as evidence at trial. 
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Hilary Feaster is buried at the University of the South, where her mother works as a registered nurse. Ms. Feaster said of her daughter, “She was sacrificed, and it’s not fair.”
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the administration was unaware that
railroads were still failing to report
dozens of fatal accidents. 

While those accidents were even-
tually reported to federal regulators
in monthly filings, the failure of rail-
roads to notify the response center
properly diminished the possibility
of thorough investigations. 

To identify accidents that have not
been promptly reported, the new sys-
tem will crosscheck reports filed
with the railroad administration and
the response center, the agency said
in a statement this week. 

In a letter released yesterday,
three ranking Democrats on com-
mittees that deal with transportation
in the Senate and House asked the in-
spector general of the federal De-
partment of Transportation to inves-
tigate “the effectiveness of federal
oversight” of grade-crossing safety. 

The letter, signed by Senator Er-
nest F. Hollings of South Carolina
and Representatives James L. Ober-
star of Minnesota and Corrine Brown
of Florida, asked the inspector gen-
eral to determine, among other
things, if oversight was “sufficient to
ensure that evidence at the scene is
not tampered with” and if current
laws adequately address how long
railroads should preserve potential
evidence like data from a train’s
black-box event recorder. 

The A.F.L.-C.I.O. has also called
for such an examination.

Brian Dettelbach, an assistant in-
spector general with the Department
of Transportation, said his office was
still reviewing the letter, but added,
“We try to be responsive to requests
from members and Congressional
committees.” 

A spokesman for the railroad ad-

By WALT BOGDANICH 
and JENNY NORDBERG

The federal agency that oversees
railroad safety says it is instituting
new procedures to identify railroads
that fail to report fatal grade-cross-
ing accidents promptly, as required
by federal regulations. In addition,
three Democratic members of Con-
gress who are influential on trans-
portation issues have called for a
government audit of the railway
agency’s regulation of the industry. 

The moves came in recent days in
response to articles last week in The
New York Times that reported how
some major railroad companies had
sidestepped responsibility in grade-
crossing accidents. Their actions, ac-
cording to the newspaper’s seven-
month investigation, included de-
stroying evidence and failing to prop-
erly report hundreds of fatal grade-
crossing accidents to federal au-
thorities. 

Since 2000, more than 1,600 people
have died in grade-crossing acci-
dents, more than twice the number
killed in commercial plane crashes. 

The railway agency, the Federal
Railroad Administration, requires
railroads to call the National Re-
sponse Center, which functions as a
911 call center, to report fatal grade-
crossing accidents immediately.
Based on these calls, the railroad ad-
ministration and the National Trans-
portation Safety Board decide wheth-
er to dispatch investigators to the
scene while evidence is fresh. 

Though railroads have long been
required to report these fatal acci-
dents promptly, until May 1 of last
year the railroad administration did
not have the authority to enforce
those rules. Even with that authority,
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ministration said that just before the
Times articles appeared, the inspec-
tor general completed an audit of the
agency’s grade-crossing safety pro-
gram and found that it had “made
substantial progress in improving
grade-crossing safety.” Grade-cross-
ing deaths have dropped by nearly 50
percent in the last decade, the agen-
cy said in its statement. 

The Times also found that in 2003,
the nation’s largest railroad, Union
Pacific, failed to report more fatal
accidents to the National Response
Center than any other railroad — 46
in all.

After the articles were published,
Union Pacific’s chairman, Dick Da-
vidson, sent a letter to employees, ac-
knowledging mistakes and saying,
“We have changed our procedures to
ensure that proper notification is
made in the future.” 
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Railroad Safety Agency Says
It Is Addressing Fatal Crashes 
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crossing accidents properly. Two of
the biggest railroads, the Union Pa-
cific and CSX, said they had new
measures to ensure prompt accident
reporting. 

Since 2000, more than 1,600 people
have died in grade-crossing acci-
dents, more than twice as many as
killed in crashes of commercial air-
planes. The railroad administration
defends its oversight, noting that
deaths from car-train collisions have
dropped nearly 50 percent in the last
10 years. 

A spokesman for the agency said
yesterday that it would cooperate
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with the inspector general “just as
we did with the comprehensive high-
way-rail grade-crossing safety audit
released by the O.I.G. in June 2004 in
which they found we had made sig-
nificant progress in improving
grade-crossing safety.”

In the first five months this year,
grade-crossing deaths increased 17
percent compared with the same pe-
riod in 2003. A spokesman for the
agency, Steven W. Kulm, said he
could not say whether the increase
was significant or just a short-term
jump.

In its memorandum, the inspector
general’s office said that because of
the many problems to be examined,
it planned to issue a series of reports
in a quest for quicker action. 
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By WALT BOGDANICH

The inspector general of the
Transportation Department an-
nounced yesterday that his office
would open a sweeping investigation
to determine whether federal regula-
tors adequately oversee the safety of
railroad grade crossings, where on
average one person dies each day.

In a memorandum to the acting
administrator of the Federal Rail-
road Administration, Betty Monro,
the inspector general, Kenneth M.
Mead, said investigators would as-
sess the railroad administration’s
oversight of grade-crossing inspec-
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tions, accident reporting and acci-
dent investigations.

The inquiry is in response to a se-
ries of articles in The New York
Times in July that examined grade-
crossing accidents. The articles re-
ported that railroads had broken fed-
eral rules by failing to report prop-
erly hundreds of fatal grade-crossing
accidents, that federal officials rare-
ly investigated such accidents and
that railroads had destroyed evi-
dence from some crashes.

Three members of Congress who
oversee transportation asked the in-
spector general on July 22 to investi-
gate the findings.
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“It’s about time,” said Vicky
Moore, who with her husband runs
the Angels on Track Foundation, a
rail-safety group in Salineville, Ohio.
Ms. Moore said the railroad agency
had been too easy on railroads when
they violated safety procedures. 

“As far as regulating railroads,
they don’t do anything,” said Ms.
Moore, whose 16-year-old son, Ryan,
was killed in 1995 at a crossing where
at least six other people have died.

After the articles were published,
the agency announced that it was in-
stituting new procedures to identify
railroads that failed to report grade-
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Federal Inquiry to Review Regulation of Railroad Grade Crossings
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By WALT BOGDANICH
It is no mystery why, one spring

day two years ago, an Amtrak pas-
senger train jumped the tracks
near Crescent City, Fla., and skid-
ded to a stop on its side, killing 4
people and injuring 142.

Investigators concluded that the
track, owned by the big freight
railroad CSX, had not been prop-
erly stabilized and that manage-
ment’s oversight of maintenance
had been lax. But when millions of
dollars in damage claims arose
from the crash, it was not CSX, a
multibillion-dollar corporation,
that paid them. It was Amtrak, the
perennial money loser that sur-
vives only with regular infusions of
cash from American taxpayers.

Three months later, it happened
again. Poor track maintenance by
CSX caused an Amtrak train to de-
rail in Maryland, investigators
said, injuring nearly 100 people.
Again, Amtrak covered claims

against CSX.
In accident after accident, in de-

railments and grade-crossing colli-
sions, CSX and other major freight
railroads have used Amtrak to
shield themselves from tens of mil-
lions of dollars in liability, an ex-
amination by The New York Times
has found.

For three decades, Amtrak has
been paying these liability claims,
regardless of fault, as a condition
for using the freight lines’ tracks.
Not only do these payments shift
the burden of paying for negli-
gence from profitable corporations
to taxpayers, they remove an in-
centive for railroads to keep their
tracks safe.

There has never been a full ac-
counting of these payments. Even
Amtrak officials could not say how

much the arrangement, known as
indemnification, has cost the rail-
road, which needed $1.2 billion in
government subsidies this year to
stay afloat.

But an analysis by The Times of
records obtained through the fed-
eral Freedom of Information Act
found that Amtrak has paid more
than $186 million since 1984 for ac-
cidents blamed entirely or mostly
on others. In each instance, freight
railroads were accused of playing
the major or a contributing role in
causing those accidents, which
killed 53 people and injured nearly
1,300, according to court records,
government investigators and law-
yers for crash victims.

Most of those accidents were not
covered by Amtrak’s insurance, an
Amtrak spokesman said. And the
$186 million reflects only part of
Amtrak’s costs stemming from ac-

Amtrak Pays Millions for Others’ Fatal Errors

Doug Engle/The Ocala Star-Banner

Four people were killed in this crash of an Amtrak train two years ago because of defective tracks. 

DEATH ON THE TRACKS
Who Gets the Bill?

Continued on Page A19
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cidents. The figure does not include pay-
ments made before 1984, outstanding claims
from recent accidents, settlements of less
than $100,000, the cost of repairing damaged
Amtrak equipment and legal bills for de-
fending the freight railroads in court. 

These indemnity agreements represent
another way in which some of the nation’s
freight railroads side-step responsibility in
accidents. In July, The Times reported that
railroads had destroyed, mishandled or sim-
ply lost evidence in grade-crossing acci-
dents and had also failed to properly report
hundreds of accidents to federal authorities. 

Freight railroads have long had the politi-
cal muscle to insist that Amtrak, which is
beholden to Congress for its survival, in-
demnify them for accident claims. In 1997,
after a federal judge questioned the legality
of granting railroads blanket immunity,
Congress rose to the defense of the freight
railroads, passing a bill that, among other
things, reaffirmed Amtrak’s legal right to
indemnify the freight lines. 

Two years later, Amtrak officials said
they had no choice but to cover $63.8 million
in punitive damages, including interest, af-
ter CSX was found to have caused a fatal
Amtrak crash in Lugoff, S.C. A judge called
CSX’s negligence “borderline criminal.”

“It’s a bitter pill to swallow,” said an Am-
trak spokesman, Cliff Black. “It hurts our
bottom line. It hurts our treasury.”

Amtrak says it has received about $8 bil-
lion in government support over the last
decade, and last year alone paid about $100
million to use their tracks. 

The freight railroads say indemnification
merely protects them from risks they would
not face if Congress had not insisted that
Amtrak, which owns little track of its own,
use their rails. Congress, CSX said in a
statement, “balanced that demand on pri-
vate property by calling upon passenger
railroads to bear the costs of insuring
against potential liabilities.”

The freight lines also pointed out that in-
demnity agreements are common in the rail
industry, since companies sometimes run
their trains on another’s tracks. And they
dismiss the idea that such agreements dis-
courage attention to safety. “We suffer
great economic harm when our freight
trains have accidents, and we go to great
lengths to prevent accidents of all types,”
said Kathryn Blackwell, a spokeswoman for
Union Pacific.

But those arguments do not sway Angeli-
ca Palank, who received the $63.8 million
payment after her husband, Paul, a police
officer, was among eight people killed in the
South Carolina crash in 1991. A faulty CSX
track switch caused the accident. 

Ms. Palank said she gave eight years of
her life to legal warfare against CSX. After
raising her two children alone, suffering de-
pression and enrolling in law school so she
could better understand the case, she be-
lieved that justice had finally been done af-
ter the judge in her case upheld the jury ver-
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1 / 30

An analysis by The New York Times of Amtrak records found that the railroad had paid 
more than $186 million since 1984 for accidents in which freight railroads were 
accused of playing the major or a contributing role.

Paying for the Mistakes of Others

*Significant claims still outstanding.

Claims payments are from 1984 to 2003.

Payments under $100,000 were not provided to The Times. Amtrak paid out an additional $53.5 
million over the last nine months, but those payments are not included because Amtrak declined to 
break them down by accident.

Totals do not include millions of dollars in property damages and legal fees also paid by Amtrak.

TOTAL AMOUNT PAID: TOTAL KILLED / INJURED: 53 / 1288$186,349,850

Sources: Amtrak (amounts), National Transportation Safety Board and the Federal Railroad 
Adminstration (accident description and number of killed, injured) 

The New York Times
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Claire Hoffman, Eric Koli and Jenny Nord-
berg contributed reporting for this article. 
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dict, calling CSX’s carelessness and greed
“the functional equivalent of manslaugh-
ter.” She believed that CSX, chastened,
might not misbehave in the future.

But several weeks ago, a Times reporter
told her, for the first time, that the money
she received by wire transfer had not come
from CSX, but rather from Amtrak.

First came disbelief, then anger, and fi-
nally tears. “I’m mortified,” she said. “Ev-

erything I’ve been living under is a lie. I was
feeling on a personal level at least I did my
part, and now I find out I didn’t.”

Origins of an Obligation
Amtrak’s obligation to pay for the mis-

takes of others dates back to its first days.
Created by Congress in 1970, Amtrak pre-
served passenger travel by allowing rail-
roads to unload this money-losing service —
which the railroads had been threatening to
drop — onto a semipublic corporation. 

But Amtrak still had to negotiate the
terms for using tracks it did not own. The
American Association of Railroads, the
freight lines’ trade group, made it clear that
its members wanted no liability for passen-
ger deaths and injuries even if they caused
them. Amtrak, on the other hand, worried
that such an agreement might be fiscally
unsound and potentially unsafe for passen-
gers, records show. It wanted liability as-
signed on the basis of fault.

Neither side appeared willing to budge.
Then, just before the matter was to be
turned over to arbitration, Amtrak tried ne-
gotiating with just one railroad, Burlington
Northern, rather than the association,
records show. Soon, Amtrak relented and
signed an indemnity agreement that be-
came a model for the industry.

Amtrak backed down, records show, after
Burlington Northern argued that its tracks
were safe and that disputes over fault might
inflate the cost of settling claims. Ultimate-
ly, Amtrak agreed to cover accident claims
from its own passengers and employees.
The freight railroads were responsible for
their own employees should they be injured
by an Amtrak train. 

How vigorously Amtrak pressed its case

McClean County Coroner’s Office

Two students were killed in McLean, Ill.,
when a railroad crossing signal failed.
Amtrak paid $4 million to the families.
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is open to question. Records show that when
negotiations began, Burlington Northern
was in a position to exert influence over Am-
trak’s affairs. Not only did its chairman,
Louis W. Menk, sit on Amtrak’s board, along
with two executives from other freight rail-
roads, but Burlington Northern also owned
about 3.3 million shares of Amtrak’s com-
mon stock, which it obtained in exchange for
giving Amtrak rail equipment. Other rail-
roads were also given shares. 

Although the government owned the con-
trolling shares in the corporation, the rail-
roads did initially have a say in picking
three of Amtrak’s directors, with the gov-
ernment picking most of them. 

“Was the fox in the hen house?’’ said
Thomas M. Downs, who served as Amtrak’s
chief executive two decades later, from 1993
to December 1997. “Of course.” 

The negotiations over indemnity, Mr.
Downs said he believed, were not conducted
at arms-length among equals. “There was
barely a railroad to negotiate with on the
Amtrak side,” he said, adding that Amtrak
was dependent on the freight railroads to
keep its passenger trains on schedule.
“Freight railroads had all the marbles.”

At the time, Mr. Black said some mem-
bers of Congress believed that Amtrak
would merely be a stepping stone to getting
rid of passenger service. “Many observers
thought it would just go away,” he said.

But it did not, and indemnity agreements
has haunted Amtrak for years, said Mr.
Downs, who now runs the Eno Transporta-
tion Foundation, which seeks to improve dif-
ferent modes of transportation. “It was one
of the things that always gave me heartburn
in my dealings with the freight railroads, be-
cause there was no accountability.”

Questions of Costs
Amtrak’s indemnity payments stemmed

not just from derailments but also from ac-
cidents at grade crossings.

Such was the case on Sept. 26, 1999, when
an Amtrak train came barreling through
tiny McLean, Ill. Two high school honor stu-
dents, Stuart A. Curtis and C. Dannen Lath-
erow, did not realize a train was approach-
ing because an employee for Union Pacific,
which owned the tracks, had accidentally
disconnected the warning lights and gates,
according to an investigation by the Nation-
al Transportation Safety Board.

Both boys were killed. Amtrak paid $4
million to their families.

Amtrak paid considerably more — $32
million — after a jury concluded that Union
Pacific bore prime responsibility for an Au-
gust 1997 grade-crossing accident in Missou-
ri. The jury said Amtrak played a minor
role in that accident. 

Local residents had complained about the
difficulty in seeing approaching trains, part-
ly because of overgrown vegetation. A state
judge concluded that Union Pacific knew or
should have known that the crossing was
dangerous. In fact, another Amtrak train
had killed a motorist there just four months
earlier. And Amtrak paid for that accident,
too — $1.7 million.

Mr. Downs said he had been concerned
enough about having to pay for the mistakes
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of others that he called Union Pacific’s
chairman, Dick Davidson. As Mr. Downs re-
calls the conversation, “He said, ‘That’s not
our job, that’s yours. That’s the price for
carrying passengers on our railroad.’ ”

A spokeswoman for Union Pacific said
that Mr. Davidson did not recall that conver-
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sation, and that it “would be inaccurate to
quote him in this manner.”

Last year, Amtrak paid the freight lines
about $100 million for using their tracks.
That figure is so low, according to the Asso-
ciation of American Railroads, that its
members should be upset with Amtrak, not
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members should be upset with Amtrak, not
the other way around. The association sent
The Times a copy of its own study for 2001
that said that the freight railroads actually
gave Amtrak about $243 million in indirect
subsidies by discounting the cost of using
their tracks. 

But Harvey Levine, a former economist
for the railroad association — who now testi-
fies on behalf of accident victims — said the
association study ignored the fact that Am-
trak was already shouldering nearly $1 bil-
lion in losses each year, losses that the rail-
roads themselves would have faced had
Amtrak not stepped in and assumed the bur-
den of carrying passengers. 

An Amtrak official said it was “complete-
ly bogus” for the association to suggest that
Amtrak was not paying its fair and agreed-
upon share. If the freight railroads could
prove Amtrak was underpaying them, the
official said, they would make an issue of it.
But they have not, he added.
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In fact, the inspector general for Amtrak,
Fred E. Weiderhold Jr., said that over the
last 10 years he had questioned about $54
million in billings that the freight railroads
submitted to Amtrak. Those billings relat-
ing to track use were either unjustified or
unsupported by records, Mr. Weiderhold
said. Amtrak, he added, negotiated settle-
ments with the railroads for about 30 per-
cent to 40 percent of the disputed amount. 

Most of Amtrak’s accidents are not cov-
ered by insurance. Since 1995, Amtrak itself
has had to pay all claims of up to $10 million
for a single accident; before that, its deduct-
ible was $25 million for collisions and derail-
ments, an Amtrak spokesman said.

Told of the size of some of Amtrak’s in-
demnification payments, Frank Clemente,
who runs the consumer group Public Citi-
zens Congress Watch, said, “I think if the
public knew this it would be up in arms.”

Questions of Safety
Government officials in recent years have

expressed concern about the safety of
America’s 200,000 miles of railroad track.
Federal statistics show that in 2003 there
were slightly more derailments than a dec-
ade ago, though train accidents over all
have been dropping.

The effect on Amtrak has been a particu-
lar concern. In October 2002, worried about
CSX’s track-related accidents, particularly
those involving passenger trains, an official
of the federal Department of Transportation
wrote a memorandum urging regulators to
form a special task force to monitor CSX’s
track-safety programs, records show. That
memorandum, from the department’s in-
spector general’s office, cited repeated at-
tempts by the Federal Railroad Administra-
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tion, dating back to the mid 1990’s, to bring
CSX’s tracks up to standard.

In its statement, CSX said it had “invested
more than $5 billion in track, signals, train-
ing and inspection programs over the last
five years to make a safe railroad even saf-
er.” At the same time, CSX said that “it is
not only false, it defies logic” to suggest any
relationship between indemnity and CSX’s,
or the entire industry’s, attention to safety.
“The industry has dramatically improved
safety since the type of Amtrak agreements
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you question were put in place in the 1970’s,”
the statement said.

Still, the question of such a relationship
was at the center of the most serious chal-
lenge to Amtrak’s indemnity agreements.

On Jan. 4, 1987, an Amtrak train crashed
into a Conrail train in Chase, Md. Sixteen
people were killed and more than 174 were
injured. Just before the crash, the Conrail
engineer had used marijuana and had inten-
tionally disabled an audible warning device
in his cab. The engineer later pleaded guilty
to manslaughter and was sent to jail.

Amtrak argued in federal court that Con-
rail’s wrongdoing was so egregious that any
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indemnity payments would violate public
policy. The judge, Oliver Gasch of Federal
District Court in Washington, agreed — in
part. He wrote that Amtrak officials who ne-
gotiated the original indemnity agreement
“were deeply concerned about the mainte-
nance of safety” and did not intend for the
agreement to “deprive the traveling public
of its reasonable expectation” that Conrail
would operate safely. To insulate Conrail
from punitive damages, he concluded,
“would render meaningless” the obligation
of Conrail to meet safety standards. 

Even so, Amtrak ended up paying com-
pensatory damages of $9.3 million. 

Judge Gasch’s decision caused consider-
able unease among the freight railroads,
said government officials. Concerned that
their liability protection was being chipped
away, the freight railroads turned to Con-
gress for help. In 1996 and 1997 alone,
records show, the freight railroads spent $35
million lobbying Congress on different is-
sues, including indemnity. And eventually,
Congress put its weight behind the indemni-
ty agreements, passing the Amtrak Reform
and Accountability Act of 1997.

Biggest Payout Yet
Two years after enactment of the 1997

law, CSX used the indemnity agreement as
a shield against the biggest payout yet — the
$63.8 million in punitive damages, including
interest, paid to Mrs. Palank. 

Arthur J. Franza, the judge in her case,
was harshly critical of CSX for eliminating
too many maintenance workers. “Although
cost-cutting measures may have saved de-
fendant over $2 billion, society paid the cost
with eight human lives,” Judge Franza said.

Mrs. Palank said she had pursued the pu-
nitive damages with the understanding that
CSX, not Amtrak, would pay it. And for
years, she said, she believed that CSX in-
deed had. For good reason, according to one
of her lawyers, F. Gregory Barnhart, who
said records show that Mrs. Palank’s mon-
ey was sent to her by CSX. 

Her other lawyer, Christian D. Searcy,
said he had even asked Amtrak officials to
state in writing whether they had reim-
bursed CSX. “They said no letter will be
forthcoming,” Mr. Searcy said.

Mrs. Palank said the jury was never told
that CSX would escape the sting of its ver-
dict. “It’s so secretive, so manipulative,” she
said. “Someone in the federal government
needs to answer for this, because there was
no legal justification for them to be paying
for somebody else’s wrongdoing.”
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Mark Geistfeld, a law professor at New
York University, said indemnification, a
form of insurance, has its limits. “Certainly,
you cannot get insurance for criminal fines,
for example,” Professor Geistfeld said. “It’s
against public policy. No court would en-
force it.” But, whether Amtrak should have
paid in this case depends on what kind of be-
havior you are talking about, he added.

Mr. Downs, the former Amtrak chief, said
that after the railroad’s lawyers told him
Amtrak could not escape paying the puni-
tive verdict, he called John Snow, then
CSX’s chief executive, to complain. Mr.
Snow, now President Bush’s treasury secre-
tary, said in essence that a deal was a deal,
Mr. Downs recalls. Mr. Snow declined to dis-
cuss the conversation or the case. CSX also
declined to comment specifically on Am-
trak’s payment of punitive damages.

Amtrak’s obligation did not end with the
$63.8 million payment to Mrs. Palank,
though. It was also responsible for $24 mil-
lion in compensatory damages to her and
other crash victims, for a total of $88 mil-
lion. For causing the accident, CSX paid the
Federal Railroad Administration the maxi-
mum fine — $20,000.

“It’s very difficult to convince railroads
that the carrying of people has a higher
standard of operating discipline and safety
than, say, coal,” Mr. Downs said. “And the
reason I think that is, is that they are im-
mune from any cost.”

At about the same time that the Palank
case was working its way through the
courts, in fact, CSX was working on a differ-
ent front to soften its litigation costs. It
played a prominent role in a business coali-
tion that helped persuade the Florida Legis-
lature in 1999 to change liability laws in the
state, imposing limits on punitive damages,
for example.

“We, like many other companies across
the country, support a civil justice system
that is fair and balanced,” said Adam Hol-
lingsworth, a CSX spokesman. CSX, said
Mr. Hollingsworth, who has since left the
company, wants to make sure “that those
responsible for injury pay their portion of
fault.”
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Eight people died
in this 1991 de-
railment of an
Amtrak train in
Lugoff, S.C., in-
cluding Sgt. Paul
Palank, left,
whose wife, An-
gelica, is with
their daughter. A
judge termed the
cause of the crash
borderline crimi-
nal behavior. 
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  FOR HOME DELIVERY CALL 1-800-NYTIMES

By WALT BOGDANICH
Federal inspectors were clearly

troubled by what they had been see-
ing in recent years at Union Pacific.
According to their written accounts,
track defects repeatedly went uncor-
rected; passenger trains were sent
down defective tracks at speeds
more than four times faster than
were deemed safe; and engines and
rail cars were dispatched in sub-
standard condition.

Soon, the inspectors from the Fed-
eral Railroad Administration began
talking tough: bigger fines and more
of them. But as they began to crack
down on the railroad, they found
themselves under fire from an unex-
pected quarter: their boss, the agen-
cy’s deputy administrator, Betty
Monro.

Ms. Monro demanded to know why
agency officials had not pursued the
less punitive “partnership” approach
that she favored, according to a July
2002 memo from her and the agen-
cy’s chief at the time, Allan Rutter. A
year later, in a senior staff meeting,

Ms. Monro rebuked her subordinates
as being “overly aggressive” toward
Union Pacific, according to one per-
son present.

Ms. Monro, who now runs the rail-
road agency, was in a position to
know just how unhappy her inspec-
tors were making officials at Union
Pacific. She and the railroad’s chief
Washington lobbyist, Mary E. Mc-
Auliffe, are longtime friends and
have vacationed together on Nan-
tucket several times since Ms. Mon-
ro joined the agency in 2001. 

The railroad industry and its fed-
eral overseer have long been closely
intertwined. And increasingly, like
many other federal regulators, the
Federal Railroad Administration
has emphasized partnership as the
best, quickest way to identify, and

fix, safety problems from the roots
up. But the story of its recent over-
sight of Union Pacific — spelled out
in a series of internal memorandums
from agency officials and inspectors
— raises questions about whether
this closeness has actually served to
dull the agency’s enforcement edge. 

Critics of the agency say that it
has, over the years, bred an attitude
of tolerance toward safety problems,
and that fines are too rare, too small
and too slowly collected. Those con-
cerns have been underscored recent-
ly by a number of major Union Pa-
cific derailments in Texas and Cali-
fornia, including one in which the re-
lease of poisonous chlorine gas killed
a woman and her daughter in their
home near San Antonio. 

The ties between industry and reg-
ulator are many-layered. 

Another big railroad company,
CSX, offered the agency’s chief safe-
ty official a job potentially worth
$324,000 a year, with bonuses and
stock options, while he was visiting
railroad headquarters to discuss 

For Railroads and the Safety Overseer, Close Ties
Concerns Are Raised

Over Agency Stance
on Enforcement

Continued on Page 27
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safety problems. After the official,
James T. Schultz, accepted the job
several days later, a federal watch-
dog asked that agency officials be in-
structed on the ethics of discussing
job offers.

The agency promotes the rail in-
dustry on its Web site, calling it
“safe, fuel efficient, environmentally
friendly.” It has lent millions of dol-
lars to struggling railroads and has
helped finance the industry’s non-
profit educational campaign, which
emphasizes the responsibility of mo-
torists — and not the railroads — in
avoiding grade-crossing accidents. 

The industry is a rich source of
campaign contributions, mostly to
the Republicans, with Union Pacific
as the biggest giver. Its corporate po-
litical action committee was among
the top 10 donors to Republican can-
didates for this election cycle, and
Ms. McAuliffe is the treasurer of the
company’s PAC. The railroad’s
chairman, Dick Davidson, is identi-
fied by the Bush campaign as a
“Ranger,” having raised more than
$200,000 for the president. Until he
became Mr. Bush’s running mate in
2000, Dick Cheney was a member of
the Union Pacific board. 

George Gavalla, who was the
F.R.A.’s associate administrator for
safety at the time of the efforts to
crack down on Union Pacific, said in
an interview in August that at times
he felt pressured by his superiors to
go easier on the railroad — some-
thing Mr. Gavalla said he refused to
do. 

“Every time we do some signifi-
cant enforcement, particularly on
Union Pacific, I would be called in
and asked why,” said Mr. Gavalla,
who has since left the agency. 

The F.R.A., asked about why Mr.
Gavalla left, would only say that he
resigned this fall.

The agency also vigorously denies
that it tried to get Mr. Gavalla, or
anyone else, to let up on Union Pa-
cific. 

In separate statements, the agen-
cy and Union Pacific say the railroad
has worked diligently to improve its
safety record. And any accusation of
favorable treatment, the F.R.A. said,
is disproved by the fact that over the
last four years Union Pacific “has
been inspected more times, has re-
ceived more violations and has paid
more in fines than any other rail-
road.” Union Pacific says it paid $4.1
million in fines last year. 

The F.R.A. declined through a

spokesman to make Ms. Monro
available for an interview, but her
former boss, Mr. Rutter, defended
her vacations with Ms. McAuliffe,
saying they were not only proper but
beneficial to regulators.

“Frankly, the business intelligence
that we could gather helped us in un-
derstanding how our enforcement
method was being perceived,” said
Mr. Rutter, now deputy executive di-
rector of the North Texas Tollway
Authority. 

But Charles Lewis, who runs the
Center for Public Integrity, a non-
profit watchdog group in Washing-
ton, said the vacations merely under-
scored “the level of incestuousness
between the railroad industry and
the regulator.”

And the recent derailments have
caused some government officials to
question the F.R.A.’s oversight of
Union Pacific. After five derailments
in five months near San Antonio, Sen-
ator Kay Bailey Hutchison, Republi-
can of Texas, asked for a federal in-
vestigation into the company’s oper-
ations in the area. Two of those de-
railments occurred near a high
school; in another case, two engines
plunged into a creek, spilling diesel
fuel. “People are asking now, ‘What’s
going on?’ ” said Mayor Edward D.
Garza of San Antonio. 

In California last month, a Union
Pacific train derailed east of Los An-
geles, damaging two houses, spilling
fuel, cutting off electricity to 100
houses, and forcing the evacuation of
24 homes. A little more than a year
earlier, in the same county, a run-
away train raced through residential
neighborhoods at speeds up to 95
miles per hour before derailing, in-
juring 13 people and damaging or de-
stroying 8 houses. 

Kathryn Blackwell, a spokeswom-
an for Union Pacific, said the most
recent derailments were still under
investigation but added that derail-
ments had been declining since 2001.
“We have a lot more at stake in pre-
venting derailments and accidents
than does the F.R.A.,” Ms. Blackwell
said. 

The Federal Railroad Administra-
tion began to emphasize its partner-
ship approach in 1995. “We start with
the assumption that railroads and
their employees want to promote
safety for their own benefit, not just
because a law or regulation requires
it,” the F.R.A. would later explain. 

Supporters of this approach, called
the Safety Assurance and Compli-
ance Program, say it has sharply re-
duced accidents by focusing on big-
picture problems, rather than minor
rule infractions. But, according to
longtime critics of the F.R.A., the in-
dustry and its overseers have some-
times taken the concept of coopera-
tion too far. 

In October 1997, the F.R.A.’s asso-
ciate administrator for safety,
James T. Schultz, visited CSX’s cor-
porate headquarters in Jacksonville,
Fla., to discuss serious safety prob-
lems at the railroad. During his visit,
CSX officials on three successive

days discussed employment possibil-
ities with Mr. Schultz, according to
an inspector general report. 

Several days later, Mr. Schultz ac-
cepted CSX’s offer to be the rail-
road’s vice president and chief safe-
ty officer. The federal watchdog
found “no evidence that Schultz vio-
lated any criminal conflict of interest
statute.” 

A CSX spokesman said Mr.
Schultz, who has since left the com-
pany, helped to make the railroad
safer.

Some rail-safety advocates say the
agency suffers from a reluctance to
impose punishment, which has made
it less willing to investigate prob-
lems. The agency acknowledges that

Continued From Page 1

Betty Monro of the Federal Rail-
road Administration.

Jenny Nordberg contributed report-
ing for this article.

An agency chief and a
top railroad lobbyist
shared vacations.

MORE FROM THE TIMES, ON TV

“Trouble on the Tracks,’’ a New
York Times Television documenta-
ry, will be broadcast on the Discov-
ery Times Channel on Nov. 14.
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it levies fines for roughly 2 percent of
all violations that it finds. The New
York Times recently reported that
the F.R.A. last year investigated
fully just 4 of about 3,000 grade cross-
ing accidents and that the agency
had failed to enforce its own rules re-
quiring that railroads promptly re-
port grade crossing fatalities. 

“There are a lot of really good peo-
ple in the F.R.A. who are concerned
about safety, but they unfortunately
are not making the command deci-
sions,” said Paul F. Byrnes, who
worked as a lawyer with the agency
from 1998 to 2001 and now consults
for a law firm that sues railroads.
The agency’s leadership, Mr. Byrnes
said, had for a time referred to the
railroads “as our customers.”

In April 2002, after reviewing the
F.R.A.’s effort to improve the safety
of one railroad company’s tracks,
the inspector general reminded the
agency that on occasion it “will need
to act more as a regulator and less as
a partner.”

Mr. Gavalla, who replaced Mr.
Schultz as the agency’s safety chief,
said he supported the partnership
approach. But when it failed to work
at Union Pacific, Mr. Gavalla said,
he and his staff began a multi-region
crackdown on the railroad, with
more inspections and more fines. Mr.
Rutter and Ms. Monro, he said, were
not pleased.

In a July 2002 memo, for example,
they asked Mr. Gavalla to justify the
crackdown. While they said they ac-
cepted Mr. Gavalla’s decision, Mr.
Rutter and Ms. Monro wrote that it
“raises questions about whether our
newer enforcement philosophy could
have been applied in this particular
situation.” 

In the minds of some F.R.A. in-
spectors, a tougher approach was
necessary. A series of internal agen-
cy memorandums obtained by The
Times showed that agency inspec-
tors were worried that Union Pacific
management had not been doing
enough to keep their trains and
tracks safe.

In one F.R.A. memo, dated May 1,
2002, an inspector said he found 400
track problems near O’Hare Interna-
tional Airport in Chicago. He warned
that an accident could cause the re-
lease of hazardous materials, and
added, “Consider the mass evacua-
tion, chaos, injury and maybe death
that could result from such a catas-
trophe.”

The inspector wrote that he be-
lieved Union Pacific was “either ig-
noring the conditions at this facility’’
or “not conducting thorough inspec-
tions.”

In another memo, from November
2002, F.R.A. inspectors said that be-

cause Union Pacific had done a poor
job of fixing track defects near
Shreveport, La., trains should not
have been allowed to go faster than
10 to 15 miles per hour. Even so, the
inspector said, the railroad raised
the speed of the track back up to 75
m.p.h. for passenger trains and 70
m.p.h. for freight trains.

But the findings that most troubled
the inspectors occurred in Union Pa-
cific’s North Little Rock service area
in Arkansas. In a July 2003 memo,
F.R.A. officials said Union Pacific’s
own inspectors had told them that
railroad managers “had interfered
with their ability to perform inspec-
tions.” According to that memo, the
agency had found conditions “so
egregious that it was apparent that
the railroad inspectors were not
identifying defects in the track, and
were doing so with their managers’
tacit approval.”

The officials further charged that
some violations had been “willful,”
according to the July memo.

That same month, Mr. Gavalla
said he and his senior staff visited
Union Pacific headquarters in Oma-
ha to discuss safety issues. But just
before the meeting, Mr. Gavalla said,
Betty Monro told the F.R.A. staff
that over dinner the previous night,
Union Pacific officials had angrily
complained that the agency had been
picking on them. Mr. Gavalla said he
recalled Ms. Monro saying that that
conduct was not going to be tolerat-

ed.
Later, Mr. Gavalla said Ms. Monro

gave him an e-mail message from
Ms. McAuliffe. “The nature and de-
gree of these fines call into question
the credibility of F.R.A. senior man-
agement who have expressed a de-
sire to work with the railroads and
Union Pacific in a performance-
based partnership,” Ms. McAuliffe
wrote. 

Though the F.R.A. would not com-
ment on the friendship between Ms.
Monro and Ms. McAuliffe, the Union
Pacific spokeswoman, Ms. Black-
well, said the two women had been
friends for more than 25 years, “long
before either of them was involved
with railroads.”

Ms. Blackwell said each woman
paid her own expenses during the
five vacations they took together —
sometimes with other people — after
Ms. Monro joined the F.R.A. in 2001.
“Ms. McAuliffe and Ms. Monro were
aware that this friendship would put
them under scrutiny by some people
who may question the appropriate-
ness of the relationship. That is why
they chose to continue the friendship
in an open and honest way.”

The F.R.A. and Union Pacific said
the friendship did not affect how the
agency dealt with the railroad. Said
Ms. Blackwell, “To suggest that U.P.
received preferential treatment due
to this friendship — or due to politi-
cal contributions — would be dead
wrong.”

Jeff Bundy/Omaha World-Herald

Union Pacific’s chairman, Dick Davidson, right, with Dick Cheney, who
was on the railroad’s board until joining the Republican ticket in 2000.
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By WALT BOGDANICH
Judge Jack T. Marionneaux said

the offer took him by surprise. Two
years ago, while presiding over a
state lawsuit involving a motorist
killed at a Louisiana railroad cross-
ing, Judge Marionneaux said he was
among several people invited to ride
on a train and learn about grade-
crossing accidents.

“It was really a bit strange,” Judge
Marionneaux said in court proceed-
ings. “I had never been called by a
railroad to go take a ride until I got
this case.” 

The train ride, staged for police of-
ficers and judges to demonstrate
how drivers dart in front of trains,
was part of a publicity campaign de-
veloped by a nonprofit rail-safety
group called Operation Lifesaver.
The group’s message — which em-
phasizes the role of drivers, not the
railroads, in causing crossing acci-
dents — echoes the railroad indus-
try’s consistent courtroom defense.
The invitation, the judge said, “of-
fended me.” 

Judge Marionneaux declined the
offer. He also vowed to empanel a
grand jury if another such campaign
was mounted during the trial. 

Nor was he alone in worrying that
Operation Lifesaver’s message
might taint the legal process. Since
2001, two other judges have taken ac-
tion to stop the group from conduct-
ing publicity campaigns around the
time of trials. 

Operation Lifesaver is the nation’s

Continued on Page 22

Safety Group
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most influential rail-safety group,
preaching its gospel of driver re-
sponsibility to judges, police officers,
elected officials and the news media.
No one disputes the value of its mes-
sage — that drivers should pay atten-
tion at rail crossings — or the dedica-
tion of many of its volunteers. And its
work is widely praised by police and
community groups. 

But documents show that the or-
ganization is tightly bound to the rail-
road industry, and critics, including
many accident victims, say the
group’s message serves another
agenda: to inoculate the railroads
against liability in grade-crossing
collisions. 

Not only did a railroad help found
Operation Lifesaver; rail industry
officials make up half the organiza-
tion’s national board and provide
much of the financing for its state
chapters. It also gets millions of dol-
lars from the railroads’ federal regu-
lator, which is itself closely inter-
twined with the industry. 

And even as Operation Lifesaver
speaks out about changing drivers’
behavior, it spends little time on a
range of safety matters that are the
responsibility of the railroads and is
largely silent on the benefits of warn-
ing lights and gates, which many ex-
perts say are among the most effec-
tive of all safety devices. 

In the view of its critics, Operation
Lifesaver is another way the rail in-
dustry seeks to sidestep responsibil-
ity in grade-crossing accidents. This
summer, The New York Times re-
ported that railroads in some cases
had destroyed or failed to keep im-
portant evidence in fatal grade-
crossing cases and had failed to
properly report hundreds of car-
train collisions to federal authorities. 

Blaming the Public?
Leila Osina said she was fired in

1995 as Operation Lifesaver’s execu-
tive director after she objected to
what she considered the group’s pro-
railroad slant. “The message was to
blame the public for all railroad acci-
dents and absolve the railroad from
any responsibility,” Ms. Osina said in
a statement in 2000 in connection
with a federal court case in Arkansas
involving a car-train accident. 

Operation Lifesaver’s position is
that the police and judges should
crack down on drivers who do not
obey traffic safety laws at crossings,
but it offers little criticism of rail-
roads that fail to remove overgrown
vegetation at crossings, or fail to fix
warning signs and signals, or fail to

Continued From Page 1
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Jenny Nordberg and Eric Koli con-
tributed reporting for this article.
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Photographs by Angel Franco/The New York Times

Vicky and Dennis Moore, whose son was killed at a railroad crossing,
run a foundation that helps finance the installation of lights and gates. 

A police officer in Wichita, Kan., riding a Union Pacific train as part of
Officer on the Train, a safety program run by Operation Lifesaver. 
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make sure that trains properly sound
their horns and obey the speed limit. 

An internal document from before
1995 also shows that speakers were
instructed not to use terms like
“rough crossing,” “dangerous cross-
ing” or “speeding train.” Those
terms “carry a negative connota-
tion” and detract from the group’s
safety message, the document
states. 
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Operation Lifesaver says this doc-
ument is no longer used.

The current executive director,
Gerri L. Hall, says her group is sim-
ply an educational organization with
no hidden agenda. “Our education
program isn’t about who’s at fault,
it’s about how a driver can take a
role in safety,” Ms. Hall said. “We
want to empower them to make
choices that are good. It isn’t about
placing blame.”

Ms. Hall, who has led Operation
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Lifesaver since 1995, said that while
some local volunteers had made un-
acceptable statements about the
group’s work in the past, she had
worked to standardize its message.
She said the group made safety pre-
sentations last year to about 1.3 mil-
lion people, and she said that federal
authorities say it has saved 11,000
lives since 1972. She also said Opera-
tion Lifesaver received “substantial”
support from nonrailroad sources. 

As for the comments made by
Judge Marionneaux in Louisiana and
the court actions to stop Operation
Lifesaver from conducting its media
campaigns, Ms. Hall said she was un-
aware of the events that led to them. 

Vicky Moore, whose son was killed
nine years ago at a rural Ohio cross-
ing where at least six other people
have died, says she believes Opera-
tion Lifesaver lets railroads off the
hook. “Everybody has a shared re-
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sponsibility here, not just the driv-
er,” she said. “We do not feel that Op-
eration Lifesaver represents the
families or victims of this type of
tragedy.” 

Ms. Moore and her husband, Den-
nis, try to do what Operation Lifesav-
er does not — with the money from
their settlement with Conrail, they
run an educational foundation that,
among other things, helps finance
the installation of lights and gates.
They also erect billboards that offer
another reason for grade-crossing
collisions: “Bad Crossings Kill Good
Drivers,” one of their signs states.

Theirs is an issue that cuts angry
and deep in the heart of rural and
small-town America. On average,
one person is killed every day at a
railroad crossing. And while deaths
have fallen sharply from a decade
ago, there were 255 through August
of this year, a 20 percent increase
over the same period in 2003, accord-
ing to the Federal Railroad Adminis-
tration. 

‘A Tremendous Success’
Operation Lifesaver was co-found-

ed by Union Pacific Railroad in Ida-
ho in 1972 and quickly spread to other
states through independent chapters.
By 1986 there were many state chap-
ters and the national version of Oper-
ation Lifesaver was incorporated by
the Association of American Rail-
roads, an industry trade association;
Amtrak; and the Railway Progress
Institute, a rail equipment supply
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group. 
Since Ms. Osina left the national

group, its board has expanded to in-
clude more members from outside
the rail industry. It now has 10 voting
members — half of them from the in-
dustry.

“We know what a tremendous suc-
cess Operation Lifesaver Inc. has
been,” said Allan Rutter last fall be-
fore he stepped down as chief of the
Federal Railroad Administration,
which regulates the industry. The
agency backs his words with taxpay-
er money; it has contributed $7 mil-
lion since 1997. Two other agencies,
the Federal Highway Administration
and the Federal Transit Administra-
tion, have collectively kicked in a
similar amount. 

Even so, the Operation Lifesaver
program pays scant attention to un-
safe crossings. 

According to minutes of a 1992
meeting of Operation Lifesaver’s de-
velopment council, the signal-work-
ers union notified the group that
“warning device malfunctions are a
factor in driver behavior at railroad
crossings” and that the police should
be told of this. The minutes show that
the recommendation was unani-
mously rejected. Ms. Hall of Opera-
tion Lifesaver said she knew nothing
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of the meeting because it happened
before she arrived.

On the issue of lights and gates,
Ms. Osina, the former executive di-
rector, said she came to believe that
the railroads did not want them. 

“The board of directors openly ac-
knowledged an aversion to the instal-
lation of lights and gates because of
the maintenance cost for those de-
vices,” Ms. Osina said in her 2000
court statement. The government
pays for the installation of lights and
gates at crossings, but railroads
must keep them working properly. 

Their value was underscored in
2001 when the Missouri Supreme
Court upheld a verdict against Union
Pacific after an accident at a grade
crossing that did not have lights and
gates. In that case, the court noted, a
Union Pacific representative said
lights and gates reduced the proba-
bility of accidents by as much as 90
percent.

Ms. Hall said Operation Lifesaver
did not advocate more lights and
gates at crossings because it is “be-
yond the scope of what Operation
Lifesaver is trying to do.” By taking
a position on the issue, she said, “the
next thing that would happen to us is
we would spend all of our time in
court, I suppose, or be dragged into
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discussions with Congress about
lights and gates and who will pay for
them.” 

Although lights and gates are in
place in fewer than half the nation’s
rail crossings, Operation Lifesaver
emphasizes driver attitudes, arguing
that impatient drivers often go
around gated crossings.

Working With the Police
After a grade-crossing accident,

Operation Lifesaver often offers its
representatives as experts to be
quoted in the local press. The group
also tries to educate police officers
through a program called Officer on
the Train. Police officers, public offi-
cials and the news media are invited
onboard a train with a camera
mounted on the front of the engine.
When drivers cross in front of the
train, the police officers radio ahead
to other officers waiting in cars, who
then issue tickets to the drivers.

The resulting news coverage con-
veys a message espoused by the rail-
roads. During one such train ride in
1996, for example, a police officer
was quoted by a St. Louis newspaper
as saying, “People are still running
the gates and winning big lawsuits.” 

Operation Lifesaver also reaches
out to the police is on its Web site
with 14 “tips for law enforcement of-
ficers” who might end up investigat-
ing a car-train collision. After tips on
how to safely secure an accident
scene, the first mention of a possible
cause for the accident is No. 7: “Look
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for evidence of suicide.” 
An older Operation Lifesaver

guide, no longer used, noted that “a
significant number of grade crossing
‘accidents’ are cleverly disguised
suicides.” The guide further stated
that “the lack of physical evidence
should not rule out that probability.” 

Some drivers do commit suicide at
grade crossings, though the exact
number is not known. But some fam-
ilies of accident victims say rail-
roads unfairly raise the specter of
suicide as a way to escape responsi-
bility for crashes. 

In addition to police officers, Oper-
ation Lifesaver also focuses on
judges with its message that reck-
less drivers are to blame for rail-
crossing accidents. One way to reach
them was outlined in a document ti-
tled “How to Gain the Attention of
Judges,” which suggested that the
group’s members “find out which
judges are running for election and
invite them to an interview to ex-
press their opinions.” 

Asked about the document, Opera-
tion Lifesaver said in a statement
that a judge created it and distribut-
ed it at a national Operation Lifesav-
er conference in 2000. That judge, the
statement said, believed other
judges should know “about the im-
portance of enforcing grade-crossing
violations by drivers and railroad
trespassing violations by pedestri-
ans.”

Judge Marionneaux of Louisiana
said in October 2002 that Operation
Lifesaver had crossed the line when
it invited him to participate in Offi-
cer on the Train. “It looks like it’s a
simple invitation without any point,”
he said in court proceedings, noting
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that he was not the only judge invited
to go along. “But what is the reason
to ask a judge to go ride on a train?”
The judge did not cite any evidence
that the event was designed to influ-
ence his views or the jury’s, but he
said it made him feel uncomfortable
nevertheless. 

In another rail-crossing case, Wil-
liam R. Wilson Jr., a federal judge in
Arkansas, tried in August 2001 to
stop Operation Lifesaver from run-
ning its publicity campaign during
the trial. Judge Wilson said he felt
the order was necessary after a two-
day regional event in which the news
media and police officers were given
train rides.

“I’m sure that a lot of crossing ac-
cidents are primarily due, or solely
due, to driver disregard, negligence,
trying to beat the train or whatever,”
Judge Wilson said in court proceed-
ings. But he also said some of the
educational materials did not “seem
balanced,” failing to mention that
railroads sometimes “don’t blow the
whistle or sometimes they speed or
sometimes crossings are not re-
paired right or sometimes the rail-
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road lets vegetation grow up.”
James Johnson, a former grade-

crossing safety coordinator for
Southern Pacific Railroad — now
part of Union Pacific — testified in
2000 in yet another grade-crossing
case that on two occasions he helped
arrange Officer on the Train pro-
grams to coincide with trials. 

Elizabeth S. Hardy, a lawyer who
represents accident victims, said
that on one occasion she had just
picked a jury in a grade-crossing
case “and the very next morning”
Operation Lifesaver’s message was
being heard “eight to 10 times a day
on television, on the radio.”

Ms. Hardy, who late last year ob-
tained a court order to stop the group
from running a media blitz during a
trial, complained that the railroads
used the news media to show how
their employees “suffer grievously”
because of accidents caused by “stu-
pid” motorists.

A spokeswoman for the Associa-
tion of American Railroads said it
was “patently false” that the indus-
try used Operation Lifesaver to fur-
ther its own agenda. Ms. Hall, the
group’s executive director, agreed. 

“These are good people, and they
are being besmirched by innuendo,”
Ms. Hall said. “This is a good organi-
zation with big hearts.” She said
plaintiffs’ lawyers were behind the
criticism of her group because, with
the number of rail-crossing deaths
declining, “they are losing their base
of operation.” Operation Lifesaver,
she added, wants to look at all fac-
tors involved in accidents, including
dangerous crossings. 

But Ms. Moore, the mother whose
son was killed by a train, remains un-
convinced. She asked to join Opera-
tion Lifesaver’s board last year, but
the board unanimously rejected her,
saying the group did not wish to be-
come involved in “advocacy.” Why,
she asked in a letter to Operation
Lifesaver, is she called an advocate,
when railroad officials on the board
are not? 

Ms. Moore says she never received
an answer.
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By JENNY NORDBERG
and WALT BOGDANICH

WASHINGTON, Nov. 16 — The
federal agency that regulates rail-
roads is stepping up safety enforce-
ment at the biggest railroad, Union
Pacific, after a number of crashes
and derailments that killed seven
people in Texas and New Mexico
over the last year, agency officials
said Tuesday.

The regulators made the an-
nouncement to a delegation of Texas
officials who traveled to Washington
to express concern about railroad ac-
cidents in the San Antonio region, one
of which released poisonous chlorine
gas and killed three people.

The agency, the Federal Railway
Administration, said it had signed a
“compliance agreement” with Union
Pacific, under which the railroad
promised to repair “notable deficien-
cies” that regulators found when
they inspected its operation in south-
ern Texas. Union Pacific crews had
not been following the railroad’s own
safety rules, the officials said. 

Under the accord, the railroad
agency will send 10 additional in-
spectors to the region and require
managers to have added safety
training. The federal authorities are
still investigating some of the acci-
dents. 

The agency could have ordered the
company to repair the problems, but
officials said the compliance agree-
ment was a way to begin attacking
the problems without first holding a
hearing. That approach received a
mixed response from the Texas dele-
gation, which included Mayor Ed-
ward D. Garza of San Antonio, Rep-
resentative Charlie Gonzalez, a
Democrat, and Senator Kay Bailey
Hutchison, a Republican who is
chairwoman of the Surface Trans-
portation and Merchant Marine Sub-
committee.

“The agreement now in force can
be not only monitored by the F.R.A.
— and there will be more inspectors
— but it can be enforced in court,”
said Ms. Hutchison, who sought a fed-
eral inquiry into the railroad’s opera-

tion in the San Antonio region.
Mr. Gonzalez asked whether the

accord went far enough. 
“I really think that you can only

cut people so much slack,” he said.
“It’s nice to have an agreement on
paper, but what are you getting?”

Union Pacific said in a statement
that it was fully cooperating and had
begun repairing the problems.

Mr. Gonzalez said the compliance
agreement underscored questions
about the agency’s “partnership” ap-
proach to regulation. That empha-
sizes working with railroads to re-
pair problems, rather than punishing
them. He and some delegation mem-
bers had expressed concern that the
agency had too cozy a relationship
with the railroads, citing an article
this month in The New York Times
that reported the acting administra-
tor, Betty Monro, and the chief lobby-
ist for Union Pacific, Mary E. McAu-
liffe, had vacationed several times
together on Nantucket.

Ms. Monro was not at the meeting.
Mr. Gonzales called that disappoint-
ing. The briefing was handled by
Deputy Transportation Secretary
Kirk K. Van Tine. The Transporta-
tion Department is the parent of the
railroad agency. 

Ms. Hutchison said Mr. Van Tine’s
presence sent the right signal. 

“We need to have not only a very
independent regulatory relationship,
but we need to have the appearance
of one,” she said. “The reason that
the deputy secretary came to this
meeting instead of the acting admin-
istrator was that the Department of
Transportation believes that, as
well.”

Ms. Monro has been a strong advo-
cate of the “partnership” approach.
Mr. Van Tine said partnership
worked “as long as the partners are
living up to their sides of the bar-
gain.” But in the San Antonio region,
he added, Union Pacific has failed to
do that. 

As for Ms. Monro’s vacations, Mr.
Van Tine said they were “being re-
viewed internally at the Department
of Transportation.” Union Pacific
said Ms. Monro and Ms. McAuliffe
had been friends for 25 years, begin-
ning long before they were involved
with railroads.

Regulators Plan to Step Up
Union Pacific Safety Checks

Jenny Nordberg reported from
Washington for this article and Walt
Bogdanich from New York.
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By WALT BOGDANICH
Citing a string of recent derail-

ments and other safety and national
security concerns, five labor unions
are asking the federal transportation
secretary to oppose a request by the
nation’s largest railroad, Union Pa-
cific, to allow its trains to skip in-
spections after entering the country
from Mexico.

The company has asked the Fed-
eral Railroad Administration to
waive federal rules so its trains,
about nine each day, can be inspect-
ed by Mexican railroad workers. It
said this would reduce rail traffic
congestion in the United States. 

In a letter last week, the unions —
including the transportation trades
division of the A.F.L.-C.I.O. and the
International Brotherhood of Team-
sters — asked Transportation Secre-
tary Norman Y. Mineta to intercede
on their behalf with the railroad
agency, which is reviewing Union
Pacific’s request.

The unions said they approached
Mr. Mineta because of their concerns
that the agency, part of the Trans-
portation Department, could not im-
partially reach a decision on the
waiver request. 

“Given the alarming rise of acci-
dents involving U.P. and renewed
questions about the relationship be-
tween the F.R.A. and the industry it
regulates, we wanted to bring this
matter directly to your attention,”
the unions said in a statement.

Since May there have been nine
derailments or accidents involving
Union Pacific in the San Antonio

area, one in which poisonous gas was
released. Four people died in those
accidents. Several weeks ago, a dele-
gation of Texas officials visited fed-
eral regulators in Washington to ex-
press concern about Union Pacific’s
safety record and whether the rail-
road agency might be too close to the
company.

The question of the agency’s im-
partiality was raised after an article
last month in The New York Times
that examined its regulation of Union
Pacific. The article reported that
Betty Monro, the agency’s acting ad-
ministrator, had vacationed several
times on Nantucket, Mass., with
Union Pacific’s chief lobbyist, Mary
E. McAuliffe. Ms. Monro supports
the agency’s “partnership” approach
to regulation, which emphasizes
working with railroads, rather than
punishing them, as the best way to
deal with safety problems.

A spokesman for the agency de-
clined to comment on the waiver re-
quest while it is being reviewed. The
agency said it could not say when it
would rule on the waiver.

Union Pacific “shouldn’t be al-
lowed to outsource important safety
functions like the inspections of
trains,” Edward Wytkind, president
of the A.F.L.-C.I.O.’s transportation
trades department, said in an inter-
view. 

The unions’ letter also cited na-
tional security concerns for opposing
the waiver. 

Kathryn Blackwell, a Union Pa-
cific spokeswoman, said the Mexican
train inspections would be “exactly
the same” as those in this country.

Unions Ask Agency to Oppose
Union Pacific on Inspections
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By WALT BOGDANICH
and JENNY NORDBERG

Facing two federal investigations
of her agency’s oversight of rail safe-
ty, the acting head of the Federal
Railroad Administration announced
yesterday that she was stepping
down. 

The official, Betty Monro, who has
led the agency for six months, told
her staff in an e-mail message that
she had decided to retire. She will
leave at the end of the month, the
agency said. 

The narrower investigation focus-
es on certain regulatory questions,
as well as Ms. Monro’s ties to Mary
E. McAuliffe, chief lobbyist for the
biggest railroad, Union Pacific. That
report, by the inspector general of
Transportation Department, is com-
plete, officials said yesterday. They
declined to release it. 

The inspector general, Kenneth M.
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Mead, is also conducting a broad in-
quiry of the railroad administra-
tion’s oversight of safety at the more
than 200,000 grade crossings in the
United States. Grade-crossing fatali-
ties are up nearly 19 percent for the
year through September. 

Mr. Mead said that investigation
was prompted by a recent series of
articles in The New York Times. The
articles reported that some railroads
had sidestepped their responsibility
in crossing accidents, by mishan-
dling evidence and failing to report
properly hundreds of fatalities, and
they raised questions about whether
the railroad agency was too close to
the railroads it oversees.

Since President Bush appointed
Ms. Monro deputy administrator in
2001, she has vacationed several
times with Ms. McAuliffe. Union Pa-
cific has said that they are longtime
friends and that each paid her own
way.
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The results of the broad inquiry
are to be released in stages. A
spokesman for the Transportation
Department, Brian Turmail, said
privacy rules prevented the release
of any part of the inspector general’s
first report now. Even so, Mr. Tur-
mail said, Mr. Mead had found that
certain “safety and inspection issues
still exist” and that the inspector
general had issued safety recom-
mendations. Mr. Turmail said he
was not permitted to explain the
safety problems or the recommenda-
tions until the Transportation De-
partment, the parent of the railroad
agency, fully reviews the report. Mr.
Turmail added that the inspector
general had deemed as false unspeci-
fied accusations against Ms. Monro
by a disgruntled former employee.

The railroad agency declined to
make Ms. Monro available for an in-
terview. She issued a statement say-
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ing the inspector general had found
that her agency had strengthened its
enforcement actions, not weakened
them. But she also acknowledged
that the report raised concerns about
her relationship with “a member of
Union Pacific’s staff.” 

“His conclusions,’’ she added,
“support the fact that I have never
allowed the relationship to influence
my professional actions.” 

In her message to the staff, Ms.
Monro said she had planned to retire
after the election but decided to re-
main “due to intervening challenges”
which she did not describe.

“I now feel I can move forward
with my personal plans,” she said. 

The agency’s enforcement has
come under fire in the San Antonio
region, among other places, where
nine derailments or accidents involv-
ing Union Pacific trains have oc-
curred since May. Four people died
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in those accidents.
Representative Charlie Gonzalez,

Democrat of Texas, said in an inter-
view that he hoped that the Bush ad-
ministration had learned from the
experience and that it might appoint
someone who did not follow Ms. Mon-
ro’s policies. The agency backed a
“partnership” approach to regula-
tion, which emphasized working with
railroads, rather than punishing
them.

“Sometimes you can’t partner up
with the industry and hope that
things will work their way out,” Mr.
Gonzalez said.

Separately, the agency announced
that it was denying Union Pacific’s
request to allow its trains to skip in-
spections after arriving from Mexi-
co. 

Union Pacific declined to com-
ment on Ms. Monro’s departure or
the rejection of its request. 
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Betty Monro, acting chief of the
Federal Railroad Administration.
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By WALT BOGDANICH
It was late afternoon on July 14,

2002, when Amtrak train No. 391
pulled out of Union Station in Chi-
cago, bound for Southern Illinois.
Several hours later, the train began
to run a gantlet of hazardous high-
way crossings where gates and
warning lights malfunctioned, en-
dangering both passengers and mo-
torists. 

The first problem arose at a cross-
ing in Cumberland County. Eight
miles down the track, it happened at
another crossing. Then another. And
another. By the time Amtrak 391
reached the small town of Odin, sig-

nals at seven crossings had failed to
give drivers proper warning of at
least 20 seconds, according to federal
records.

And on the same day in the same
general area, northbound Amtrak
train No. 392 encountered “short
warnings’’ at another four crossings.
Two days later, the trains ran
through a total of seven more short
signals.

No one was injured on either day.
But three years earlier, on the same
track north of these crossings, 11

Amtrak passengers were killed and
89 injured when a train slammed into
a truck loaded with steel at a cross-
ing in the town of Bourbonnais. Fed-
eral investigators blamed the truck
driver for ignoring a proper warning
signal, but the state police, witnesses
and most recently a judge concluded
that a short warning was a factor in
the crash. 

The railroad industry and its over-
seer, the Federal Railroad Adminis-
tration, have long maintained that
signal malfunctions pose little dan-
ger and that accidents caused by
them are “extremely rare.’’

But last week, after The New York 

Questions Raised on Warnings at Rail Crossings

Continued on Page A20
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Jenny Nordberg, Jo Craven McGinty
and Tom Torok contributed report-
ing for this article.
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Times began asking questions about
signal problems, federal regulators
disclosed that since a fatal accident
in Michigan in the spring, they have
been investigating whether a “type
of Amtrak train’’ might be failing to
trigger warning signals properly.
And an examination of reported sig-
nal malfunctions indicates that they
may constitute a wider problem, also
involving freight trains. 

A Times computer analysis of gov-
ernment records found that from
1999 through 2003, there were at least
400 grade-crossing accidents in
which signals either did not activate
or were alleged to have malfunc-
tioned. At least 45 people were killed
and 130 injured in those accidents,
according to the records, although in
most cases the role of signal mal-
functions was unclear. Federal rules
require that railroads maintain sig-
nals on tracks they own. 

The accident reports, all prepared
by the railroads, also raise questions
in many cases about whether unsafe
behavior by drivers contributed to
the accidents. In addition, since 2000,
railroads filed about 2,300 reports of
the most serious types of signal mal-
functions: short signals or no signals
at all. Most of these malfunctions did
not involve accidents.

“My concern is that this is just the
tip of the iceberg,” said James E.
Hall, a former chairman of the Na-
tional Transportation Safety Board.
“If we had that type of record in avia-
tion, it would be unacceptable.” 

In February, after a husband and
wife were killed near Rochester, at a
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crossing where the signal had been
disabled for maintenance, the Fed-
eral Railroad Administration in-
spected 199 area rail crossings main-
tained by the railroad company CSX.
The agency found that nearly half
had defects. Though most of the de-
fects were deemed “relatively mi-
nor,” they were found to be serious at
12 crossings, the agency said. CSX
has since made major repairs to
crossings in the area. 

The railroad administration’s in-
vestigation of Amtrak began after a
woman and her 15-year-old daughter
were killed by a train in Charlotte,
Mich., in April when, the police say, a
warning signal activated too late.
The same railroad that owned the Il-
linois tracks in the 2002 incidents —
Canadian National Railway — also
owned the tracks in Charlotte and
was responsible for maintaining the
signals in both areas. 

Canadian National said in a state-
ment to The Times that it did not be-
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lieve that the short signals in Illinois
showed “a significant or persistent
problem, or otherwise reflected sys-
temic issues regarding CN signal
performance, inspection, mainte-
nance, or repair.” The railroad de-
clined to comment on the Charlotte
fatalities until the railroad adminis-
tration completed its investigation.

Warning signals are triggered
when an approaching train causes an
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electrical current to pass from one
rail to the other. Last week, the rail-
road administration said its prelimi-
nary investigation of the Charlotte
crash had concluded that the warn-
ing signal malfunctioned, possibly
because Amtrak’s braking equip-
ment and practices, along with accu-
mulated material on the tracks, had
impeded the electrical current. 

The agency said there was no con-
nection between the short signals in
Illinois and the Charlotte accident,
though both appear to have involved
a buildup of different substances on
the tracks.

“Passenger locomotives are gen-
erally lighter than freight locomo-
tives and use different types of brak-
ing equipment,’’ a government offi-
cial involved in the Michigan investi-
gation said. He added that the prob-
lem was “very intermittent’’ and had
been detected only “regionally.’’ 

In a statement, an Amtrak spokes-
man, William Schulz, said that all of
its locomotives and most of its cars
had the same kind of brakes, and
that there have been “no instances’’
where Amtrak trains have been
found to cause short signals. But with
an “abundance of caution in mind,’’
Mr. Schulz said, the passenger serv-
ice changed some braking equip-
ment and procedures on the Michi-
gan line after the Charlotte accident. 

The frequency of signal malfunc-
tions is difficult to assess, because
railroads do not have to report all
malfunctions and because proving
that an error occurred is often diffi-
cult after an incident.

According to government data,
some 9,500 calls about signals were
lodged in 2003 in Texas, which has
the only statewide government hot
line for problems at grade crossings.
Several Texas crossings have been
the subject of scores of complaints in
recent years. Some callers were re-
porting the same problem.

Chronic signal malfunctions are
not only hazardous, but also burden-
some for police departments, espe-
cially smaller ones, because they
must often send officers to safeguard
motorists at problem crossings. 

Peggy Wilhide, a spokeswoman for
the Association of American Rail-
roads, played down the significance
of signal malfunctions, saying a re-
cent federal report found that the
great majority of crossing accidents
were caused by unsafe drivers. Ms.
Wilhide also emphasized that most of
the reports of signal malfunctions
could not be confirmed. 

“I would put our safety record up
against any industry,” she said.

A spokesman for the Federal Rail-
road Administration, Steven W.
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Kulm, said his agency’s efforts had
“contributed to the dramatic de-
crease in the loss of life and injury at
highway-rail grade crossings.’’ The
federal authorities “aggressively re-
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Rod Sanford/Lansing State Journal

A car-train accident at a crossing in Charlotte, Mich., killed Melanie Pouch and her 15-year-old daughter,
Meghann, in April. Witnesses said the Amtrak train had entered the crossing when the gates came down.
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view” all reports of signal failures,
Mr. Kulm said, adding, “More than 9
of every 10 accidents occurred when
the grade-crossing warning system
was functioning properly.’’ 

Federal rules define signal mal-
functions as those that give drivers a
warning of less than 20 seconds, or
that activate when no train is ap-
proaching. The latter, called a false
activation, is potentially dangerous
because drivers may be led to ignore
signals that they believe are not
working. False activations are the
most common signal problem, offi-
cials say. 

“Americans are impatient, they
are only going to sit for so long,” said
George Gavalla, a former top safety
official with the railroad administra-
tion. “They will say the gates or
lights are not functioning, and they
are just going to go.”

For that reason, Mr. Gavalla said,
after accidents the agency requires
railroads to report any possible or
confirmed signal that lasts more
than 60 seconds without a train en-
tering the crossing. “That’s outside
what is considered to be a reasonable
time frame,” Mr. Gavalla said.

Mike Stead, who oversees rail
safety for the Illinois Commerce
Commission, said he was unaware of
any warning system in his state that
was designed to operate longer than
60 seconds with no train present. 

Warning signals can fail for vari-
ous reasons, experts say. Salt, dirt,
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heavy rain and other substances can
interfere with electrical conductivity
and wiring. Poor maintenance by the
railroads contributes to the problem.
So does aging equipment, said Tom
Woll of the railroad administration.

In some cases, records show, rail-
road workers have accidentally dis-
connected the warning system, or
disabled signals during maintenance
without providing alternate ways to
warn drivers, like flagging them at
the crossing. The latter issue was the
subject of a 2002 agency advisory. 

Even so, the problems have contin-
ued. In the crash near Rochester this
year, CSX disabled a signal while
trying to learn why it was malfunc-
tioning. With no warning signal,
trains were supposed to stop at the
crossing, then have crews flag mo-
torists, but on the morning of Feb. 3,
a CSX train failed to stop, striking
the car of John O’Connor and his
wife, Jean, killing them. 

Of the grade-crossing accidents in
the Times analysis, roughly 17 per-
cent involved rail maintenance or in-
spection equipment that, according
to the rail industry, is not designed to
activate the warning signals. Most of
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this equipment, the railroad adminis-
tration said, weighs too little and has
too few wheels to trigger the warning
signal. Nearly 30 people were injured
in these collisions from 1999 through
2003, government records show.

Proving that a signal malfunc-
tioned can be difficult. In the more
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than 400 accidents in the Times anal-
ysis, 30 percent of the signal prob-
lems were listed as confirmed. The
rest were listed as “alleged,’’ mean-
ing that a technician checked the sig-
nal later and found no problem, said
Ms. Wilhide, the spokeswoman for
the Association of American Rail-
roads.

But determining what happened at
the time of an accident is possible
only at those signals equipped with
devices to record when a warning is
activated and the position of the
gates when the crash occurred. Most
signals lack such devices. More
often, the determination comes down
to what witnesses say, and their ac-

counts may differ. 
Even when no accident occurs, the

Federal Railroad Administration re-
quires railroads to report to a sepa-
rate database when signals fail to
give drivers a sufficient warning.
The required 20 seconds are neces-
sary because gates do not descend
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Federal regulators are
investigating whether
a type of train may be
failing to trip signals. 
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instantly. They typically begin to
lower four to five seconds after sig-
nal activation and take about five
seconds to be fully deployed. The re-
ports in this federal database, how-
ever, often provide few or no details
on the signal malfunctions. 

This database does not reflect ev-
ery signal that fails to operate prop-
erly. The most common problems,
false activations, are not included.
Also, according to the rail industry, if
a malfunctioning signal is taken out
of service so it can be worked on, it
does not have to be reported sepa-
rately to the signal problem data-
base — even if an accident occurs —
because the signal did not technical-
ly fail; it was simply out of service. 

In the summer of 2002, 27 short sig-
nals on the Canadian National tracks
in Illinois were reported to the fed-
eral database. Some signals were
short by only a second or two, but
most reports did not specify the
length of time. Records show that af-
ter the malfunctions were discov-
ered, Canadian National temporarily
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lowered the allowable train speed for
all railroads using the affected
tracks. The railroad administration
said the problems “were primarily
related to deposits from freight spill-
age that caused a buildup of material
on the rail surface.” Since then, it
said, steps have been taken to im-
prove the sealing of railroad cars
that carry grain.

An Amtrak spokesman said he
was unaware of the Illinois short sig-
nals until The Times asked about
them. The passenger service, he add-
ed, does not keep records of signal
malfunctions that involve its trains.
Amtrak’s president, David L. Gunn,
said in an interview that he believed
that freight railroads tried their best
to maintain warning signals. 

Even so, Mr. Gunn said he found
the apparent breakdown in Illinois
troublesome. 

“Absolutely,” he said. “Any failure
like that will put somebody in dan-
ger.” 

In the Michigan crash last April,
that danger proved fatal to Melanie
Pouch and her daughter, Meghann,
according to witness accounts. Ten
people said the train had entered the
crossing when the warning gates be-
gan to descend. About a month later,
the police officially concluded that
the signal malfunctioned.

Nonetheless, Canadian National’s
accident report still states that the
signal is only alleged — but not
proved — to have malfunctioned.

“It’s clearly inappropriate of the
railroad to call this an alleged mal-
function,” said Bryan J. Waldman, a
lawyer representing Mrs. Pouch’s
estate. “Corporations speak about
how injured people need to take re-
sponsibility for their own actions,
and corporations need to take re-
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sponsibility for their actions.”
In several fatal accidents, signal

problems were reported before and
after the accidents. For example, at
the Bourbonnais crossing where 11
Amtrak passengers died, four false
activations were confirmed in the
year before the crash and two short
signals occurred within a month af-
terward, records show. (Canadian
National Railway did not, at the time,
own that track, so it had no mainte-
nance responsibility for that signal.) 

The Rochester-area crossing
where two people were killed had
also been the subject of repeated
complaints. And in the month after
the Michigan crash, the police re-
ceived two reports of Amtrak trains
going through the crossing without
the gates being properly lowered,
records show. In that same period,
two other crossings with signals on
the Amtrak line in the area were re-
ported to have malfunctioned. 

A Canadian National spokesman
denied that those malfunctions oc-
curred.
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